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Abstract

This thesis is devoted to a study of a range of transition metal bipyridyl complexes which have been much discussed as possible pigments in solar energy conversion systems. We have primarily been concerned with investigations into the electronic structure of each system through detailed examination of the electrochemical behaviour and absorption spectrum of each complex. We have collected the absorption spectrum of the electrogenerated reduced and oxidised analogues of each complex using in situ techniques as described in chapter 2.

The relationship between the electrochemical behaviour and the absorption spectrum exhibited by a given complex is also discussed as we illustrate how we may predict the energies of anticipated optical transitions using the electrochemical data collected.

Previous studies have shown that the electrochemically reduced analogues of \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}\) and \([\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]^{3+}\) are best understood in terms of a ligand localised model i.e. the resting oxidation state complex should be formulated as \([\text{M(Z)(bipy}_0]^{2+}\) and the one-electron reduced product as \([\text{M(Z)(bipy}_0]^{2+}\) \(\text{bipy}_1]^{(z-1)+}\). Contrastingly we have examined the complex \([\text{Cr(bipy)}_3]^{3+}\) and shown this system undergoes three metal-based reductions followed by three ligand-based reductions.

We also investigate a range of modified transition metal bipyridyl systems and report further evidence for ligand-localised reduction. A series of electrode-catalysed substitution reactions involving these complexes are also described.
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Chapter 1

Introductory remarks: Transition metal bipyridyl complexes as solar energy dyes; Correlation of optical and electrochemical data in such bipyridyl systems; Electrochemical reduction in $[\text{M(bipy)}_3]^{n+}$ systems in terms of a ligand localised model.

In recent years the photochemical, photophysical and luminescent properties of the tris-bipyridine ruthenium(II) cation, $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}$, have been much studied.\textsuperscript{1-14} This complex possesses a low-lying relatively long-lived photoexcited state which has led to much discussion of $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}$ as a prototype pigment for use in solar energy conversion systems.\textsuperscript{14-21}

The excited state species, $^* [\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}$, which for example has a lifetime of 5.7 μsecs at 77K in a methanol:ethanol glass (4:1 v/v),\textsuperscript{4} is formed on the absorption of visible light, $\lambda_{\text{max}} \approx 582\text{nm}$. For many years formation of this excited species was assumed to involve the transfer of an electron from the ruthenium(II) core to an acceptor orbital which is delocalised over all three bipyridine ligands.\textsuperscript{3,22-24} Indeed examination of the Raman\textsuperscript{25,26} and absorption spectra of the excited species provides evidence for such an electron transfer to the bipyridyl ligands.
However further studies of the resonance Raman and absorption spectra of $[^*\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}$ have established that the excited species should be interpreted in terms of a localised model. In other words, the promoted electron enters an acceptor orbital which is localised on one bipyridine ligand and $^*\text{I}$ is best formulated as $[$Ru(III)-(bipy)$^0$, (bipy$^+$)$](bipy^2)$^{2+}$.

It may be noted that the photo-excited species is a strong oxidising agent, due to the hole in the metal valence core, and also a strong reducing agent because of the promoted electron. This dual nature can only arise in electronically excited systems. Thus $^*\text{I}$ can react with a suitable quencher such as europium(II), $[^\text{Eu}]^{2+}$, to give reactive intermediates $[^\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^+$ and $[^\text{Eu}]^{3+}$ or equally, the excited species may be oxidatively quenched by, for example, paraquat, $[^\text{PQ}]^{2+}$, as shown in figure 1.

**Figure 1:** Conversion of Light into Chemical Energy

\[ \text{hv} \]

$[^\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+} + [\text{Eu}]^{2+} \xrightarrow{\text{hv}} [^\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^+ + [\text{Eu}]^{3+}$

$[^\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+} + [\text{PQ}]^{2+} \xrightarrow{\text{hv}} [^\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{3+} + [\text{PQ}]^+$

It is apparent that in each case the absorption of light has shifted the system from equilibrium and in the process converted light into chemical energy. It is
possible to devise a cell to harvest this energy.

Another potentially important property of $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}$ is that the excited state species is thermodynamically capable of splitting water as shown in figure 2.16.

Figure 2: Splitting of Water by $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}$

Disproportionation of the excited species gives $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^+$ and $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{3+}$ which may then reduce or oxidise water to give dihydrogen and dioxygen respectively. However, this process, though thermodynamically feasible, is not efficient kinetically since it can only proceed by successive one-electron steps requiring catalysts. A large part of this thesis is devoted to the study
of further Ru(II) and Ir(III) systems which are closely related to \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}\). The electronic structures of these complexes and their redox and spectroscopic properties are of considerable relevance and intrinsic interest.

For polypyridyl transition-metal complexes, as for other molecules, electronic structure is conventionally expressed in terms of a model embracing a series of two-electron orbitals. The successive filling of these orbitals by the appropriate complement of electrons then leads to the complete description of the ground state configuration of each system. The frontier orbitals (the highest occupied (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied (LUMO) molecular orbitals) of the system are of particular significance in determining optical and redox properties and reactivity. In particular, the existence of strictly defined (quantised) occupied and unoccupied levels implies the possibility of specific electronic transitions which should occur at discrete excitation energies. Nevertheless the full assignment of the bands observed in the absorption spectrum of transition-metal complexes is often extremely difficult. The deduction of electronic structure from the observed spectrum is even more difficult since its entire complexity is not revealed. Many of the anticipated transitions occur at similar energies therefore in the observed spectrum the less intense bands will be obscured. Therefore, only rarely can a unique electronic model be determined from the available data.

Fortunately, for transition metal polypyridyl complexes
it is possible to categorise the nature of the anticipated prominent electronic excitations. These fall into three general types, ligand-based, metal-based and those which involve a transfer of charge.

A ligand-based transition then involves molecular orbitals localised on the ligand itself and in practice the ones normally observed are \( \pi \pi^* \) transitions. Likewise transitions involving orbitals localised on the metal centre are said to be metal-based and are named d-d (or ligand-field) transitions.

In contrast a charge-transfer (C.T.) excitation involves electron transfer between contrasting molecular orbitals, one of which is based on the metal centre and the other on the ligand. A charge-transfer band could thus involve a displacement of negative charge from the metal to the ligand (MLCT) or from the ligand to the metal (LMCT).

The intensity of a band is determined by quantum mechanical selection rules; transitions which are both orbitally- and spin-allowed are naturally the most intense. Therefore, ligand-field (d-d) transitions, which are orbitally forbidden, are orders of magnitude less intense than charge-transfer and intraligand bands. Generally ligand-field transitions are very difficult to observe in transition-metal bipyridyl complexes due to the overlap of more intense charge-transfer bands.

If the assignment of bands in the absorption spectrum of these polypyridyl systems is to be attempted then importance attaches to both the position and intensities...
of predicted transitions, in relation to an internally consistent molecular orbital energy scheme appropriate to chromophoric centres present in the complex. Indeed in this thesis the assignment of the absorption spectrum of each complex follows a consistent deductive strategy and is fully consistent with our interpretation of the bands observed for \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+/3+}\) and \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]^{0/+}\). That is, we have accumulated electrochemical data for the complexes above, and for a series of closely related systems, then utilised this information to predict the transition energy required for each anticipated optical excitation.

Several voltammetric studies on \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}\), \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]^-\), \([\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]^{3+}\) and \([\text{Ir(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]^+\) have been reported;\(^{40-43}\) our results are consistent with this reported data and are listed in table 1. Bard and co-workers\(^{44}\) have also examined the oxidative electrochemical behaviour of \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}\) and \([\text{Os(bipy)}_3]^{2+}\) in liquid sulphur dioxide providing further useful information at relatively inaccessible highly positive potentials. These workers observed two one-electron oxidative waves for \([\text{Os(bipy)}_3]^{2+}\) assigning these to the Os(II/III) and Os(III/IV) couples. The gap between these redox couples is measured to be 1.61 volts which we note compares closely with the measured difference between the \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]^{0/+}\) and \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]^{+/2+}\) redox processes. Bard\(^{44}\) has also shown that in contrast the second oxidation observed for \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}\) (i.e. beyond the Ru(II/III) couple) should
be classified as ligand-centred, presenting Raman, n.m.r. and absorption spectra as evidence. We may however estimate a value for the hypothetical Ru(III/IV) couple (i.e. $[\text{Ru(III)(bipy)}_3]^{3+}/[\text{Ru(IV)(bipy)}_3]^{4+}$) for $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{3+}$ using the data available for $[\text{Os(bipy)}_3]^{2+}$ and $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]$. In both the latter cases the $\text{M(II/III)}$ - $\text{M(III/IV)}$ separation is directly observable and found to be approximately 1.6-1.65 volts.

Previous work in our laboratories has shown that the potential required to reversibly reduce an individual bipyridyl ligand in $[\text{M(bipy)}_3]^{n+}$ (i.e. $E^0$ for $[\text{M(bipy)}_3]^{n+}/[\text{M(bipy}^0\text{)}_2\text{(bipy}^-\text{)})^{(n-1)+}$ is directly related to the charge on the central metal $\text{M}$, with a value of 0.32 volts per unit charge being measured. Strictly this observation pertains to the redox activity localised in $\pi(7)bipy^0$ (see later). Then by analogy to the filled $\pi(6)$ level we may estimate a value for the hypothetical oxidation of bipyridyl on a ruthenium(II) centre.
Table 1: Pertinent Electrochemical Data\textsuperscript{a} for the Complexes $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+/3+}$ and $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]^{0/+}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$[\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}$</th>
<th>$[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]^{0+}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E^\circ \text{Ru(II/III)}$</td>
<td>+0.96</td>
<td>+0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^\circ \text{Ru(III/IV)}$</td>
<td>+2.7\textsuperscript{b}</td>
<td>+1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^\circ \text{bipy}^{0/-}\text{Ru(II)}$</td>
<td>-1.66</td>
<td>-1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^\circ \text{bipy}^{0/-}\text{Ru(III)}$</td>
<td>-1.34\textsuperscript{c}</td>
<td>-1.63\textsuperscript{c}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^\circ \text{bipy}^{0/+}\text{Ru(II)}$</td>
<td>+2.39\textsuperscript{c}</td>
<td>+2.09\textsuperscript{c,d}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^\circ \text{bipy}^{0/+}\text{Ru(III)}$</td>
<td>+2.71</td>
<td>+2.41\textsuperscript{d}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: a) All potentials above are specified vs a Ag/Ag\textsuperscript{+} reference electrode in 0.1M TBABF\textsubscript{4}/CH\textsubscript{3}CN. (Numerical values without annotation are directly measured).

b) Value estimated from the measured $E[M(\text{II/III})-M(\text{III/IV})]$ gap for $[\text{Os(bipy)}_3]^{2+}$ and $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]$.  

c) Estimated from the 0.32V shift per unit charge observed on the bipyridine $\pi(7)$ level for $[\text{M(bipy)}_3]^{n+}$ and this behaviour is extrapolated to the $\pi(6)$ level.

d) Extrapolation of the 0.3V shift noted on the $\pi(7)$ level on replacement of one bipyridine ligand by two chloride ligands to the $\pi(6)$ level.
Using these data it is possible to estimate values for the optical transitions proposed for these complexes.

\(d^6\) Ru(II) Complexes

In these systems the energy required for a \(\pi(6) \rightarrow \pi(7)\) intraligand transition may be predicted by measuring the gap between the estimated \(\text{bipy}^0/\text{bipy}^+\) couple on ruthenium(II), which allows us to map \(\pi(6)\), and the directly measured \(\text{bipy}^0/\text{bipy}^+\) couple, which maps \(\pi(7)\). The correlation is extremely good (32.7 kK electrochemically vs 34.8 kK optically). The lowest energy metal-to-ligand charge-transfer transition (Ru(II)\(d\pi\)→\(\pi\)\( \text{bipy}^0\)) is then represented by the gap between the Ru(II/III) couple and the \(\text{bipy}^0/\text{bipy}^+\) couple on ruthenium(II). An examination of the ultra-violet spectrum of each system then allows us to measure the \(\pi(7) \rightarrow \pi(8)\) gap on bipyridine since the band at approximately 40 000 cm\(^{-1}\) in these complexes is recognised to be due to a \(\pi(6) \rightarrow \pi(8)\) \(\text{bipy}^0\) transition. This observation then allows us to predict a value for the higher order Ru(II)\(d\pi\)→\(\pi\)\( \text{bipy}^0\) MLCT transition.

\(d^5\) Ru(III) Systems

In these systems a value for the \(\pi(6) \rightarrow \pi(7)\) \(\text{bipy}^0\) transition may again be predicted utilising the data pertinent to the Ru(III) centre. However, our previous assumption that the \(\pi(6)\) level on bipyridine is lowered to the same extent as the \(\pi(7)\) level does not permit us to rationalise the observed shift of the internal ligand
π(6) → π(7) transition to longer wavelength on oxidation. This suggests we have overestimated the effect on the π(6) level on moving from Ru(III) to Ru(II) however these values are used in our further calculations since we have no suitable model on which we may map the bipyridine π(6) level on ruthenium(II).

A prediction of the lowest energy MLCT transition (Ru(III)dπ<sup>5</sup>-bipy<sup>0</sup> (7)) may be made by examination of the gap between the Ru(III/IV) couple and the predicted value for bipyridyl reduction on a ruthenium centre. For Ru(III)-bipyridyl complexes, a ligand-to-metal charge-transfer may also occur with the value for a bipy π(6)→Ru(III)dπ transition being represented by the gap between the bipy<sup>0/+</sup> couple, measured on ruthenium(III), and the observed Ru(II/III) couple.

By using the methods described above we may predict values for the transitions anticipated for [Ru(bipy)<sub>3</sub>]<sup>2+/3+</sup> and [Ru(bipy)<sub>2</sub>Cl<sub>2</sub>]<sup>0/+</sup> which are shown in table 2. On examination of the absorption spectrum of each species, shown in figures 3 and 4, we may now assign the observed bands as shown in table 3.

It is useful to construct a schematic molecular orbital scheme to relate these predictions and assignments as shown in figure 5.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>$\pi(6) \rightarrow \pi(7)$</th>
<th>$\text{Ru(III)}d\pi$</th>
<th>$\text{Ru(II)}d\pi$</th>
<th>$\text{bipy}^0 \pi(6)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}$</td>
<td>4.05 $32.7$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.62 $21.7$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{3+}$</td>
<td>4.05 $32.7$</td>
<td>4.05+ $32.7$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.75 $14.1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]^0$</td>
<td>4.04 $32.6$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.96 $16.8$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]^+$</td>
<td>4.04 $32.6$</td>
<td>3.29 $28.5$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.40 $18.4$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: (a) Tabulated figures are expressed in units of electron volts and those in italics in units of $10^{-3} \text{ cm}^{-1}$ ($1\text{eV}=8065 \text{ cm}^{-1}$)
Figure 3: Absorption Spectra of $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+/3+}$ in Dichloromethane at Room Temperature
Figure 4: Absorption Spectra of $\text{[Ru(bipy)$_2$Cl$_2$]}^{+/0}$ in Dichloromethane at Room Temperature
### Complexes and Transitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>Transition ( \pi(5) \rightarrow \pi(7) )</th>
<th>Transition ( \pi(6) \rightarrow \pi(7) )</th>
<th>( \pi(6) \rightarrow \pi(8) )</th>
<th>( \text{bipy}^\circ \rightarrow \text{bipy}^\circ(8) )</th>
<th>( \text{bipy}^\circ \rightarrow \text{bipy}^\circ(7) )</th>
<th>( \text{bipy}^\circ \rightarrow \text{Ru}^\Pi )</th>
<th>( \text{bipy}^\circ \rightarrow \text{Ru}^\Pi )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+})</td>
<td>39.5 sh</td>
<td>34.8(7.06)</td>
<td>28.0(0.63)</td>
<td>22.4(1.37)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41.0(3.50)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{3+})</td>
<td>40.3(4.55)</td>
<td>32.9(4.73)</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>23.8(0.28)(^b)</td>
<td>15.0(0.08)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31.8(4.61)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]^\circ)</td>
<td>41.4(3.02)</td>
<td>33.7(5.36)</td>
<td>27.0(1.18)</td>
<td>19.3(1.20)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]^+)</td>
<td>41.2(2.98)</td>
<td>33.3(3.12)</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>26.5(0.78)(^c)</td>
<td>a,b</td>
<td>21.7(0.28)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32.1(2.68)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:**

- a - Band obscured
- b - This band is assigned to a ligand-to-metal charge-transfer from a lower level since we have assumed the \( \pi(7)-\pi(8) \) and \( \pi(5)-\pi(6) \) gaps are comparable.
- c - \( \text{Cl}^- \rightarrow \text{Ru(III)} \) charge-transfer occurs at 28 000 cm\(^{-1}\) in \( \text{RuCl}_6^{3-} \).
Ru(II)    Ru(bipy)$_3$    Ru(III)

\[ \pi(8) \text{Inferred} \]

Optically

Ru(II)    Ru(bipy)$_2$Cl$_2$    Ru(III)

\[ \pi(8) \text{Inferred} \]

Optically

Note:
All the energy levels marked — are inferred electrochemically.
All arrows shown above refer to optical maxima. (Numbers listed are optically measured transitions.)
As described in the following chapters, we have utilised the electrochemical data collected for many polypyridyl species in order to model the frontier orbitals of each system. This has allowed us to estimate the energy required to enable both intra-ligand and charge-transfer transitions to occur and thus assign the bands in each absorption spectrum.

The bipyridyl ligand has the pronounced ability to stabilise low oxidation state metal centres due, it is presumed, to the possibility of $d\pi \rightarrow \pi^*$ back-bonding. For example tris-bipyridyl transition metal complexes may undergo successive reductions of the metal centre as shown below for $[\text{Cr}(\text{bipy})_3]^{3+}$.

$$[\text{Cr}(\text{III})(\text{bipy}^0)_3]^{3+} \xrightleftharpoons{e^-} [\text{Cr}(\text{II})(\text{bipy}^0)_3]^{2+} \xrightleftharpoons{e^-} [\text{Cr}(\text{I})(\text{bipy}^0)_3]^{1+} \xrightleftharpoons{e^-} [\text{Cr}(0)(\text{bipy}^0)_3]^0$$

$d^3$ $d^4$ $d^5$

This system is studied in detail in Chapter 3 with the absorption spectrum of each species shown above being assigned. However, in this species the central metal may efficiently back-bond to bipyridine. This is due to the ligand having a low-lying acceptor orbital which implies bipy itself may undergo reduction. Indeed we have shown that $[\text{Cr}(\text{bipy})_3]^{3+}$ undergoes a fourth reduction which is
bipyridyl based, by spectroscopic characterisation of
[Cr(bipy)$_3$]$^-$. For [Ru(bipy)$_3$]$^{2+}$, electrochemical studies have
revealed the presence of three one-electron reductions.\textsuperscript{40,41} For several years, it was assumed, wrongly, that each
electron added to the system was entering a molecular orbital
spanning all three bipyridine ligands. Recently several
studies have focussed on the reduced species of [Ru(bipy)$_3$]$^{2+}$
in an attempt to model the excited state complex. Electron
spin resonance,\textsuperscript{46} absorption spectral\textsuperscript{47} and resonance
Raman\textsuperscript{48} studies of the reduced species [Ru(bipy)$_3$]$^{+/0/-}$ have
all produced strong evidence that each electron added to I
is in fact localised on a separate bipyridine ligand. That
is, the reduced species should be formulated as in table 4.

\textbf{Table 4: Formulation of [Ru(bipy)$_3$]$^{2+/+/0/-}$}

\begin{align*}
[Ru(bipy)$_3$]$^{2+} &= I^0 = [Ru(II)(bipy$^0$)$_3$]$^{2+} \\
[Ru(bipy)$_3$]$^+ &= I^- = [Ru(II)(bipy$^0$)$_2$(bipy$^-$)]^+ \\
[Ru(bipy)$_3$]$^0 &= I^{2-} = [Ru(II)(bipy$^0$)(bipy$^-$)$_2$]$^0 \\
[Ru(bipy)$_3$]$^- &= I^{3-} = [Ru(II)(bipy$^-$)$_3$]$^-$
\end{align*}

The progression in absorption spectra as a function
of oxidation state with which this thesis is primarily
concerned, revealed that for [Ru(bipy)$_3$]$^{2+}$ the electronic
absorption spectrum could be interpreted in terms of three separate bipyridine ligand moieties. In the conventional oxidation state, \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}\), we have shown the absorption bands may be assigned to intraligand and charge-transfer transitions of \(\text{Ru(II)}(\text{bipy}^0)\) chromophores. For the one-electron reduced product, best obtained by controlled potential electrolysis, the absorption spectrum reveals a new set of bands which strongly resemble those in \(\text{Li}^+\text{bipy}^-\) together with the familiar \(\text{Ru}^+/\text{bipy}^0\) bands at decreased intensity. This indicates the discrete reduction of one bipyridyl ligand has in fact taken place. If the electron has entered an orbital which is delocalised over all three ligands then in the reduced complex we would not anticipate observing any absorption bands which are characteristic of the isolated \(\text{Ru-}(\text{bipy}^0)\) chromophore. However if we examine the ultra-violet region of the absorption spectrum of \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^+\) a band is observed at 35,000 cm\(^{-1}\) which has been assigned to a \(\pi\pi^*\) bipy transition.\(^{47}\) As shown in figure 6, this band is approximately two-thirds the intensity of the band in \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}\) which is consistent with the loss of one \(\text{Ru-}(\text{bipy}^0)\) chromophore.

The separate electrogeneration of the second and third reduced products allows the absorption spectrum of each species to be measured, as shown in figure 6. Thus, an examination of tris-bipyridine ruthenium(II) in these four differing redox states shows that there is a progressive loss of the \(\text{Ru-}(\text{bipy}^0)\) chromophore accompanied by a linear growth of the \(\text{Ru-}(\text{bipy}^-)\) moiety. These spectra, together
Figure 6: Absorption spectra of $\text{[Ru(bipy)$_3$]}^{2+}/1+/0/1^-; I^0/1^-/2^-/3^-$ in dimethyl sulfoxide at room temperature.
with complementary electron spin resonance\textsuperscript{46} and resonance Raman\textsuperscript{48} studies on these species, give compelling evidence that a localised model is applicable in these reduced systems. That is they contain discrete bipy\textsuperscript{0} and bipy\textsuperscript{−} ligands.

Electrode potential correlations of numerous tris-bipyridyl transition metal complexes have shown that the ligand-orbital energies are strongly determined by central ion valency. Accordingly the ligands in neighbouring isoelectronic [Rh(bipy)\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{3+} should then be easier to reduce, but Rh(III/I) reduction intervenes and this complex undergoes the irreversible loss of a bipyridyl ligand.\textsuperscript{50} [Ir(bipy)\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{3+} on the other hand undergoes reversible reductions which are relatively facile in comparison to [Ru(bipy)\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{2+}. It is approximately 0.4\textbf{V} easier to reduce [Ir(bipy)\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{3+} than [Ru(bipy)\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{2+}. Indeed six reversible one-electron reductions have been observed for [Ir(bipy)\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{3+}, in two groups of three closely-spaced waves. The first set of waves correspond to the reduction of each bipyridyl ligand to bipy\textsuperscript{−}, whilst the second series is due to the addition of a second electron to each ligand to give coordinated bipy\textsuperscript{2−}\textsuperscript{51}. For [Ir(bipy)\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{3+}, no oxidation of the metal centre is observed at moderate potentials which implies the d\ensuremath{\pi} manifold is stabilised to a greater extent by the central metal charge in [Ir(bipy)\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{3+}, like [Ru(bipy)\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{3+}, than [Ru(bipy)\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{2+}. The d\ensuremath{\pi} level in fact falls to a similar level to the ligand HOMO which means, on examination of the absorption spectrum of [Ir(bipy)\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{3+}, that \textit{\pi}−\textit{\pi} bands
rather than MLCT bands dominate the visible and near ultra-violet region. The MLCT band is in fact shifted to a significantly higher energy and we have been able to determine that it is concealed by the much more intense intraligand band at 33 000 cm\(^{-1}\), (see chapter 3). A related prediction is that, at extreme positive potentials, ligand oxidation rather than metal oxidation would ensure.

The absorption spectra of the first three reduced forms of \([\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]^{3+}\) have also been measured.\(^{49}\) In the redox series \([\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]^{3+/2+/+o}\) the progressive loss of bands assigned to intraligand \(\pi^*\) bipy\(^o\) transitions is noted together with the corresponding linear growth of the set of bands which correspond to the bipy\(^r\) chromophore as shown in figure 7. Each electron added to \([\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]^{3+}\) is evidently localised on a separate bipyridyl ligand implying the reduced species should be formulated as in table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5: Formulation of ([\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]^{3+/2+/+o})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>([\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]^{3+}) = (\text{II}^o) = ([\text{Ir(III)}(\text{bipy}^o)_3]^{3+})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]^{2+}) = (\text{II}^-) = ([\text{Ir(III)}(\text{bipy}^o)_2(\text{bipy}^r)]^{2+})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]^+) = (\text{II}^{2-}) = ([\text{Ir(III)}(\text{bipy}^o)(\text{bipy}^r)_2]^+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]^o) = (\text{II}^{3-}) = ([\text{Ir(III)}(\text{bipy}^r)_3]^o)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It should be noted that \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^+\) and \([\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]^{2+}\) are closely related with a common electronic configuration
Figure 7: Absorption Spectra of $[\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]^{3+/2+/+/-0}$ in Acetonitrile at Room Temperature
Mdπ\textsuperscript{6}/(bipy\textsuperscript{O})\textsubscript{2}(bipy\textsuperscript{\textbar}), however the corresponding excited state species I\textsuperscript{*} and II\textsuperscript{*} differ fundamentally. As described above I\textsuperscript{*} is formed due to metal-to-ligand charge-transfer excitation, however in *[Ir(bipy)\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{3+} an intraligand π→π\textsuperscript{*} transition is involved as confirmed by photoemission spectroscopy.\textsuperscript{12}

However, since it is apparent that the potential required to reduce a bipyridyl ligand is dependent upon the central metal charge, in some respects *[Ir(bipy)\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{2+} (that is *[Ir(III)(bipy\textsuperscript{O})\textsubscript{2}(bipy\textsuperscript{\textbar})]\textsuperscript{2+}) provides a better model for the ligand array in I\textsuperscript{*} than *[Ru(bipy)\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{3+}.

In this investigation we have studied *[Ir(bipy)\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{3+} and several closely-related substituted bis(bipyridyl) iridium(III) species *[Ir(bipy)\textsubscript{2}L\textsubscript{2}]\textsuperscript{3+}, where L can be an anionic or neutral ligand. On reducing these species, by controlled potential electrolysis, we have shown these systems should be classified in terms of the localised model. However, some remarkable dissociation and substitution reactions involving these species in solution have also been discovered.

A complex, discovered in 1977 by Watts et al.\textsuperscript{52}, which is closely related to *[Ir(bipy)\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{3+} has recently been the centre of much interest. This complex, which is a commonly encountered major by-product in the earliest synthetic route to *[Ir(bipy)\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{3+} \textsuperscript{53}, has the stoichiometry equivalent to *[Ir(bipy)\textsubscript{3}.OH]\textsuperscript{2+} or *[Ir(bipy)\textsubscript{3}.H\textsubscript{2}O]\textsuperscript{3+} dependent upon the prevailing pH. This reversible deprotonation is not observed for *[Ir(bipy)\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{3+}.
An examination of the voltammetric behaviour of this complex reveals two sets of two (only) closely-spaced one-electron reductions (c.f. \([\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]^{3+}\) where two sets of three closely-spaced reductions are observed). This observation complies that one of the bipyridyl ligands is rendered inert towards reduction.

Several contrasting suggestions have been made concerning the formulation of this complex (see chapter 4), however we undertook comprehensive \(^1\)H and \(^{13}\)C n.m.r. studies of the solution structure of this species which established a remarkable internal rearrangement had taken place with the formation of an Ir-C bond. A recently published X-ray structure of this complex\(^{54}\) illustrated that the crystalline complex should likewise be formulated as below.

The original penetrating suggestion for this unprecedented "roll-over" was made on the basis of very ambiguous data for the related protonated complex.

As described previously, the photolysis of water into its elements by sunlight is potentially one of the most attractive routes to solar energy conversion and
Its practical utilisation is still far in the future although this process has been considerably developed in the last few years.

To date the most commonly discussed photosensitiser for water-splitting experiments has been \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}\) because of its favourable photochemical, photophysical and electrochemical properties. This complex, however, has two important drawbacks. Firstly, \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}\) can only collect a small fraction of the solar energy available. Secondly, when, for example, methylviologen is used as a quencher a large fraction (\(\sim 75\%\)) of the photoreaction products undergo a back electron-transfer, which means most of the converted energy is dissipated as unrecoverable heat.

The search for new photosensitisers has been most active, but the requirements each complex must meet are so multifarious and stringent that it is no easy matter to discover a system which is more useful than \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}\) itself. Naturally many diverse pigments are under consideration, several reports having appeared suggesting that porphyrins may be of some use in this context. Indeed Borgarello et al. have shown that in the presence of a Pt and RuO\(_2\) catalyst which is codeposited on TiO\(_2\) the complex zinctetramethylpyridineporphyrin \([\text{ZnTMpyP}]^{4+}\) may cause the evolution of both hydrogen and oxygen from water when irradiated with visible light. The excited state of this porphyrin system has a long-lifetime of 655 \(\mu\)s at room temperature in water. Other groups have shown that
phthalocyanines, such as magnesium phthalocyanine, or completely inorganic photosensitisers, such as [TBA]$_2$-[Mo$_6$Cl$_{14}$], when excited by irradiation with visible light may be quenched by, for example, methylviologen therefore allowing the conversion of light into chemical energy. Magnesium phthalocyanine has been shown to have a lifetime of 280 ms in water at room temperature whilst [TBA][Mo$_6$Cl$_{14}$] has a lifetime of 210 ms in the solid phase at 80K.

However a range of polypyridyl complexes have been prepared in order to investigate any possible advantages of these systems as photosensitisers over [Ru(bipy)$_3$]$^{2+}$ It is well known that for these bipyridyl and substituted bipyridyl complexes the excited state lifetime depends sensitively on the ligand nature. A range of these species has been prepared which appears to have superior properties than [Ru(bipy)$_3$]$^{2+}$ as a photosensitiser in some respects (but regretably not others). For example, the complex [Ru(bipy)$_2$(DMCH)$_3$]$^{2+}$ where DMCH is the 2,2'-biquinolyl derivative shown below is able to absorb a larger fraction of the incident light.

\[
\text{DMCH} = 3,3'\text{-dimethylene-4,4'\text{-dimethyl-2,2'}-biquinolyl}
\]
of solar energy than \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}\). The extended aromaticity in a ligand such as DMCH means that these ligands may be "superior electron traps", that is they are liable to be more readily reduced. Examination of the emission spectra of \(\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{DMCH})\)\(^{2+}\), \(\text{Ru(bipy)}(\text{DMCH})\)\(^{2+}\) and \(\text{Ru(DMCH)}_3\)\(^{2+}\) shows that the threshold energy to form the lowest excited state of each species is significantly lower than in \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}\). This is a distinct advantage since in principle the excited state of these DMCH complexes could be obtained using lower-energy sensitisers. Fortunately, the corresponding lower energy content of the excited state DMCH complexes, compared to \(*[\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}\), should not compromise the use of these species in the water-splitting cycle. The "molar-free-thermodynamic energy" required to split water is 1.23eV, a magnificent redundancy in excess of this is simply dissipated anyway.

It has been pointed out\(^6\) that \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{DMCH})]^{2+}\) is particularly suitable as a sensitiser since, whereas this modification of \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}\) does not undermine either the reductive or the oxidative steps of the water-splitting cycle, the overall efficiency of energy conversion should be improved as a larger fraction of the solar system can be collected for photoexcitation.

Many of the modified bipyridine ligands which have been used in preparing these complexes are very bulky. In these systems, therefore, incorporation of two or three of these ligands then may lead to considerable steric interactions. We could anticipate either metal-ligand bond strain
or mutual ligand-ligand conformational adjustments.

A close examination of the visible absorption spectrum of such complexes, for example the series of complexes $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_n\text{(biq)}_{3-n}]^{2+}$ (where $n = 0$ to 3), show the presence of several anomalies.

![2,2'-biquinoline](image)
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As discussed in chapter 5, mixed-ligand species such as $[\text{Ru(L)}_n\text{(L')}_{3-n}]^{2+}$ (where L and L' are distinct diimine type ligands and $n$ is 1 or 2) should show separate identifiable $\text{Ru(dπ)}-\text{L(π*)}$ and $\text{Ru(dπ)}-\text{L'(π*)}$ charge-transfer bands, respectively similar to those in the parent complexes $[\text{Ru(L)}_3]^{2+}$ and $[\text{Ru(L')}_3]^{2+}$. In practice such behaviour is not always observed. This might call into question the general applicability of the localised model for the reduced complexes. We have, therefore, carried out a detailed analysis of these systems both in their familiar oxidation state and their reduced forms.

Another area of interest for polypyridyl transition metal complexes is their potential use in the general field of organometallic catalysis. As we discuss in chapter 2, the complex $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.Cl}]^+$ has been shown to catalyse
the water-gas shift reaction.

Our studies on this complex and a series of analogous systems \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.X}]^{n+} (X = \text{MeCN}, \text{py, CO})\) have shown that the localised model is again applicable on reducing each complex. Furthermore, some remarkable substitution reactions have also been discovered involving these species when they are oxidised or reduced. These systems may be decarbonylated or alternatively may exchange the sixth ligand X depending on the particular complex and the prevailing conditions. As discussed in chapter 2 this is related to the unique trans-directing influence of the discrete bipy\(^7\) ligand. We conclude that the charge-trapped ligand model is pertinent to the general reactivity of such complexes as well as the redox and photochemical phenomena for which the model emerged.
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Chapter 2

Electrochemical and Absorption Spectral Studies
(45 000 - 12 500 cm\(^{-1}\)) of cis-Bis-2,2'-bipyridyl Carbonyl Complexes of Ruthenium(II)

In chapter 1 we reported on the interest which has been shown in the complex [Ru(bipy)\(_3\)]\(^{2+}\), due to its unusual photoredox properties and the thermodynamic capability of its excited state species to photodissociate water. Much of this interest was aroused by a report that the visible light irradiation of a monolayer sample of a surfactant derivative of [Ru(bipy)\(_3\)]\(^{2+}\), immersed in water, led to the evolution of hydrogen. However, later studies\(^2-5\) proved that highly purified samples of this material were inactive, and it was suggested that some form of catalytically active impurity, an unidentified ruthenium complex, was present in the original sample.\(^6\)

It was later reported\(^7\) that the complex cis-[Ru(bipy)\(_2\)-CO.Cl]\(^+\), III, a by-product in the synthesis of cis-[Ru(bipy)\(_2\)-Cl\(_2\)], IV, catalysed the photochemical water-gas shift reaction. More recently Tanaka\(^8\) and co-workers have shown that the same complex also catalyses the water-gas shift reaction in the absence of light.

The optical and redox properties of cis-[Ru(bipy)\(_2\)CO.Cl]\(^+\), II, and related complexes are then of great interest, therefore we studied the voltammetric behaviour of a range of substituted carbonyl-bis-bipyridine ruthenium(II) complexes.
The absorption spectra of these species, both in their "familiar oxidation state" and in their electro-reduced and oxidised forms are also examined.

However, since many of the electrogenerated species we wish to study are extremely air sensitive they must be generated in situ, in the beam of a spectrophotometer, in order that their absorption spectra may be examined. We can achieve this by utilising a transparent working electrode, in our case a platinum gauze which is sandwiched between two quartz plates in a modified 0.5mm cell. This type of system is known as an optically transparent thin layer electrode, O.T.T.L.E., and it is mounted in a gas-tight block as shown in figure 1.

The complexes examined here are of the general form $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.X}]^{n+}$ and range from species where X is the strong $\pi$-acceptor ligand, carbonyl, to the pronounced $\pi$-donor ligand, chloride. Pertinent electrochemical data obtained in these studies are collected in table 1.

From table 1 it is apparent that the electrode potentials characteristic of each species are markedly dependent on the nature of the sixth ligand. A comparison of $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.Cl}]^{+}$, III, with $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}$ and $\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2$ allows us to interpret our electrochemical data.

It is known that the oxidation of the complexes $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}$ and $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]$ is metal-based, $\text{Ru(II)/Ru(III)}$, with the dichloro-complex being oxidised more readily. This is due to the negative charge and $\pi$-donor properties of the chloride ligands which replace the third bipyridine ligand and stabilise Ru(III) relative to
Key to Figure 1

A - Counter Electrode
B - Reference Electrode
C - Working Electrode connection protected from bulk solution by PTFE sleeve
D - PTFE cell cap
E - Test solution, deoxygenated with Ar or N₂
F - 0.5mm Infrasil quartz cell containing platinum grid working electrode
G - Platinum grid working electrode
H - PTFE cell block
I - Variable temperature nitrogen inlet ports to allow cooling of cell and test solution
J - Dry nitrogen inlet ports (to prevent fogging of inner quartz windows)
K - Infrasil quartz cell block windows
Figure 1: Design of the Optically Transparent Thin Layer Electrode
Ru(II). The $d^5$ Ru(III) centre is a good $\pi$-acceptor owing to the vacancy in the $d\pi$ sub-shell and its high core charge. Incorporation of a $\pi$-acceptor carbonyl ligand allows back-donation of electronic charge from the metal centre to take place, more from Ru(II) than Ru(III). The Ru(II) $d\pi^6$ orbital manifold in [Ru(bipy)$_2$CO.C1]$^+$ is therefore stabilised with respect to [Ru(bipy)$_2$C1$_2$]. This is reflected in the observed RuII/III potentials where we find, as expected, it is 1.2 volts more difficult to oxidise [Ru(bipy)$_2$CO.C1]$^+$ than [Ru(bipy)$_2$C1$_2$].

Before examining the reductive behaviour of these complexes, it should be noted that, for tris-bipyridyl metal complexes it has been shown that the potential required to reduce each bipyridyl ligand is dependent upon the central metal charge. Those studies illustrated that for each unit of positive charge on the central metal it was approximately 0.4 volts easier to reduce the bipyridine ligand. However, in the series of complexes now under study the first reduction potential depends upon the extent of $\pi$-back-bonding from the ligands present to the metal centre. This is illustrated by a comparison of [Ru(bipy)$_3$]$^{2+}$ with [Ru(bipy)$_2$(CO)$_2$]$^{2+}$ and [Ru(bipy)$_2$C1$_2$].

Viewed in this way, replacement of one $\pi$-acceptor bipyridine ligand, in Ru(bipy)$_3$$^{2+}$, by two $\pi$-donating chloride ligands leads to a decrease in the effective central metal charge and a corresponding increase in the difficulty of reduction of the first bipyridine ligand by approximately
Table 1: Electrochemical Results for Ruthenium Bipyridyl Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>(E(\text{ox})^b)</th>
<th>(E(\text{red 1}))</th>
<th>(E(\text{red 2}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\text{[Ru(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2])</td>
<td>+0.01</td>
<td>-1.95</td>
<td>-2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{[Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.H]}^+)</td>
<td>+0.86(^c)</td>
<td>-1.71</td>
<td>-1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{[Ru(bipy)}_3^{2+})</td>
<td>+0.96</td>
<td>-1.66</td>
<td>-1.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{[Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO}\text{.Cl]}^+)</td>
<td>+1.20</td>
<td>-1.61</td>
<td>-1.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{[Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.py]}^{2+})</td>
<td>+1.80</td>
<td>-1.46</td>
<td>-1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{[Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO}\text{.MeCN]}^{2+})</td>
<td>+1.91</td>
<td>-1.43</td>
<td>-1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{[Ru(bipy)}_2\text{(CO)}_2]^{2+})</td>
<td>+2.4(^d)</td>
<td>-1.23</td>
<td>-1.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(a\) - All data presented above have been collected in this study. Previous reports of each systems voltammetric behaviour are cited separately.

\(b\) - All potentials measured at 20°C in both acetonitrile and dichloromethane, scan rate 100mV/s, Ag/Ag\(^+\) reference electrode.

\(c\) - Irreversible oxidation.

\(d\) - Estimated value obtained by extrapolation of the oxidation potential for \(\text{[Ru(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]\) and \(\text{[Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO}\text{.Cl]}^+\) to \(\text{[Ru(bipy)}_2\text{(CO)}_2]^{2+}\).
Contrastingly, by replacing one bipyridine ligand, in Ru(bipy)$_3^{2+}$ by two stronger π-acceptor carbonyl ligands, Ru(bipy)$_2$(CO)$_2^{2+}$ becomes 0.4 volts easier to reduce.

By using the electrochemical data in table 1 we may construct a schematic frontier molecular orbital diagram relating the species described above since we know that the oxidation of each species is metal-based and each reduction is bipyridine based. This diagram is shown in figure 2.

For a Ru(II) bipyridine species we expect the absorption spectrum to contain bands due to:

i) metal to ligand charge transfer transitions, that is (Ru(II)$d\pi\rightarrow\pi^*$ (bipy));

ii) intraligand $\pi\pi^*$ transitions of bipy;

iii) transitions corresponding to i) and ii) for the accompanying ligand X; depending on the nature of X these transitions may not be visible.

Transition i) is illustrated in figure 3.

It is evident that the metal to ligand charge-transfer (MLCT) band which dominates the visible region of the electronic spectrum in [Ru(bipy)$_3$]$^{2+}$ and [Ru(bipy)$_2$Cl$_2$] should be moved to higher energies in [Ru(bipy)$_2$CO.Cl]$^+$ and [Ru(bipy)$_2$(CO)$_2$]$^{2+}$. Indeed, this is observed with the MLCT band in [Ru(bipy)$_2$(CO).Cl]$^+$ being blue-shifted towards the ultra-violet region where it is observed as a shoulder at 24 100 cm$^{-1}$.

A strong correlation emerges for the gap between the oxidation and the first reduction of each complex and the
Figure 2: Schematic Energy Level Scheme for a Series of Complexes $[\text{Ru}(\text{bipy})_2 X]^{(1+)}$.
position of the metal-to-ligand charge-transfer band. As we have shown in chapter 1, the optical transition in \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}\) involves the transfer of an electron from the metal core to an acceptor orbital localised on one bipyridyl ligand. This transition is therefore assigned as \(d^{\pi}_n \rightarrow d^{\pi}_{n+1}\) as shown in figure 3.

**Figure 3:** Spectral/Electrochemical Correlation of the Frontier Orbitals in Ruthenium(II)-Bipyridine Complexes

\[\text{LUMO}^a \quad \text{E}^{\circ}_{\text{ox}} \quad \text{HOMO}^b \quad \text{hv} = \text{MLCT} \quad \text{E}^{\circ}_{\text{red}} \quad \text{Ru}^{II} d\pi \]

- **a** - LUMO = Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital
- **b** - HOMO = Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital.

As shown in table 2 the complexes under study follow this model well.
Table 2: Correlation of Electrochemical and Spectroscopic Data for Ruthenium(II)-bipyridine Complexes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>$E^{\text{ox}} - E^{\text{red}}$/eV</th>
<th>MLCT/eV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ru(bipy)$_2$Cl$_2$</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ru(bipy)$_3^{2+}$</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ru(bipy)$_2$CO.Cl$^+$</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ru(bipy)$_2$CO.MeCN$^{2+}$</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ru(bipy)$_2$CO.py$^{2+}$</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ru(bipy)$_2$CO.H$^+$</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It should be noted however that there is an intrinsic difference between the spectroscopic and electrochemical phenomena. The optical event may be described as a vertical transition which involves an electronic promotion to obtain the excited state species, with this vibrationally excited species retaining its ground state geometry. The electrode-potential data however always refer to thermally equilibrated molecules in the geometry appropriate to their respective oxidation states and therefore have thermodynamic significance.

The ultra-violet spectra of the complexes \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO}.X]^{n+}\) (X=Cl, py, CO, MeCN) as a class exhibit three bands which we would readily assign to intra-ligand \(\pi\pi^*\) bipyridyl transitions. Interestingly the lowest energy component of these bands, at approximately 32 000 cm\(^{-1}\), which is not observed in \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}\) or \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]\), exhibits a striking resemblance to a band observed in many Ru(III)(bipy)\(_n\) complexes.\(^{13-15}\) It has been proposed independently that the electron-withdrawing capability of the carbonyl ligand, in these systems, causes a reduction in electron density at the bipyridyl ligands which is comparable to that experienced in ruthenium(III) complexes.\(^6\)

The behaviour of the catalytically-active complex \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO}.\text{Cl}]^+\) and the related systems is then of great interest. We have examined these systems obtaining their absorption spectra in both their reduced and oxidised forms. The bands observed in each spectrum have been assigned in relation to self-consistent energy level schemes.
cis-Carbonylchlorobis(bipyridine)ruthenium(II),(III)

A cyclic voltammogram of [Ru(bipy)$_2$CO.Cl](BPh$_4$) recorded at room temperature, in dichloromethane at a platinum microelectrode, is shown in figure 4. One reversible one-electron oxidation and two reversible one-electron reductions are observed. This complex was also studied in acetonitrile and dimethylsulphoxide with the potentials of the reductive processes found to be invariant. Equally the position of the oxidative wave III$^+/III^0$ did not vary when studies were carried out in acetonitrile and dichloromethane however, the limited anodic range of dimethylsulphoxide meant that the III$^+/III^0$ couple could not be measured in this solvent. These experiments show that there is no important interaction between the complex and the solvent, in its rest state or its reduced or oxidised forms.

Although the reductions of this complex are closely spaced (210mV separation) each reduced species can be selectively generated in bulk by controlled potential electrosynthesis at a large electrode in a conventional electrochemical cell.

A bulk electrogeneration of the one-electron oxidation product gives the species [Ru(bipy)$_2$CO.Cl]$^{2+}$, which is stable if stored under argon. Generation of III$^+$ at a platinum O.T.T.L.E., at +1.50V vs Ag/Ag$^+$, is shown in figure 5.

During the course of this oxidation clear isosbestic points are observed, four in number, which imply a simple one-to-one conversion of III to III$^+$ has taken place.
Figure 4: Cyclic Voltammogram of [Ru(bipy)$_2$CO.Cl]$^+$ in Dichloromethane at Room Temperature
Figure 5: Absorption Spectra of \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.CI}]^{+2}\) in Dichloromethane at Room Temperature
The complete conversion to the oxidised species is indicated by the achievement of a steady-state spectrum and the decay of the electrosynthesis current. As in all experiments of this type, the results were only accepted if the original spectrum could then be regained in its original intensity by reversal of the applied potential to zero volts.

Some bands are observed to collapse while new bands grow during the course of electrolysis. If this oxidation is indeed metal-based then we would expect to observe bands due to:

i) intraligand transitions in the bipyridine ligand ($\pi \rightarrow \pi^*$ bipy). Experience suggests that these should be shifted to lower energies upon oxidation due to the increase in the central metal charge (compare \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^2^+\), where the lowest intraligand band is observed at 34 800 cm\(^{-1}\), with \([\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]^3^+\) where the band is found at 32 200 cm\(^{-1}\));

ii) ligand-to-metal charge-transfer transitions from both chloride and bipyridine to the Ru(III) core, that is \(((\text{Cl}^-)\pi \rightarrow \text{Ru(III)}d\pi)\) and \((\text{bipy})\pi \rightarrow \text{Ru(III)}d\pi\);

iii) to metal-to-ligand charge-transfer transitions from the ruthenium(III) centre to bipyridine, that is \(\text{Ru(III)}d\pi \rightarrow (\text{bipy})\pi^*\).

Assignment of the bands in the absorption spectrum of \(\text{III}^+\) is aided by comparison with the spectra of \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^3^+\) and \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]^+\) which were discussed in chapter 1 with the observed bands listed in table 3.

The strong $\pi$-acceptor characteristics of the carbonyl
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>( \pi(6) \rightarrow \pi(8) )</th>
<th>( \pi(6) \rightarrow \pi(7) )</th>
<th>Ru(III) dπ</th>
<th>( \pi(5) ) bipy</th>
<th>( \pi(6) ) bipy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{3+})</td>
<td></td>
<td>40.3 (4.55)</td>
<td>32.9 (4.73)</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>23.8 (0.28) b</td>
<td>15.0 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>31.8 (4.61)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]^+)</td>
<td></td>
<td>41.2 (2.88)</td>
<td>33.3 (3.12)</td>
<td>26.5 (0.78) c</td>
<td>a, b</td>
<td>21.7 (0.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>32.1 (2.68)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a - Band obscured  
b - Assuming the \( \pi(5) \rightarrow \pi(6) \) and \( \pi(7) \rightarrow \pi(8) \) gaps are of similar energy  
c - Cl\( \pi \rightarrow \text{Ru(III) dπ} \) is observed at 28 000 cm\(^{-1}\) in \([\text{RuCl}_6]^{3-}\) (16)
ligand in \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.Cl}]^+\),III, which significantly lowered the energy of the \(d\pi\) level in III relative to \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}\) and \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]^+\) are important when interpreting the absorption spectrum of III\(^+\). If we consider \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{3+}\), I\(^+\), and \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.Cl}]^{2+}\), III\(^+\), the ligand orbitals are found to be at similar energies hence the ML(bipy)CT transition should be moved to higher frequencies in \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.Cl}]^{2+}\) with the lowest energy L(bipy)MCT transition therefore being observed at a lower frequency than for \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{3+}\).

The absorption spectrum of III\(^+\) fulfils these expectations therefore we could realistically interpret this species in terms of the chromophores present as \([\text{Ru(III)(bipy)}^0\text{CO.CL}]^{2+}\) with the bands assigned as in table 4.

Construction of a self-consistent energy-level diagram, which relates III and III\(^+\), allows us to test these assignments. In figure 8 we have taken the Ru(II) complex and mapped the energy levels of the oxidised species in relation to it. Since it is known that the reduction of a M(III)-bipy system is approximately 0.32V (2 600 cm\(^{-1}\)) easier than the corresponding M(II) system (from the difference in the first reduction potentials of \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}\) and \([\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]^{3+}\) we can position the \(\pi(7)\) level. Then by noting the estimated potential of the Ru(III/IV) couple and the lowest energy \(\pi\pi^*\) bipy\(^0\) transition in \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.Cl}]^{2+}\), III\(^+\), the ruthenium(III) \(d\pi\) orbital and the highest filled \(\pi\)-level of bipyridine may be located.
Table 4: Absorption Bands in $[\text{Ru}(\text{bipy})_2\text{CO.CI}]^{+2+}(\text{III}^{0/+}) \times 10^{-3}/\text{cm}^{-1} (\times 10^{-4})$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>$\pi(6)\rightarrow\pi(8)$</th>
<th>$\pi(6)\rightarrow\pi(7)$</th>
<th>$\text{Ru}\pi$</th>
<th>$\text{Ru}\pi$</th>
<th>$\text{Cl}\pi$</th>
<th>bipy$\pi$(5)</th>
<th>bipy$\pi$(6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ru}(\text{bipy})_2\text{CO.CI}]^+$</td>
<td>$\text{bipy}^0$</td>
<td>31.0(2.29)</td>
<td>35.1(2.63)</td>
<td>29.0(0.46)$^b$</td>
<td>24.1(0.22)$^b$</td>
<td>$\rightarrow\text{bipy}\pi(8)$</td>
<td>$\rightarrow\text{bip}y\pi(7)$</td>
<td>$\rightarrow\text{Ru(III)}d\pi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\text{bipy}^0$</td>
<td>32.0(1.58)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ru}(\text{bipy})_2\text{CO.CI}]^{2+}$</td>
<td>40.8(2.76)</td>
<td>32.8(3.08)</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>26.8(0.23)$^c$</td>
<td>20.5(0.21)$^d$</td>
<td>11.4(0.05)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>32.0(2.95)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a - Band obscured  
b - Band observed as a shoulder  
c - Cl$^-$→Ru(III) is observed at 28 000 cm$^{-1}$ in $[\text{Ru Cl}_6]^{3-}$  
d - Assuming the $\pi(5)-\pi(6)$ and $\pi(7)-\pi(8)$ gaps are of similar energy (16)
Figure 6: Schematic Energy Level Scheme for
\([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.C1}]^{+/2+}\)

- Note
  a) The Ru(III)/(IV) couple is estimated to be 1.6 volts (\(\approx 12,900 \text{ cm}^{-1}\))
    beyond the Ru(II/III) wave.
  b) The figures listed above are directly measured optical transitions.
The bands observed in these species may all be satisfactorily assigned with the absorption at 11 400 cm\(^{-1}\) being in agreement with our predicted value for the bipy\(_{\pi}(6)\rightarrow\text{Ru(III)}d\pi\) transition of 11 300 cm\(^{-1}\).

We have therefore characterised \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.Cl}]^{2+}\) as a ruthenium(III) carbonyl complex. Although several such systems are known\(^{17}\) it is relatively unusual to find complexes containing the Ru(III)-CO moiety in company with two \(\pi\)-acceptor ligands,\(^{18,19}\) such as bipyridine, which prefer to stabilise low oxidation state metal centres.

The two one-electron reduced species III\(^{-}\) and III\(^{2-}\) were separately generated at a platinum O.T.T.L.E., at -1.70V and -1.90V vs Ag/Ag\(^{+}\) respectively, at -40°C, in dichloromethane. If the localised theory of bipyridine reductions is applicable to this complex then the stepwise growth of bands characteristic of a Ru(II)-bipy\(^{7}\) chromophore accompanied by the loss of bands characteristic of the neutral bipyridine ligand should be observed.

The absorption spectra of the species III\(^{0/-/2-}\) are shown in figure 7. Examination of the visible and near ultra-violet spectrum of III\(^{-}\) and III\(^{2-}\) reveals the emergence of three bands. A comparison with the published spectrum of Li\(^{+}\)bipy\(^{20}\)(figure 8) shows the principal bands in III\(^{-/2-}\) to be characteristic of the bipyridyl anion (see chapter 1). It would be expected that on reduction of this complex a progressive loss of the metal-to-ligand charge-transfer bands would be observed, however the \(\pi\rightarrow\pi^*\) bipy\(^{7}\) band which grows at approximately 27 000 cm\(^{-1}\) is much more
Figure 7: Absorption spectra of (Ru(bpy)$_2$CO$_2$Cl)$_{1/0}^+$ in dichloromethane at -40°C.
Figure 8: Absorption Spectrum of Li$^+$bipy$^-$ in Tetrahydrofuran at Room Temperature
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>( \pi(6) \rightarrow \pi(7) )</th>
<th>Ru(II)d( \pi )</th>
<th>Ru(II)d( \pi )</th>
<th>( \pi \rightarrow \pi^* )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.Cl}]^+)</td>
<td></td>
<td>35.1 (2.63)(^b)</td>
<td>28.5 (0.46)sh</td>
<td>24.1 (0.22)sh</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>32.0 (1.58)sh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.Cl}]^0)</td>
<td></td>
<td>35.0 (2.13)(^b)</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>27.2 (0.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>31.8 (1.13)sh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19.4 (0.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.Cl}]^-)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>26.6 (0.85)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Band obscured

\(^b\) Contribution from BPh\(_4^+\) subtracted
intense than the charge-transfer transition. The loss of these bands is therefore concealed.

In the ultra-violet, upon reduction there is a stepwise loss of the bands at 32 000 and 35 000 cm\(^{-1}\), which we assign to intraligand transitions in the bipyridine ligand. The bands in III\(^0/-/2^-\) are assigned in table 5.

Therefore it appears that this system is most realistically understood in terms of the localised model and the reduced species can be formulated as in table 6.

Table 6: Formulation of the Reduced Complexes of [Ru(bipy)\(_2\)CO.Cl]\(^+\)

\[
\begin{align*}
[Ru(bipy)\(_2\)CO.Cl]\(^+\) &= III^0 = [Ru(II)(bipy\(^0\))\(_2\)CO.Cl]\(^+\) \\
[Ru(bipy)\(_2\)CO.Cl]\(^0\) &= III^- = [Ru(II)(bipy\(^0\))(bipy\(^7\))CO.Cl]\(^0\) \\
[Ru(bipy)\(_2\)CO.Cl]\(^-\) &= III^{2-} = [Ru(II)(bipy\(^7\))\(_2\)CO.Cl]\(^-\)
\end{align*}
\]

These studies on the cathodic behaviour of III, which is a monocation, were carried out on the tetraphenylboron, BPh\(_4\), salt. The cyclic voltammogram of the perchlorate salt of III showed no apparent difference in behaviour on this timescale. However, the attempted electrogeneration of the mono-reduced species in bulk, from the perchlorate salt, unexpectedly led to the irreversible conversion to a
new product. (The electrogeneration of $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.Cl}]^0$ from $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.Cl}](\text{BPh}_4)$ was however straightforward.) In both dichloromethane and acetonitrile electrogeneration caused the yellow starting complex to be converted rapidly to a deep purple species. This was unambiguously identified as $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]$ by its infra-red and absorption spectra and its voltammetric behaviour. Reduction of the tetraphenylboron salt of III, giving the stable species $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.Cl}]^0$, followed by the addition of tetrabutylammonium chloride again led to the production of $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]$. Significantly, repeating the generation of III$^-$, from the $\text{BPh}_4$ salt, then adding chloride-free tetrabutylammonium perchlorate caused rapid decarbonylation of the complex under study and formation of $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]$. No evidence for any reaction between free chloride and the complex in its rest state was obtained over a period of several months although Kelly and co-workers$^6$ have shown that $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.Cl}]^+$ may undergo photolytic decarbonylation to give $(\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{solvent})\text{Cl})^+$. The bipyridyl anion is effectively acting as a labilising agent towards decarbonylation of $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.Cl}]^0$ by chloride.

By controlling the amount of perchlorate added to III$^-$ and monitoring the absorption spectrum of the product it was possible to obtain confirmatory evidence that the chloride which was replacing the carbonyl was indeed acquired from the perchlorate anion. As shown in figure 9 the addition of a half-molar equivalent of perchlorate to III$^-$ gives an absorption spectrum which is consistent with equimolar quantities of $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.Cl}]^+$ and
[Ru(bipy)$_2$Cl$_2$] being present, when we return to rest potential. Indeed figure 9 also shows that addition of a molar equivalent of perchlorate to III$^-$ led to the full conversion to [Ru(bipy)$_2$Cl$_2$]. If we had merely catalysed chloride transfer from [Ru(bipy)$_2$CO.Cl]$^+$ then the limiting yield of [Ru(bipy)$_2$Cl$_2$] would have been 50%. Electro-generation of III$^-$ at a platinum O.T.T.L.E. allowed the changes in the absorption spectrum to be monitored. The absence of isosbestic points linking III and IV confirms the conversion takes place through some intermediate species, presumably III$^-$.

Tetrabutylammonium perchlorate is commonly used as a supporting electrolyte and is not observed to undergo reduction within the limits of the solvents we are employing. It therefore appears that the perchlorate anion must be reduced by the ruthenium complex.

A few reports have appeared suggesting certain penta- and hexa-aquoruthenium(II) complexes have reduced perchlorate anions in aqueous media, with the liberation of chloride.$^{21-23}$ In this case the neutral complex, III$^-$, is potentially a strong reducing agent towards the perchlorate salt.

Although we have no evidence to describe the mechanism of this decarboxylation reaction some important points should be noted.

If we assume III$^-$ does enable the liberation of chloride from ClO$_4^-$ then the initial product of the attack of Cl$^-$ on [Ru(bipy)$_2$CO.Cl]$^0$ is [Ru(bipy)$_2$Cl$_2$]$^-$, IV$^-$. This oxidation state is unstable at the prevailing electrode potential
Figure 9: Absorption Spectra Recorded During the Conversion of [Ru(bipy)$_2$CO.Cl]$^+$ to [Ru(bipy)$_2$Cl$_2$]
Figure 10: The behaviour of cis-\([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.CI}]^+\)
in its reduced and oxidised states
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(IV being reduced at a potential 0.4V more negative than III) and would therefore be a more powerful reducing agent than III\(^-\). The complex IV\(^-\) should then be capable of reducing perchlorate to free more chloride to then attack III\(^-\) ultimately allowing the full conversion to \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]\) to take place. Indeed it may be shown that \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]^\text{-}\) independently reduces \(\text{ClO}_4^-\) to chloride.

These observations may be contrasted with the results of Meyer et al.\(^{24}\) which were reported during the course of this study. These workers studied III, as the hexafluorophosphate salt, in acetonitrile. On electrogenerating at a potential beyond the second reduction of III, at room temperature, they obtained electrochemical evidence for the expulsion of chloride leading to the partial conversion to \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO. MeCN}]^{2+}\).

We can summarise the behaviour of III in figure 10.

cis-Acetonitrilecarbonylbis (bipyridine) ruthenium(II), V

The complex cis-\([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO. MeCN}]^{2+}\), V, exhibits an absorption spectrum broadly similar to \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO. Cl}]^+\) with the presence of the carbonyl ligand again appearing to split the lowest energy \(\pi \rightarrow \pi^*\) bipyridine transition into two components. A blue-shift of the ML(bipy)CT band, relative to \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}\), is again noted due to the increased stabilisation of the Ru(II)\(d\pi\) level in V.

Replacement of the \(\pi\)-donating chloride ligand in III by acetonitrile causes a shift in the observed electrode potentials. Electrochemical studies on V carried out in
acetonitrile, reveal one one-electron oxidation at a more positive potential than III, as well as two more easily achieved (less negative) one-electron reductions. In this case acetonitrile was chosen as the electrochemical solvent due to its relatively large anodic range and, more particularly, in order to suppress any reductively induced loss of the MeCN ligand.

We attempted to generate the one-electron oxidation product at a platinum O.T.T.L.E., at +2.0V vs Ag/Ag⁺. However the spectral changes which occurred were not accompanied by any isosbestic points, indicating that a simple one-to-one conversion of V to V⁺ had not taken place. Moreover returning the applied potential to 0 Volts did not lead to the recovery of the original spectrum of V; rather an absorption spectrum consistent with the complex [Ru(bipy)₂(MeCN)₂]²⁺, VI, was observed.²⁵,²⁶ This new species, VI, could now be re-oxidised at +1.30V in the O.T.T.L.E. to produce the same spectrum as the original product which is clearly [Ru(bipy)₂(MeCN)₂]³⁺, VI⁺, as shown in figure 11.

As anticipated the loss of the carbonyl ligand means that the absorption spectrum of [Ru(bipy)₂(MeCN)₂]³⁺ is much simplified. The absorption bands in the complexes V, VI and VI⁺ are assigned in table 7.

We have therefore observed an anodically-catalysed ligand substitution reaction of V.

The one-electron reduction product [Ru(bipy)₂CO.MeCN]⁺, V⁻, was generated from V at a platinum O.T.T.L.E. at -1.53V
Figure 11: Absorption Spectra of $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.MeCN}]^{2+}$ and $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{MeCN})_2]^{2+/3+}$ in Acetonitrile at Room Temperature
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>Intraligand</th>
<th>Transition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\pi(6)\rightarrow\pi(8)$</td>
<td>$\pi(6)\rightarrow\pi(7)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{[Ru(bipy)$_2$CO.MeCN]}^{2+}$</td>
<td>39.2(7.04)</td>
<td>33.0(5.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31.9(5.88)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{[Ru(bipy)$_2$(MeCN)$_2$]}^{2+}$</td>
<td>42.0(6.31)</td>
<td>35.5(5.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{[Ru(bipy)$_2$(MeCN)$_2$]}^{3+}$</td>
<td>41.5(6.64)</td>
<td>33.2(6.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Absorption bands in $\text{[Ru(bipy)$_2$CO.MeCN]}^{2+}$ and $\text{[Ru(bipy)$_2$(MeCN)$_2$]}^{2+}$ and $\text{[Ru(bipy)$_2$(MeCN)$_2$]}^{3+}$
vs Ag/Ag⁺, in acetonitrile at -35°C. The growth of the set of bands corresponding to the bipẏ chromophore was observed whilst those transitions assigned to the metal bipyridyl ligand began to collapse. The limiting spectrum obtained for \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.MeCN}]^+\) is illustrated in figure 12 with the assignment of bands shown in table 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>Transition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\pi(6) \rightarrow \pi(7)\text{bipy}^0)</td>
<td>(\pi+\pi^*\text{bipy}^+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{V}^+)</td>
<td>(\text{Ru(II)}d\pi \rightarrow \pi(7)\text{bipy}^0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(33.0 (5.72)) &amp; (27.0 (0.58)) &amp; -</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(31.9 (5.88)) &amp; - &amp; -</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As reported for III/III⁻, the expected loss of the ML(bipy)CT band is swamped by the growth of the absorption representing the bipẏ chromophore. Attempts to electrogenerate and stabilise the second reduction product
Figure 12: Visible Absorption Spectra of [Ru(bipy)$_2$CO.MeCN]$^{2+/+}$ in Acetonitrile at -35°C
of V met with failure with decomposition of the neutral complex taking place. No further work was pursued on this decomposition product.

The studies detailed above were carried out on the tetraphenylboron salt of \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.MeCN}]^{2+}\). Due to the remarkable participation of \(\text{ClO}_4^-\) previously observed upon reduction of \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.Cl}][\text{ClO}_4]\), we decided to examine the cathodic behaviour of the perchlorate salt of V. With this anion present, attempts to generate the one-electron reduction product \(V^-\), both in a conventional electrochemical cell and at a platinum O.T.T.L.E., led to the formation of cis[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.Cl}]^+\). This product was identified by examination of its electrochemical behaviour and its absorbance spectrum. The successive spectra recorded during this electrolysis are shown in figure 13. As for the decarbonylation caused by the attack of chloride on III\(\text{bipy}^-\) again appears to act as a labilising ligand.

Indeed if we now attempt to reduce this initial product then a smooth conversion to \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]\) is again observed.

It would appear that the reducing agent \(V^-\) is able to catalyse the release of chloride from perchlorate. Then the bulk of the reduced complex, \(V^-\), is susceptible to attack by the chloride (in its resting oxidation state \(V\) is stable in the presence of \(\text{Cl}^-\) over a period of several days) with the displacement of MeCN instead of the carbonyl ligand on this occasion.

This initial product of this reaction \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.Cl}]^0\)
Figure 13: Absorption Spectra Recorded During the Reductive Electrolysis of \([\text{Ru} (\text{bipy})_2 \text{CO. MeCN}]^{2+}\) in the Presence of Perchlorate Salts
Figure 14: Substitution Reactions of $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.MecN}]^{2+}$

\[
\begin{align*}
[\text{Ru(II)}(\text{bipy}^0)_2(\text{MeCN})_2]^{2+} & \xrightarrow{-e} [\text{Ru(III)}(\text{bipy}^0)_2(\text{MeCN})_2]^{3+} \\
[\text{Ru(III)}(\text{bipy}^0)_2(\text{MeCN})_2]^{3+} & \xrightarrow{e} \text{MeCN spontaneous} \\
[\text{Ru(III)}(\text{bipy}^0)_2\text{CO.MecN}]^{3+} & \text{transient species} \\
[\text{Ru(II)}(\text{bipy}^0)_2\text{CO.MecN}]^{2+} & \xrightarrow{-e} [\text{Ru(II)}(\text{bipy}^0)(\text{bipy}^\text{-})\text{CO.MecN}]^{+} \\
[\text{Ru(II)}(\text{bipy}^0)(\text{bipy}^\text{-})\text{CO.Cl}]^{0} & \xrightarrow{-e} \text{spontaneous at applied potential} \\
[\text{Ru(II)}(\text{bipy}^0)_2\text{CO.Cl}]^{+} & \text{more negative potential} \\
[\text{Ru(II)}(\text{bipy}^0)_2\text{Cl}_2]^{0} & \text{as before}
\end{align*}
\]
would be unstable at the potential applied (III is reduced at a potential 180mV more negative than V) and therefore should be a stronger reducing agent than V\(^-\). As we have already suggested, this species III could then instigate reduction of the perchlorate anion releasing chloride, whilst it is itself oxidised to [Ru(bipy)\(_2\)CO.Cl]\(^+\).

The complex [Ru(bipy)\(_2\)CO.MeCN\(_2\)]\(^2+\) has therefore been shown to undergo another electrode-catalysed ligand substitution on this occasion at the cathode.

In summary we can represent the substitution reactions of cis [Ru(bipy)\(_2\)CO.MeCN\(_2\)]\(^2+\) as in figure 14.

cis-Carbonylpyridinebis(bipyridine)ruthenium(II), VII

The complex [Ru(bipy)\(_2\)CO.py\(_2\)]\(^2+\) exhibits an absorption spectrum with the familiar splitting of the lowest energy \(\pi\pi^*\) bipyridine transition characteristic of the Ru(CO)/bipy\(^0\) chromophore. The higher energy intraligand band is broadened due to the overlap of a \(\pi\pi^*\) pyridine transition.\(^{12,13,27}\) Again the MLCT transitions this time to pyridine as well as bipyridine, are moved to higher energies than in [Ru(bipy)\(_3\)]\(^2+\) and [Ru(bipy)\(_2\)(py)\(_2\)]\(^2+\) due to the increased stabilisation of the d\(\pi\) level caused by carbonyl. The absorption bands in VII are assigned in table 9.
Table 9: Absorption bands in $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.py}]^{2+}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$38.8(2.72)$</td>
<td>$\pi\pi^* \text{bipy}^0 + \pi\pi^* \text{py}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$33.3(2.29), 32.3(2.29)$</td>
<td>$\pi\pi^* \text{bipy}^0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obscured</td>
<td>$\text{ML(py)CT; } d\pi\pi^* \text{py}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$26.3(0.26)$</td>
<td>$\text{ML(bipy)CT; } d\pi\pi^* \text{bipy}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An electrochemical study of VII in acetonitrile reveals a single one-electron oxidation and two quasi-reversible one-electron reductions. However if VII is studied in pyridine, two reversible one-electron reductions are found as shown in figure 15.

An attempt was made to generate the one-electron oxidation product at a platinum O.T.T.L.E. at +1.95V vs Ag/Ag$.^+$ No isosbestic points were observed in the accompanying spectral change implying that smooth conversion to $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.py}]^{3+}$ was not taking place. Returning the applied potential to 0 volts did not lead to the recovery of the original spectrum; rather a spectrum consistent with the formation of $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{py.MeCN}]^{2+}$, VIII, was obtained.$^{25}$ Re-oxidation of VIII, at +1.30V
Figure 15: Cyclic Voltammogram of \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.py}]^{2+}\) in Acetonitrile and Pyridine
vs Ag/Ag⁺, allowed us to regain the spectrum of the original product which we therefore interpret as being

\[\text{[Ru(bipy)₂py.MeCN]}^{3+}\], VIII⁺, as shown in figure 16. The absorption spectra of VIII and VIII⁺ are assigned in table 10.

The replacement of carbonyl by the more weakly π-accepting pyridine ligand causes the lowest energy ππ⁺* bipy transition to be blue-shifted to 35 000 cm⁻¹, (c.f. \[\text{[Ru(bipy)}_3\]²⁺ and \[\text{[Ru(bipy)}_2(py)_2\]²⁺ where the lowest ππ⁺* bipy band is found at 35 000 cm⁻¹). A shoulder observed at approximately 31 000 cm⁻¹, however, is due to the π-acceptor pyridine ligand which has a similar, though weaker, effect on the ruthenium centre as a carbonyl ligand. In table 10 we have assigned MLCT bands from the Ru(II) centre to both bipyridine and pyridine. Since it is known that it is approximately 600mV (≈5000 cm⁻¹) more difficult to reduce free pyridine than free bipyridine,²³ the π⁺* level is therefore sited at higher energy in pyridine. This observation allowed us to assign the bands involving pyridine in VIII.

On allowing the complex \[\text{[Ru(bipy)₂py.MeCN]}^{2+}\] to stand in acetonitrile over a period of approximately six hours a further change in the absorption spectrum was noted. The ML(bipy)CT transition moves to a slightly higher frequency accompanied by the loss of the ML(py)CT bands. As previously reported,¹² this behaviour is consistent with the formation of \[\text{[Ru(bipy)}_2(MeCN)_2]^{2+}\]. Such a solvolysis reaction is not surprising given the prevailing vast excess of acetonitrile over pyridine.
Figure 16: Absorption Spectra of $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.py}]^{2+}$ and $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{py.MeCN}]^{2+}$ and $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{py.MeCN}]^{3+}$ in Acetonitrile.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>Intraligand</th>
<th>Transition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\pi^*\text{bipy} + \text{py}$</td>
<td>$\pi^*\text{bipy}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{py. MeCN}]^{2+}$</td>
<td>41.1 (2.42)</td>
<td>35.0 (3.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>39.3 (2.37)</td>
<td>32.0 (1.80) sh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{py. MeCN}]^{3+}$</td>
<td>39.1 (2.63)</td>
<td>33.0 (2.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>31.8 (2.35)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a - Obscured
The two reduced species VII$^-$ and VII$^{2-}$ were separately generated at a platinum O.T.T.L.E. at -1.54V and -1.72V vs Ag/Ag$^+$ respectively, in pyridine. A family of bands corresponding to the bipy$^-$ chromophore is seen to emerge in accordance with the spectrum of Li$^+$(bipy)$^{20}$ as shown in figure 17. Table 11 shows the assignments of these bands.

The limited spectral window of this solvent means that we cannot observe the progressive loss of the bands due to the neutral bipyridine ligands. However, by analogy with our previous results we can formulate the reduction products VII$^-$ and VII$^{2-}$ in terms of the localised model as in table 12.

Table 12: Formulation of the Reduced Complexes of

\[
[Ru(bipy)_2CO.py]^{2+}
\]

\[
[Ru(bipy)_2CO.py]^{2+} = \text{VII}^{0} = [\text{Ru}(\text{II})(\text{bipy}^{0})_2\text{CO.py}]^{2+}
\]

\[
[Ru(bipy)_2CO.py]^{+} = \text{VII}^{-} = [\text{Ru}(\text{II})(\text{bipy}^{0})(\text{bipy}^{-})\text{CO.py}]^{+}
\]

\[
[Ru(bipy)_2CO.py]^{0} = \text{VII}^{2-} = [\text{Ru}(\text{II})(\text{bipy}^{-})_2\text{CO.py}]^{0}
\]

Attempted generation of \([Ru(bipy)_2(MeCN)py]^+\), VIII$^-$, in acetonitrile led only to the decomposition of the complex therefore no further work was attempted in this solvent.
Figure 17: Absorption Spectra of $[\text{Ru}(\text{bipy})_2\text{CO.py}]^{2+/+/0}$ in Pyridine at Room Temperature
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>Transitions</th>
<th>Transitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\pi \rightarrow \pi^*$ bipy$^-$</td>
<td>$\pi \rightarrow \pi^*$ bipy$^-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII$^-$</td>
<td>27.8 (1.28)</td>
<td>21.3 (0.68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19.6 (0.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII$^{2-}$</td>
<td>27.2 (1.96)</td>
<td>20.8 (1.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19.5 (0.96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li$^+$bipy$^-$</td>
<td>25.9 (2.95)</td>
<td>18.8 (0.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17.8 (0.65)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
cis-Biscarbonylbis(bipyridine)ruthenium(II), IX.

As we have discussed, the presence of a strongly
π-accepting carbonyl ligand causes a reduction in the
metal electron density experienced by the bipyridine
ligands to a level comparable with that in ruthenium(III)
complexes in the series of complexes [Ru(II)(bipy)$_2$CO.Z]$^{n+}$. This explanation was used to rationalise the appearance of a lower energy component of the intraligand π* bipyridyl transition. By studying the complex where the sixth ligand, Z, is also carbonyl it is possible to gain more evidence for the postulate above.

In cis-[Ru(bipy)$_2$(CO)$_2$]$_2^{2+}$, IX, the intensity of the lower frequency component of the bipyridyl transition is enhanced relative to the other systems we have studied while the band normally observed in Ru(II)bipy complexes at 35 000 cm$^{-1}$ has disappeared. Also the extra stabilisation of the dπ level in IX has further blue-shifted the ML(bipy)CT band into the ultra-violet region to such a high frequency that it may not be observed as it lies under the lowest intraligand transition.

An anodic scan of IX, in acetonitrile shows no oxidation to be observed within our solvent limit. By consideration of the series of complexes [Ru(bipy)$_2$Cl$_2$], [Ru(bipy)$_2$CO.Cl]$^{+}$ and [Ru(bipy)$_2$(CO)$_2$]$_2^{2+}$ we can, however, predict a value for the RuII/III couple in IX. It has already been noted that the replacement of one chloride ligand in [Ru(bipy)$_2$Cl$_2$] by carbonyl lowers the energy of the Ru(II)dπ level by 1.2 volts.
and that such ligation changes have a generally systematic effect on $E^0$ values.

Therefore replacement of the second chloride ligand by carbonyl should have a similar effect in the metal core, suggesting that the RuII/III couple for this species is $+2.4V$ vs Ag/Ag$^+$, which is indeed beyond the anodic limit of this solvent. It was not possible therefore to study the electrogenerated Ru(III) complex.

Examination of the cathodic behaviour of IX, as the hexafluorophosphate salt, revealed two one-electron quasi-reversible reductions which are, as anticipated, easier to achieve than those of Ru(bipy)$_2$CO.Cl$^+$. The mono-reduced complex, IX$^-$, was stabilised in dichloromethane at -40°C, at a platinum O.T.T.L.E. at -1.30V vs Ag/Ag$^+$ in the presence of excess bipyridyl ligand as shown in figure 18.

All attempts to stabilise the second reduction product led only to the decomposition of the complex.

The absorption spectrum of IX$^-$ shows the growth of a set of bands which correspond to the bipy$^-$ chromophore as detailed in Table 13.

Table 13: Absorption Bands in [Ru(bipy)$_2$(CO)$_2$]$^+$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>$\nu \times 10^{-3}$/cm$^{-1}$</th>
<th>$\epsilon \times 10^{-4}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IX$^-$</td>
<td>26.0 (0.70)</td>
<td>17.0 (0.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li$^+$bipy$^{-20}$</td>
<td>25.9 (2.95)</td>
<td>18.8 (0.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17.8 (0.65)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 18: Absorption Spectra of $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{(CO)}_2]^{2+/+}$ in Dichloromethane at $-40^\circ\text{C}$
The excess bipyridyl ligand present, which absorbs at 34 000 cm\(^{-1}\), masks the loss of bands assigned to bipy\(^{2-}\) in IX and IX\(^{2-}\). However, by comparison with the previous studies we can classify the species [Ru(bipy)_2(CO)_2]^+ in terms of the localised model as shown in table 14.

Table 14: Formulation of the Reduced Complex

\[
[Ru(bipy)_2(CO)_2]^+ \\
[Ru(bipy)_2(CO)_2]^2+ = IX^0 = [Ru(II)(bipy^0)_2(CO)_2]^2+ \\
[Ru(bipy)_2(CO)_2]^+ = IX^- = [Ru(II)(bipy^0)(bipy^-)(CO)_2]^+ \\
\]

**cis-Carbonylhydridobis(bipyridine)ruthenium(II), X**

The complex cis-[Ru(bipy)_2CO.H]^+, X, is worthy of further study since Ru(bipy)_2-hydride complexes have been suggested as intermediates in the water-gas shift reaction promoted by [Ru(bipy)_2CO.Cl]^+. Moreover, we are able to characterise the influence of the H^- ligand in comparison with the others in this context. As for the other carbonyl complexes in this series the lowest-energy \(\pi\pi^*\) bipyridine transition is again split into two components however, the metal-to-ligand charge-transfer band is shifted to lower energy than in [Ru(bipy)_2CO.Z]^n+ (where Z=Cl, MeCN, py and CO). This shift is directly attributable to the strong
σ-donor properties of the hydride in relation to other substituents and allows us to observe the metal-to-ligand charge-transfer to the next empty bipyridine level \((\pi(8))\), which has been concealed in the other complexes studied (see figures 19 and 20 and table 15).

**Table 15: Assignment of the Absorption Bands in**

\[
[Ru(bipy)_2CO.H]^+, \text{ } \nu \times 10^{-3} / \text{cm}^{-1} (\epsilon \times 10^{-4})
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>(\pi(6) + \pi(8))</th>
<th>(\pi(6) + \pi(7))</th>
<th>(Ru(II)d\pi)</th>
<th>(Ru(II)d\pi)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bipy(^0)</td>
<td>40.9 (2.26)</td>
<td>35.9 (3.02)</td>
<td>27.6 (0.50)</td>
<td>22.3 (0.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX</td>
<td>bipy(^0)</td>
<td>31.2 sh</td>
<td>27.6 (0.50)</td>
<td>22.3 (0.31)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A cyclic voltammetric study of X, as the hexafluorophosphate salt, in dichloromethane reveals two one-electron reductions and one irreversible oxidation as shown in figure 21.

On scanning beyond the irreversible oxidative wave, in dichloromethane a second reversible oxidation is observed at a potential corresponding to that of the \([Ru(bipy)_2CO.Cl]^+/2^+\) couple, implying this complex forms in situ. Similarly if the complex is studied in acetonitrile a second wave is now observed at the potential corresponding to the oxidation
Figure 19: Schematic Energy Level Scheme for [Ru(bipy)$_2$CO.H]$^+$

Ru(II)bipy

Note: The figures listed above are optically measured transitions in units of $10^{-3}\text{cm}^{-1}$. 
Figure 20: Absorption Spectrum of [Ru(bipy)$_2$(CO.H)]$^+$ in Dichloromethane at Room Temperature
Figure 21: Cyclic Voltammogram of $[\text{Ru}(\text{bipy})_2\text{CO.H}]^+$ in Dichloromethane at Room Temperature
of [Ru(bipy)$_2$CO.MeCN]$^{2+}$.

It would appear therefore that the one-electron oxidation product immediately loses $\frac{1}{2}H_2$ thereby spontaneously returning to ruthenium(II) and in the process binds a sixth ligand derived from the solvent. Electrogeneration at +1.0V vs Ag/Ag$^+$, in a conventional electrochemical cell or at a platinum O.T.T.L.E. allowed the products to be examined electrochemically and their absorption spectra to be measured. These experiments, performed in both dichloromethane and acetonitrile, confirmed the formation of the products proposed above as illustrated in figure 22.

Acetonitrile is widely recognised as a co-ordinating solvent therefore its incorporation is no surprise in this case. On the other hand, dichloromethane is generally an inert non-coordinating solvent, although a few reports of chloride abstraction from this medium have appeared.$^{30-32}$ The purified electrochemical solvent was repeatedly checked and shown to contain no free chloride.

Reduction of X, on the cyclic voltammetric timescale, appeared to show two one-electron reversible reductions. However attempts to stabilise the mono-reduced species, X$^-$, all failed, even at low temperatures and in the presence of excess bipyridyl ligand.

In summary, our studies have shown that these complexes have a well-defined redox chemistry. Many of the reduced species can be stabilised, and they can all be rationalised in terms of the localised model. It is apparent, however,
Figure 22: Substitution Reactions of cis-[Ru(bipy)_2CO.H]^{2+}

```
[Ru(bipy)_2CO.H]^+
  \downarrow -e
  \{[Ru(bipy)_2CO.H]^{2+}\} \text{ transient species}
    \begin{array}{c}
      \text{CH}_3\text{CN} \\
      \text{CH}_2\text{Cl}_2
    \end{array}
```

\[ [\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.CH}_3\text{CN}]^{2+} \quad [\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.CL}]^{+} \]
that these systems also tend to undergo remarkable and clear-cut ligand substitution reactions induced by both cathodic and anodic processes.

Experimental

Ru(bipy)$_3$Cl$_2$.H$_2$O was purchased from G.F. Smith & Co. The fluoroborate salt was obtained by metathesis with aqueous NaBF$_4$ and was recrystallised twice from water. Ru(bipy)$_2$Cl$_2$ was prepared following the method of Sullivan, Salmon and Meyer.$^{33}$

$\text{[Ru(bipy)$_2$CO.C1]}(\text{ClO}_4)$,

$\text{[Ru(bipy)$_2$CO.MeCN]}(\text{ClC}_4)_2$,  $\text{[Ru(bipy)$_2$CO.py]}(\text{PF}_6)_2$,

$\text{[Ru(bipy)$_2$(CO)$_2$]}(\text{PF}_6)_2$ and $\text{[Ru(bipy)$_2$CO.H]}(\text{PF}_6)$ were kindly supplied by Dr. J.M. Kelly of the University of Dublin and Dr. J.C. Vos of N.I.H.E. (Dublin).

The tetraphenylboron salts of $\text{[Ru(bipy)$_2$CO.C1]}^+$ and $\text{[Ru(bipy)$_2$CO.MeCN]}^{2+}$ were obtained by metathesis with methanolic NaBPh$_4$ and were recrystallised from methanol.

Acetonitrile was purified using the seven stage process reported by Walter and Ramaley.$^{34}$ Dichloromethane was stored over potassium hydroxide pellets for one week then distilled from P$_2$O$_5$.$^{35}$ Pyridine was freshly distilled from KOH.$^{36}$ Dimethylsulphoxide was used as supplied. The supporting electrolyte, tetrabutylammonium tetrafluoroborate was prepared by the method of Heath et al.$^{37}$ with tetrabutylammonium hydroxide replaced by tetrabutylammonium hydroxide. The electrolyte concentration was 0.1M in acetonitrile, pyridine and dimethylsulphoxide and 0.5M in dichloromethane.
A conventional cell, utilising a three-electrode configuration consisting of a platinum microelectrode, a Ag/Ag\(^+\) reference electrode separated from the bulk solution by a glass frit\(^{38}\) and a platinum counter electrode, was used to perform the voltammetric experiments. Replacement of the platinum microelectrode by a larger platinum electrode (surface area 15 cm\(^2\)) and isolation of the secondary electrode from the bulk solution by the use of a glass frit allowed electrogeneration experiments to be performed. The solutions were rendered oxygen-free by purging with argon. Cyclic voltammograms and electrogeneration experiments were carried out using a Princeton Applied Research Model 170 instrument. Cyclic voltammetric scans were recorded at rates varying from 20mV/s to 500mV/s with routine measurements made at 100mV/s.

Spectroelectrochemical studies were made at a platinum O.T.T.L.E. in a cell block (see figure 1) mounted in the beam of a spectrophotometer (Unicam SP800 and Perkin-Elmer Lambda 9). Reference and auxiliary electrodes were as described above with both separated from the bulk solution to prevent contamination. Nitrogen was used to purge the solution and spectrophotometer compartment prior to electrogeneration. Constant potentials were supplied by a Metrohm E506 potentiostat. At lower temperatures the apparent extinction coefficients of all the absorption bands became higher and this is ascribed to be due almost entirely to solvent contraction. Since standard solutions of all the complexes studied were prepared at 20°C appropriate corrections have been made.
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Chapter 3

Further Spectro-electrochemical Studies on Reduction of Contrasting Iridium(III) and Chromium(III) Bipyridyl Complexes

In this chapter we consolidate our interpretation of $d^{10}_{\pi}[\text{Ir}(\text{bipy})_3]^{3+/2+/+2/0}$ firstly by addressing lower symmetry Ir(III) systems whose behaviour should none-the-less closely resemble $[\text{Ir}(\text{bipy})_3]^{3+}$ if the charge-trapping by individual ligands faithfully describe the tris complex. Secondly, we take the opportunity to compare and contrast $[\text{Cr}(\text{bipy})_3]^{3+}$ where we anticipate extremely different properties over the first three reductions converging however at the $d^{10}_{\pi}$ (Cr$^0$) level to a ligand-reducible system isoelectronic with $[\text{Ir}(\text{bipy}^0)_3]^{3+}$.

Incidentally these diverse complexes [Ir(III) and Cr(III)] show a common problem of intrinsically difficult synthesis due to the sluggishness of ligand substitution reactions at the metal centres concerned Cr(III)$d^3$ and Ir(III)$d^6$. In the former case this is overcome by the elegant proven strategy of accomplishing the substitution at the Cr(II) labile level and in the latter case after much difficulty by developing routes via mixed-ligand complexes $[\text{Ir}(\text{bipy})_2(X)(Y)]^{n+}$ where X and Y are intrinsically exceptionally labile ligands.

Although of considerable interest the complex
[Ir(bipy)$_3$]$^{3+}$ has historically proved extremely difficult to prepare with the only genuine synthetic route$^1$ yielding an irretrievable carbon metallated biproduct as the major component. This complex is considered in detail in chapter 4.

However, a new preparation of [Ir(bipy)$_3$]$^{3+}$ has recently been devised by Sullivan and Meyer$^2$ which has allowed this complex to be obtained in high yield as shown in scheme 1. In our laboratories we have also devised a reliable two-step preparation via the complex [Ir(bipy)$_2$(OH)$_2$]$^+$ (see experimental section).

In the course of this study we have carried through the Meyer preparation to [Ir(bipy)$_3$]$^{3+}$ and examined the hitherto vaguely characterised complexes successfully manipulating them redox-wise as described later. We have also discovered that the four accessible oxidation states of chromium in the system [Cr(bipy)$_3$]$_n^+$ show a richly informative spectral progression which yields to our strategy for correlating $E^0$ data with MLCT, LMCT and $\pi\pi^*$ transitions.

The absorption and emission spectra of [Ir(bipy)$_2$Cl$_2$]Cl, XI, which is the initial complex prepared in this synthesis, have been reported previously.$^3$ An electrochemical study on the nitrate salt of this complex has also been reported,$^4$ however our investigations have revealed marked differences in the voltammetric behaviour of [Ir(bipy)$_2$Cl$_2$]$^+$ depending upon the anions present.
a) \( \text{IrCl}_3 \xrightarrow{\text{K}_2\text{S}_2\text{O}_8} \text{bipyridine} \xrightarrow{220^\circ \text{C}} \text{work-up} \xrightarrow{\text{chromatograph}} [\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]^{3+} \) (very low yield)

b) \( \text{IrCl}_3 \xrightarrow{\text{bipyridine, glycerol}} [\text{Ir(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]\text{Cl} \xrightarrow{\text{CF}_3\text{SO}_3\text{H}} [\text{Ir(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]\{\text{CF}_3\text{SO}_3\} \xrightarrow{\text{o-dichlorobenzene}} 160^\circ \text{C} [\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]^{3+} \)

\( \text{bipyridyl} \xrightarrow{\text{ethylene glycol}} [\text{Ir(bipy)}_2\{\text{CF}_3\text{SO}_3\}_2]\{\text{CF}_3\text{SO}_3\} \)

Note: a) Reference 1. Major product is a C-metallated derivative (see chapter 4).

b) Reference 2.

c) Present work. See experimental section.
Kahl, Hanck and DeArmond report that \([\text{Ir}(\text{bipy})_2\text{Cl}_2(\text{NO}_3)]\) undergoes two quasi-reversible one-electron reductions on the cyclic voltammetric timescale. However, controlled potential electrosynthesis, at a potential beyond the first reduction, leads to decomposition of the complex; the presence of free chloride in solution is then noted.

Our study on the chloride salt of XI showed similar electrochemical behaviour. The A.C. polarogram of \([\text{Ir}(\text{bipy})_2\text{Cl}_2\text{Cl}]\), shown in figure 1, reveals several cathodic waves indicating some decomposition occurring subsequent to the first reduction. Consistent with this, attempted electrosynthesis of the one-electron reduction product, \([\text{Ir}(\text{bipy})_2\text{Cl}_2]^0\), fails with the liberation of bipyridine from the complex detected. Our attempts to suppress this dissociation by carrying out this electrolysis in the presence of excess bipyridine ligand were unsuccessful, with degradation of the complex again observed.

However, when this dichloro-complex cation is isolated as its trifluoromethanesulphonate (\(\text{CF}_3\text{SO}_3^-\)) salt and purified, examination of its electrochemical behaviour, in \(\text{CH}_2\text{Cl}_2/\text{TBABF}_4\) reveals two reversible one-electron reductions (see figure 2 and table 2); both of these reduced species could be electrogenerated in bulk at \(-30^\circ\text{C}\) in dichloromethane or acetonitrile.

In order to examine further this anion-sensitive dissociation reaction, we generated \([\text{Ir}(\text{bipy})_2\text{Cl}_2]^0\), at \(-30^\circ\text{C}\), and added a series of anions; we then examined the electrochemical behaviour of the resultant solutions.
Figure 1: A.C. Polarogram of $[\text{Ir(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]\text{Cl}$ in Acetonitrile at $-30^\circ\text{C}$
Figure 2: A.C. Polarogram of [Ir(bipy)$_2$Cl$_2$](CF$_3$SO$_3$) in Acetonitrile at -30°C
On addition of tetrabutylammonium iodide \([\text{TBA}^+\text{I}^-]\) to \([\text{Ir(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]^0\) no change in the voltammetric behaviour of this system is noted with the initial complex \([\text{Ir(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]^+\) being regenerated in its original concentration. Similar behaviour is noted on addition of tetrabutylammonium bromide to \(\text{XI}^-\).

However if tetrabutylammonium chloride \((\text{TBA}^+\text{Cl}^-)\) is added to a similarly prepared solution of \([\text{Ir(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]^0\) then decomposition of the complex is again noted.

We explain this behaviour by considering the solution structure of the complex \([\text{Ir(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]\text{Cl}\) which may exist as a tightly-bound ion-pair in \(\text{CH}_2\text{Cl}_2\). Then on ligand-localised reduction of \(\text{XI}\), accompanied by the presumed labilisation of the complex, the chloride anion in the solvation shell would be in a favoured position to engage in ligand-substitution reactions displacing \(\text{bipy}^0\) or \(\text{bipy}^-\). This suggestion is consistent with the observations noted with the larger bromide and iodide anions present, where greater ionic radii will be reflected in weaker ionic pairing.

In the studies now described on the absorption spectra of \([\text{Ir(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]^{+/-}\) we have therefore utilised the trifluoromethanesulphonate salt.

The reduction products \([\text{Ir(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]^0\) and \([\text{Ir(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]^-\) were separately electrogenerated, at \(-1.60\) and \(-1.80\text{V}\) respectively, at \(-30^\circ\text{C}\), in a platinum O.T.T.L.E. cell; the absorption spectra obtained are shown in figure 3 with the bands observed assigned in table 1.
Figure 3: Absorption Spectra of [Ir(bipy)$_2$Cl$_2$]$^{+/-}$ in Acetonitrile at $-30^\circ$C
Table 1: Assignment of the Absorption Bands in $[\text{Ir(bipy)}_2 \text{Cl}_2]^{+/0/-}$ $\times 10^{-3}/\text{cm}^{-1}$ ($\varepsilon \times 10^{-4}$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>$\pi(6)+\pi(8)$</th>
<th>$\pi+\pi^*$ bipy $^0$</th>
<th>$\pi(6)+\pi(7)$</th>
<th>$\pi+\pi^*$ bipy $^+$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ir(bipy)}_2 \text{Cl}_2]^+$</td>
<td></td>
<td>39.9(5.31)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>32.9(3.80)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ir(bipy)}_2 \text{Cl}_2]^0$</td>
<td>40.6 sh</td>
<td>37.3 sh</td>
<td>33.1(3.00)</td>
<td>27.6(1.28)</td>
<td>20.7(0.68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ir(bipy)}_2 \text{Cl}_2]^-$</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>37.0(4.99)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>27.0(1.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Na}^+\text{bipy}^-^9$</td>
<td></td>
<td>36.3(0.82)</td>
<td></td>
<td>25.9(2.95)</td>
<td>18.8(0.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
On successive reductions a steady loss of the bands characteristic of the neutral bipyridine ligands is noted accompanied by the stepwise growth of the bipy\textsuperscript{7} chromophore. It is apparent therefore that these reduced species should be formulated in terms of the localised model as shown below.

\[
\text{[Ir(III) (bipy\textsuperscript{0})\textsubscript{2}Cl\textsubscript{2}]^\textsuperscript{+}} \xrightarrow{\text{e}^-} \text{[Ir(III) (bipy\textsuperscript{0}) (bipy\textsuperscript{7})Cl\textsubscript{2}]^\textsuperscript{0}} \xrightarrow{\text{e}^-} \text{[Ir(III) (bipy\textsuperscript{7})\textsubscript{2}Cl\textsubscript{2}]}^\textsuperscript{-}
\]

In scheme 1 the synthetic precursor to [Ir(bipy)\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{3+} is the complex [Ir(bipy)\textsubscript{2}(CF\textsubscript{3}SO\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{2}](CF\textsubscript{3}SO\textsubscript{3}), XII. Considerable doubt was however expressed over the formulation of this system; the complex may be a dication with one chelated trifluoromethanesulphonate ligand and two CF\textsubscript{3}SO\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{-} anions or a monocation with two CF\textsubscript{3}SO\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{-} ligands and one anion.

An examination of the electrochemical behaviour of this system allows us to predict which formulation of this complex is correct.

We have previously shown that the potential required to reduce a bipyridyl ligand is dependent upon:

a) the central metal charge for [M(bipy)\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{n+} systems. For example \(E_{\text{red(I)}}[\text{Ru(bipy)}\textsubscript{3}]^{2+} = -1.66\text{V}\) and \(E_{\text{red(I)}}[\text{Ir(bipy)}\textsubscript{3}]^{3+} = -1.26\text{V}\) vs Ag/Ag\textsuperscript{+};

b) the charge on any ligand replacing bipyridine in
[M(bipy)_3]^{n+}. For example $E_{\text{red}}(1)[\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+} = -1.66\text{V}$ and $E_{\text{red}}(1)[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]^{0} = -1.95\text{V} \text{ vs } \text{Ag/Ag}^+$. (c.f. $E_{\text{red}}(1)[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{(py)}_2]^{2+} = -1.66\text{V}$).

If we compare the potentials measured for the first two reductions of $[\text{Ir(bipy)}_2\text{(CF}_3\text{SO}_3)_2]\text{(CF}_3\text{SO}_3)$ with $[\text{Ir(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]\text{(CF}_3\text{SO}_3)$ and $[\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]\text{(PF}_6)_3$ as shown in table 2, it may be noted that the chloride and trifluoromethanesulphonate ligands have similar cumulative inductive effects on the bipyridyl ligands. This strongly suggests the chelated formulation $[\text{Ir(bipy)}_2\text{(CF}_3\text{SO}_3)]^{2+}$ can be set aside.

Table 2: Reduction Potentials for a Series of Iridium Complexes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>$E_{\text{red}}(1)$</th>
<th>$E_{\text{red}}(2)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]^{3+}$</td>
<td>-1.26</td>
<td>-1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b[\text{Ir(bipy)}_2\text{(bipy')}]+2^+$</td>
<td>-1.40</td>
<td>-1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ir(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]\text{(CF}_3\text{SO}_3)$</td>
<td>-1.54</td>
<td>-1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ir(bipy)}_2\text{(CF}_3\text{SO}_3)_2]\text{(CF}_3\text{SO}_3)$</td>
<td>-1.55</td>
<td>-1.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a - All potentials are measured vs Ag/Ag⁺ in 0.5M TBABF₄/CH₂Cl₂, 0.1M TBABF₄/CH₃CN or 0.1M TBABF₄/(CH₃)₂SO.

b - The unique bipyridyl ligand carries an effective one negative charge (see chapter 4).
An examination of the $^{19}$F n.m.r. spectrum of [Ir(bipy)$_2$(CF$_3$SO$_3$)$_2$](CF$_3$SO$_3$)$_2$ in d$_6$-dimethylsulphoxide reveals two different CF$_3$-groups represented by two singlets (in an approximately 2:1 ratio) which is also consistent with the monocation formulation; see table 3.

Table 3: $^{19}$F n.m.r. data for [Ir(bipy)$_2$(CF$_3$SO$_3$)$_2$](CF$_3$SO$_3$)$_2$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>Resonance</th>
<th>Relative Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="CF$_3$SO$_3$">Ir(bipy)$_2$(CF$_3$SO$_3$)$_2$</a>$_2$</td>
<td>-78.28</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-78.63</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBA$^+$CF$_3$SO$_3^-$</td>
<td>-78.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in figure 4, [Ir(bipy)$_2$(CF$_3$SO$_3$)$_2$](CF$_3$SO$_3$)$_2$ undergoes two quasi-reversible reductions when studied at -40°C in dichloromethane. If, however, a six-fold excess of tetrabutylammonium trifluoromethanesulphonate (TBA$^+$CF$_3$SO$_3^-$) is added to the electrolytic solution then two reversible one-electron reductions may be observed. This interesting observation confirms that [Ir(bipy$^0$)(bipy$^-$)(CF$_3$SO$_3$)$_2$]$^0$ is more labile than the unreduced compound, and prone to expelling CF$_3$SO$_3^-$.

Since TBA$^+$CF$_3$SO$_3^-$ is transparent in the ultra-violet/visible region of the absorption spectrum, each of these reduced species may be electrogenerated at a platinum
Figure 4: A.C. Polarogram of \([\text{Ir} \text{(bipy)}_2 \text{(CF}_3 \text{SO}_3)_2 \text{(CF}_3 \text{SO}_3)]\)

at \(-30°C\), also in the Presence of Excess

\(\text{TBA}^+\text{CF}_3\text{SO}_3^-\)
Figure 5: Absorption Spectra of \([\text{Ir(bipy)}_2(\text{CF}_3\text{SO}_3)_2]^{+/-}\)
in Dichloromethane at \(-30^\circ\text{C}\) in the Presence of
Excess TBA\(^+\text{CF}_3\text{SO}_3^-\)
Table 4: Assignment of the Absorption Bands Observed in $[\text{Ir}(\text{bipy})_2(\text{CF}_3\text{SO}_3)_2]^{+/o/-}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>$\pi(6)\rightarrow\pi(8)$</th>
<th>$\pi+\pi^*$</th>
<th>$\pi(6)\rightarrow\pi(7)$</th>
<th>$\pi+\pi^*$</th>
<th>$\pi+\pi^*$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ir}(\text{bipy})_2(\text{CF}_3\text{SO}_3)_2]^+$</td>
<td>39.9 (5.06)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>32.2 (3.97)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>31.0 (3.98)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ir}(\text{bipy})_2(\text{CF}_3\text{SO}_3)_2]^o$</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>32.0 sh</td>
<td>27.0 (1.25)</td>
<td>20.4 (0.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ir}(\text{bipy})_2(\text{CF}_3\text{SO}_3)_2]^-$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>36.9 (4.98)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>27.1 (1.50)</td>
<td>20.3 (0.57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Na}^+\text{bipy}^-$</td>
<td>36.3 (0.82)</td>
<td></td>
<td>25.9 (2.95)</td>
<td></td>
<td>18.8 (0.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a - Band obscured
O.T.T.I.E., in the presence of TBA$^+$CF$_3$SO$_3^-$, allowing their electronic spectra to be measured. The absorption spectrum of each species is shown in figure 6, with the observed bands assigned in table 4.

We may therefore classify these reduced species in terms of the ligand localised model.

\[
\begin{align*}
[Ir(bipy)^0]_2(CF_3SO_3)_2^+ & \quad \overset{e^-}{\longrightarrow} \quad [Ir(bipy)^0(bipy)^-](CF_3SO_3)_2^0 \quad \overset{e^-}{\longrightarrow} \\
[Ir(bipy)^-]_2(CF_3SO_3)_2^- 
\end{align*}
\]

The complex \([Ir(bipy)_3]^3+\) has been shown to undergo six one-electron reversible reductions\(^4\) which have been assigned in terms of the ligand localised model, see chapter 1.

In this study we now present the ultra-violet spectra of the first three one-electron reduction products of \([Ir(bipy)_3]^3+\) as shown in figure 6. We may now fully assign the ultra-violet/visible spectrum of each species in table 5.

An examination of a cyclic voltammogram of \([Cr(III)(bipy)_3]^3+\), see figure 7, reveals the presence of six one-electron reductions (superficially analogous to \([Ir(bipy)_3]^3+\) with two sets of three regularly spaced waves) however the reductive processes involved in this case are markedly different.

\([Cr(bipy)_3]^3+,\) XIII, is a yellow $d\pi^3$ complex which has been the subject of some interest in relation to solar energy conversions;\(^6,7\) its lowest excited state involves
Figure 6: Absorption Spectra of $[\text{Ir}(\text{bpy})_3]^{3+/2+/1+/0}$ in Dichloromethane at Room Temperature
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>$\pi(6)\rightarrow\pi(8)$</th>
<th>$\pi\rightarrow\pi^*$</th>
<th>Transition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\text{bipy}^0$</td>
<td>$\text{bipy}^+$</td>
<td>$\text{bipy}^0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]^{3+}$</td>
<td>40.0 (5.61)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>31.5 (4.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]^{2+}$</td>
<td>40.4 (4.50)</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>31.7 (2.96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]^+$</td>
<td>40.6 (3.91)</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>31.7 (2.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]^0$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>35.6 (3.06)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^5\text{Na}^+\text{bipy}^-$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>36.3 (0.82)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Band obscured

Table 5: Assignment of the Absorption Bands in $[\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]^{3+/2+/+}/^0$

$\nu \times 10^{-3} \text{ cm}^{-1} (\epsilon \times 10^{-4})$
Figure 7: Cyclic Voltammograms of $[\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]^{3+}$ and $[\text{Cr(bipy)}_3]^{3+}$ in Acetonitrile
a metal-centred ligand-field transition. This state is both long-lived in deaerated aqueous solutions (lifetime of 63μs at room temperature) and highly reactive towards redox quenchers.

The electrode potentials measured for the six reductions of XIII are listed in table 6 and are in agreement with previous results.

As we have previously discussed, the potential required to reduce a bipyridyl ligand in \([M(bipy)_3]^{n+}\) is directly related to the central metal charge. In this case the first reductive wave (-0.53V) is not at the potential predicted for a bipyridyl-based reduction on a metal +3 centre (c.f. \([Ir(bipy)_3]^{3+}\) \(E_{\text{red}}(1) = -1.26V\)). The separation of the first three reductive waves for \([Cr(bipy)_3]^{3+}\) (500mVs apart) is also not typical of that observed for bipyridyl-based reductions (normally 200mV separation).

These observations require the first three cathodic processes to be classified as metal-based reductions, in agreement with previously reported magnetic studies carried out on polycrystalline samples of \([Cr(bipy)_3]^{3+/2+/+}/0\) which have shown the presence of 3, 2, 1 and 0 unpaired electrons respectively.
Table 6: Electrode Potentials for $[\text{Cr(bipy)}_3]^{3+}, \text{XIII}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Couple</th>
<th>$E_f/V^a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Cr(bipy)}_3]^{3+/2+}$</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Cr(bipy)}_3]^{2+/1+}$</td>
<td>-1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Cr(bipy)}_3]^{1+/0}$</td>
<td>-1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Cr(bipy)}_3]^{0/-}$</td>
<td>-2.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Cr(bipy)}_3]^{-/-2}$</td>
<td>-2.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Cr(bipy)}_3]^{-2/-3}$</td>
<td>-2.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a - All potentials are listed vs a Ag/Ag$^+$ reference electrode in 0.1M TBABF$_4$/CH$_3$CN
In the present work the complexes XIII\(^-\), XIII\(^{2-}\) and XIII\(^{3-}\) were separately electrogenerated, in acetonitrile solution, at room temperature, at a platinum O.T.T.L.E. The resulting absorption spectra are shown in figures 8 and 9.

The complexes XIII\(^{2-}\) and XIII\(^{3-}\) could only be stabilised in the presence of excess bipyridyl thus masking the ultra-violet spectrum of each species; the \(\pi(6)\leftrightarrow\pi(7)\) intraligand transition of uncoordinated bipyridyl occurs at 34 800 cm\(^{-1}\).

The absorption spectra shown in figures 8 and 9 are in close agreement with earlier published reports\(^{11,12,14}\) however our assignments of the observed bands are quite different.

As we have demonstrated in chapters 1 and 2, there is a necessary relationship between the electrochemical
Figure 8: Ultra-violet Absorption Spectra of \([\text{Cr(bipy)}_3]^{3+/2+}\) in Acetonitrile at Room Temperature
Figure 9: Near Infra-red/Visible Absorption Spectra of \([\text{Cr(bipy)}_3]^{3+/2+/+/+0}\) in Acetonitrile at \(-30^\circ\text{C}\) in the Presence of Excess Bipyridine
data and the absorption spectra encountered for many transition metal bipyridyl complexes. This principle is again applicable to the reduced chromium species.

If we first consider the absorption spectrum of \([\text{Cr}(\text{bipy})_3]^3+\), XIII, it is noted that the near infra-red and visible regions show no indication of any charge-transfer bands (either M→L or L→M). Though not discernable in figure 10, several low intensity \((\varepsilon<500)\) bands have been assigned to spin-allowed d-d transitions. The ultraviolet spectrum of XIII is dominated by two bands which have been assigned to \(\pi(6)+\pi(7)\) and \(\pi(6)+\pi(8)\) bipyridine transitions. On one-electron reduction of this system the familiar shift of these bands to higher energy is noted (c.f. \([\text{Ru}(\text{bipy})_3]^{2+}/3^+\)).

Using the electrochemical data available for \([\text{Cr}(\text{bipy})_3]^3+\) and the earlier contrasting tris-bipyridyl transition metal complexes and the optical data available for \([\text{Cr}(\text{bipy})_3]^{3+/2+/+/0}\), we may construct a schematic energy level scheme relating XIII \(^{0/-}/2^-/3^-\) as shown in figure 10.

From figure 10 it may be noted that the lowest energy ligand-to-metal charge-transfer transitions are anticipated to lie at energies over 26 000 cm\(^{-1}\). It is also noted that the lowest energy \(\pi+\pi^*\) bipyridyl transition lies at approximately 32 000 cm\(^{-1}\) in XIII and at approximately 35 000 cm\(^{-1}\) in XIII\(^-\).

It is therefore reasonable to assume that the bands lying at energies below 25 000 cm\(^{-1}\) must in each species be attributable to metal-to-ligand charge-transfer.
Figure 10: Schematic Energy Level Scheme for $[\text{Cr(bipy)}_3]^{3+/2+/+/0}$

Figures in brackets are the electrochemical predictions for certain transitions.

Notes. See overleaf.
Notes to figure 10

a - The dπ levels on \([\text{Cr(bipy)}_3]^{3+/2+/+}\) and the π(7) level on \([\text{Cr(bipy)}_3]^0\) are fixed by direct electrochemical measurement.

b - The π(7) bipyridine levels on \([\text{Cr(bipy)}_3]^{3+/2+/+}\) are mapped from the Cr(0)-bipy π(7) level by invoking the 0.32 electronvolts shift per unit charge rule.

c - The π(6) bipyridine level on \([\text{Cr(bipy)}_3]^{3+}\) is assumed equal to the same level on \([\text{Ru(III)(bipy)}_3]^{3+}\) and is thus directly electrochemically determined by the \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{3+/4+}\) couple. This is found to excellently match the optically measured π(6)→π(7) gap on \([\text{Cr(bipy)}_3]^{3+}\). Indeed the optically measured π(6)→π(7) gap on \([\text{Cr(bipy)}_3]^{2+}\) suggests the π(6) level is invariant for \([\text{Cr(bipy)}_3]^{2+/3+}\).

d - The lowest lying LMCT band is predicted to lie at an energy in excess of 26 000 cm\(^{-1}\) in each species; i.e. \(3.24\text{eV} = 26 000 \text{cm}^{-1}\) in \([\text{Cr(III)(bipy)}_3]^{3+}\) and at higher energy in each successive reduced complex.

e - The numbers listed in figure 10 are the observed optical transitions in units of \(10^3 \text{cm}^{-1}\). The figures in parentheses are the predicted energies of each transition from electrochemical data.
transitions, presumably overlying weaker ligand-field transitions. As shown in figure 10 we may predict a value for the lowest energy metal-to-ligand charge-transfer transition \((\text{Cr}^\pi \rightarrow \pi(7)\text{bipy})\) for each reduced species using our voltammetric data.

If we examine the ultra-violet spectra of XIII and XIII\(^{-}\), see figure 8, then since we have assigned the observed bands to \(\pi(6) \rightarrow \pi(7)\) and \(\pi(6) \rightarrow \pi(8)\) transitions in the bipyridyl ligand we may deduce a value for the \(\pi(7) \rightarrow \pi(8)\) energy gap. It is then possible to predict a value for the higher energy metal-to-ligand charge-transfer transition \((\text{Cr}^\pi \rightarrow \pi(8)\text{bipy})\) for XIII and XIII\(^{-}\) with the bands assigned in table 7.

From figure 9, it may be noted that further absorptions are observed for XIII\(^{-}/2^{-}/3^{-}\) at higher energies than the \((\text{Cr}^\pi \rightarrow \pi(8)\text{bipy})\) transition yet at lower energies than would be expected for the lowest lying ligand-to-metal and intraligand transitions. We therefore tentatively suggest these absorptions may be attributable to transitions from the Crd\(\pi\) level to higher energy bipyridine levels \((\pi(9), \pi(10))\). In principle charge-transfer transitions may also occur from lower lying chromium levels to the unoccupied bipyridine orbitals \((\pi(7)\) etc).

The four-electron reduced monoanionic species, \([\text{Cr}(\text{bipy})_3]\)^{-}, may only be reversibly electrogenerated at \(-30^\circ\text{C}\) in dry tetrahydrofuran. The absorption spectrum obtained on generation of XIII\(^4^{-}\) at a platinum O.T.T.L.E. is shown in figure 11 and is consistent with the emergence
### Table 7: Assignment of the Absorption Bands in \([Cr(bipy)_3]^{3+/2+/+/0}\) \(\times 10^{-3}/cm^{-1}\) (\(\times 10^{-4}\))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>(\pi(6)\rightarrow\pi(8))</th>
<th>(\pi(6)\rightarrow\pi(7))</th>
<th>(Crd\pi\rightarrow\pi)</th>
<th>(Crd\pi\rightarrow\pi)</th>
<th>(Crd\pi\rightarrow\pi)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>([Cr(bipy)_3]^{3+})</td>
<td>(bipy^{O})</td>
<td>40.9 (1.59)</td>
<td>31.8 sh</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([Cr(bipy)_3]^{2+})</td>
<td>(bipy^{O})</td>
<td>42.2 (2.01)</td>
<td>35.6 (2.41)</td>
<td>21.8 (0.36)</td>
<td>17.8 (0.48)</td>
<td>8.7 (0.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([Cr(bipy)_3]^{+})</td>
<td>(bipy)</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>18.6 (0.57)</td>
<td>13.1 (0.39)</td>
<td>6.0 (0.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([Cr(bipy)_3]^{0})</td>
<td>(bipy)</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>15.0 sh</td>
<td>10.0 (0.28)</td>
<td>4.1 (0.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:**
- a - Obscured by coordinated bipyridyl;
- b - Obscured by excess bipyridyl
- c - See text. Tentatively assigned to Crdπ to higher energy bipyridine levels.
- d - Superimposed upon background solvent absorptions.
Figure 11: Absorption Spectra of $\text{[Cr(bipy)}_3]^{0/-}$ in Tetrahydrofuran at $-30^\circ$C in the Presence of Excess Bipyridine
of the bipy\textsuperscript{7} chromophore; bands observed are assigned in table 8.

Table 8: Absorption Bands in \([\text{Cr(bipy)}_3]\textsuperscript{-}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>(\pi+\pi^*) (\text{cm}^{-1})</th>
<th>(\pi+\pi^*) (\text{cm}^{-1})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>([\text{Cr(bipy)}_3]\textsuperscript{-})</td>
<td>bipy\textsuperscript{7}</td>
<td>27.1 (1.99)</td>
<td>19.7 (0.77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bipy\textsuperscript{7}</td>
<td>18.9 (0.76)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Na\textsuperscript{+}bipy\textsuperscript{7} | bipy\textsuperscript{7} | 25.9 (2.95) | 18.8 (0.62) |
|                                              |                        | 17.8 (0.65) |               |

All attempts to electrogenerate \(\text{XIII}_{5}^\text{5-}\) and \(\text{XIII}_{6}^\text{6-}\) only led to decomposition of the complex. However the pattern of the second set of reductions suggests these species should be formulated in terms of the localised model as shown below.
If the localised model is indeed applicable in this case then, as for $[\text{Cr(bipy)}_3]^0$, $[\text{Cr(bipy)}_3]^-$ also contains the $\text{Cr}^0(\text{bipy}^0)$ chromophore. The visible spectrum of XIII$^4^-$ will then contain absorption bands due to low-energy chromium(0)\(d\pi\) to bipy\(\pi^\ast\) MLCT transitions which would rationalise the excess intensities of the \(\pi\rightarrow\pi^\ast\) bipy\(^-\) bands compared with those observed for $[\text{Ir(III)(bipy)}_2(\text{bipy}^-)]^{2+}$.

It is apparent therefore that although the electrochemical behaviour of isovalent $[\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]^{3+}$ and $[\text{Cr(bipy)}_3]^{3+}$ seems at first glance very similar (two sets of three regularly spaced waves) the reductive processes involved are markedly different. In $[\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]^{3+}$ all six reductions are ligand-based whereas in $[\text{Cr(bipy)}_3]^{3+}$ the first three processes involve reduction of the metal centre.
Experimental

\[ \text{[Ir(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2\text{]Cl} \text{ was prepared by the method of Watts, Harrington and Van Houten.}\,^3 \text{ The complexes [Ir(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2\text{]}(\text{CF}_3\text{SO}_3), \text{[Ir(bipy)}_2(\text{CF}_3\text{SO}_3)_2\text{]}(\text{CF}_3\text{SO}_3) \text{ and [Ir(bipy)}_3\text{]}(\text{PF}_6)_3 \text{ were prepared by the method of Sullivan and Meyer.}^2 \text{ [Cr(bipy)}_3\text{]}(\text{BF}_4)_3 \text{ was prepared by the method of Hein and Herzog.}^18 

\]

In the course of this study we devised an alternative route to \([\text{Ir(bipy)}_3\text{]}(\text{PF}_6)_3\). The complex \([\text{Ir(bipy)}_2\text{(OH)}_2\text{]}(\text{BF}_4)_3\) (0.200 g) was prepared from \([\text{Ir(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2\text{]}\text{Cl}\) by the method of Watts, Harrington and Van Houten.\,^3 \text{ [Ir(bipy)}_2\text{(OH)}_2\text{]}(\text{BF}_4)_3\) (0.200 g) was dissolved in ethylene glycol (10 ml) with a twentyfold excess of bipyridyl (1.00 g) and heated at reflux, under an atmosphere of nitrogen, for six hours. \([\text{Ir(bipy)}_3\text{]}^3+\) was then precipitated as its hexafluorophosphatate salt in a moderate yield of 0.034 g (10%).

All electrochemical and spectroelectrochemical techniques and solvent purifications used were as described in chapter 2.
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Since the discovery in 1977 of a compound closely related, but distinct from \([\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]^{3+}\), there has been much debate concerning its structure. This so-called pseudo-hydroxytris(2,2'-bipyridine) iridium(III) cation, XIV, resembles \((\text{Ir(bipy)}_3)^{3+}\) in that the monomeric system appears to have three bipyridyl ligands associated with each iridium centre. Unlike \([\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]^{3+}\), however, this complex readily undergoes reversible deprotonation (that is it exists in two distinct forms "[\text{Ir(bipy)}_3(\text{OH})]^2+" and "[\text{Ir(bipy)}_3(\text{H}_2\text{O})]^3+" which may be easily interconverted by the addition of acid or base).

These systems have been formulated in a variety of ways. The earliest rival descriptions of the acidic form of this complex are shown below.
The presence of an ammonium N-H stretching band in the infrared spectrum of the acidic form of this complex at 2650 cm\(^{-1}\), which is not present in basic solutions, was cited as evidence for these formulations.\(^1\)

Structure A contains a six-coordinate iridium(III) centre, to which two bidentate bipyridyl ligands are bound along with one "covalently-hydrated" bipyridyl ligand. The \(^1\)H n.m.r. spectrum of XIV recorded in dimethylsulphoxide, was interpreted by Gillard and co-workers in terms of structure A.\(^2\)

Structure B, however contains a six-coordinate iridium-(III) centre bound to two bidentate bipyridyl ligands, one monodentate bipyridine and one water molecule. This formulation, proposed by Spellane and Watts,\(^3\) was based...
upon an examination of the \(^1\)H n.m.r. spectrum of XIV in DCl/D\(_2\)O which suggested that the water molecule is not covalently bound to bipy.

A preliminary X-ray structure analysis, published in 1981, showed three bidentate ligands apparently normally disposed about the metal. That is there is no monodentate bipyridyl ligand and also there is no evidence for a covalently hydrated bipy ligand.\(^4\) Weckramasinghe and co-workers proposed that this complex is related to \([\text{Ir(bipy\(_3\)}]\(^{3+}\) by rotation of one pyridyl ring, as in structure C.

Their X-ray data, however, could not identify the interchanged C(3) carbon and nitrogen atoms with the position of the uncoordinated nitrogen being inferred, perceptively, from the position of the hydrogen-bonded water molecule. Indeed the diffraction data could not preclude the possibility that the iridium centre was bound to two α-carbon
atoms C(3) and C(3'), or neither. That is, both pyridyl rings in the unique bipyridine ligand may have undergone rotation.

This complex has been the subject of much interest in our laboratories. An examination of the voltammetric behaviour of the deprotonated form of this species, in dimethylsulphoxide and in acetonitrile, reveals two closely spaced one-electron reversible reductions followed by another two closely spaced quasi-reversible one-electron reductions at more extreme potentials as shown in figure 1.

This voltammetric behaviour coincides with previously published data and in our experience is characteristic of only two ordinary bipyridine ligands chelated to Ir(III). Furthermore, the measured electrode potentials for complex IV imply the presence of a monoanionic neighbouring ligand since the first reductive wave is observed at a potential (-1.40V) which is intermediate between that of [Ir(bipy)₃]³⁺ (-1.26V) and [Ir(bipy)₂Cl₂]⁺ (-1.54V). Logically this system, XIV, is then best modelled by the further reductions of [Ir(bipy)₃]²⁺, i.e. [Ir(III)(bipy⁰)₂(bipy⁻)]²⁺, which occur at -1.39V and -1.54V. XIV also undergoes a two-electron irreversible oxidation (at Ep = +0.51V) which we assign to involve the unique ligand (c.f. [Ir(bipy)₃]³⁺ where no oxidation is observed up to +1.6V). Thus the unique ligand is having an electrostatic effect on the two regular bipy ligands to the same degree as bipy⁻, which would be consistent with the σ-bonded aryl structure of complex C. The markedly different behaviour of the complex formulated
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[Ir(bipy)_3OH]^2+} & \quad \text{1.40V} \quad \text{[Ir(bipy)_3OH]^+} & \quad \text{1.58V} \quad \text{[Ir(bipy)_3OH]_0^2} & \quad \text{2.23V} \quad \text{[Ir(bipy)_3OH]^2-} & \quad \text{2.52V} \quad \text{[Ir(bipy)_3OH]^2-} \\
\text{XIV} & \quad \text{XIV}^- & \quad \text{XIV}^{2-} & \quad \text{XIV}^{3-} & \quad \text{XIV}^{4-}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[Ir(bipy)_2Cl_2]^+} & \quad \text{1.54V} \quad \text{[Ir(bipy)_2Cl_2]_0^2} & \quad \text{1.73V} \quad \text{[Ir(bipy)_2Cl_2]^2-} \\
\text{XI} & \quad \text{XI}^- & \quad \text{XI}^{2-}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[Ir(bipy)_3]^3+} & \quad \text{-1.26V} \quad \text{[Ir(bipy)_3]^2+} & \quad \text{-1.39V} \quad \text{[Ir(bipy)_3]^3+} & \quad \text{-1.54V} \quad \text{[Ir(bipy)_3]^3+} \\
\text{II} & \quad \text{II}^- & \quad \text{II}^{2-} & \quad \text{II}^{3-}
\end{align*}
\]
as \([\text{Ir(bipy)}_2(\text{phen}')(\text{OH})]^{2+}\) (where \text{phen} represents bidentate and \text{phen}' monodentate o-phenanthroline) should be noted.\(^7\) This species has been shown to undergo three reductions at moderate potentials.

In our laboratories\(^5\) the electronic spectra of XIV, XIV\(^-\) and XIV\(^{2-}\) have all been obtained by the separate electrogeneration of each species at a platinum O.T.T.L.E. (see Chapter 2). As shown in figure 2 the species XIV and XIV\(^-\) (but not XIV\(^{2-}\)) show the well-known\(^8\) \(\pi(6)\rightarrow\pi(7)\) transition of coordinated bipy around 33 000 cm\(^{-1}\). The intensity of this band in XIV is reduced relative to \([\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]^{3+}\) due to there being one less conventionally-bound bipyridine ligand. The band observed in XIV\(^{0/-/2-}\) are assigned in table 1.

On successive generation of XIV\(^-\) and XIV\(^{2-}\), the linear growth of bands characteristic of the bipy\(^7\) chromophore is again observed.\(^9\) It should also be noted that the species XIV\(^-\) (but not XIV or XIV\(^{2-}\)) shows a band at approximately 5000 cm\(^{-1}\) (\(\varepsilon = 220\) mol dm\(^{-3}\) cm\(^{-1}\)) which is characteristic of ligand-ligand (bipy\(^-\rightarrow\)bipy\(^0\)) intervalence charge-transfer. This phenomenon is discussed in Appendix 1.

The absence of an intervalence charge-transfer band in XIV\(^{2-}\) gives further evidence that bipy\(^0\) and the uniquely bound ligand (bipy\(^'\)) are not interchangeable. An examination of these absorption spectra suggests that the reduced species of these complexes should be formulated in terms of the localised model.
Figure 2: Absorption Spectra of $[\text{Ir(bipy)}_2(\text{bipy}')]]^{2+/+/o}$ in Dichloromethane at Room Temperature
Table 1: Assignment of the absorption bands in \([\text{Ir(bipy)}_2\text{OH(bipy')}\)]^{2+/+/0}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>(\nu_{\text{max}}/10^3\text{cm}^{-1}(\varepsilon\times10^{-4}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XIV</td>
<td>(\pi(6)\rightarrow\pi(7))</td>
<td>bipy(^0) \hspace{1cm} \text{bipy} \hspace{1cm} \text{bipy} |^*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\pi\rightarrow\pi^*)</td>
<td>XIV \hspace{1cm} 32.5(3.65) \hspace{1cm} - \hspace{1cm} -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\pi\rightarrow\pi^*)</td>
<td>31.6(3.52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIV(^-)</td>
<td>(\pi(6)\rightarrow\pi(7))</td>
<td>- \hspace{1cm} 26.6(1.52) \hspace{1cm} 20.1(0.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\pi\rightarrow\pi^*)</td>
<td>- \hspace{1cm} 19.3(0.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIV(^{2-})</td>
<td>(\pi(6)\rightarrow\pi(7))</td>
<td>- \hspace{1cm} 26.6(1.52) \hspace{1cm} 20.1(0.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\pi\rightarrow\pi^*)</td>
<td>- \hspace{1cm} 19.3(0.75)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The voltammetric and spectroelectrochemical studies carried out in our laboratories imply that the crystallographic structure proposed by Wickramasinghe et al. is indeed the most likely for this complex in solution as well.

In order to confirm this proposal we undertook a series of detailed nuclear magnetic resonance (n.m.r.) experiments. Previously published $^1$H and $^{13}$C n.m.r. spectra have confirmed the low molecular symmetry of the complex but they have not been satisfactorily assigned, even for salient features relating to the modified ligand. 

We have collected the 200- and 300-MHz $^1$H n.m.r. spectra of the deprotonated form of this complex (studied as its BF$_4^-$ salt) in MeOH-d$_4$, Me$_2$CO-d$_6$ and Me$_2$SO-d$_6$ as shown in figures 3 to 5. These spectra are complicated but the maximum number of 23 separately detectable aromatic resonances are observed. This observation immediately excludes structure A where covalent hydration was proposed. In particular the systematic comparison of these spectra allows the identification of the doublet-of-doublet signals for each of the three protons in the uniquely attached ring (a).
Figure 3: $^1$H n.m.r. Spectrum of $[\text{Ir(bipy)}_2(\text{bipy'})]^2^+$ in $d^4$-MeOH
Figure 4: $^1$H n.m.r. Spectrum of [Ir(bipy)$_2$(bipy')]$_{2+}$ in $d^6$-(Me)$_2$SO
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Figure 5: $^1$H n.m.r. Spectrum of [Ir(bipy)$_2$(bipy')]$_2^{2+}$ in d$_6$-(Me)$_2$CO
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In Me₂SO-d⁶ for example the resonances at δ6.60 and 7.09 are coupled to each other and to the resonance at δ8.44. These three resonances are not coupled to any other resonance and each of the three integrates to one proton in approximately twenty-three. The particular solvent sensitivity of these resonances suggests these protons must be attached to the unique carbon-bound ligand. This solvent sensitivity is presumably due to dipolar interactions with the neighbouring uncoordinated nitrogen atom.

The mutual couplings of these resonances has been confirmed by using double-resonance techniques as shown in tables 2 and 3.

Further examination of these ¹H n.m.r. spectra reveals four more solvent sensitive multiplets. These resonances, centred at δ7.66, 8.23, 8.37 and 8.73 in MeOH-d⁴, have been shown to be coupled to each other. The proton at δ7.66 resonates in an open portion of the spectrum without overlap of other resonances which further implies it is most likely associated with the pyridyl group adjacent to the C-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>H\textsubscript{4}</th>
<th>H\textsubscript{5}</th>
<th>H\textsubscript{6}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Me\textsubscript{2}SO-d\textsuperscript{6}</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>7.09</td>
<td>8.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Me\textsubscript{2}CO-d\textsuperscript{6}</td>
<td>6.85</td>
<td>7.10</td>
<td>8.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeOH</td>
<td>7.33</td>
<td>7.52</td>
<td>8.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\) All \(\delta\) values recorded at 360.13MHz.
Table 3: Coupling Constants between Protons in the C-Metallated Ring

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>$J_{4,5}$</th>
<th>$J_{5,6}$</th>
<th>$J_{4,6}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Me$_2$SO-d$_6$</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Me$_2$CO-d$_6$</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeOH-d$_4$</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$a$ - All coupling constants expressed in Hz.
metallated ring.

Spellane, Watts and Curtis\textsuperscript{14} have recently examined the $^1$H n.m.r. spectrum of the protonated form of this complex. In a similar manner these workers have assigned the resonances due to the unique bipyridine ligand, in close agreement with this work. They have further assigned the other resonances by use of two-dimensional homonuclear techniques. The three resonances in the unique pyridine ring were again noted to be particularly solvent-sensitive. Addition of a lanthanide shift reagent, Pr(fod)$_3$, to a CH$_3$CN-d$_3$ solution of the protonated complex resulted in a significant increase in the width of the aromatic region of the spectrum with the protons assigned to the C-metallated ring again being most sensitive. The effect of Pr(fod)$_3$ gives further evidence for a site of Lewis basicity in this complex which is consistent with their being an uncoordinated nitrogen atom in this system.

The 90-MHz $^{13}$C n.m.r. spectrum of this species, measured in Me$_2$SO-d$_6$, shown in figure 6, reveals the presence of thirty nonequivalent carbon atoms. If the spectrum is remeasured in a spectroscopic mode which is specific for non-H-bearing carbon atoms, then seven single resonances are observed. Six of these resonances, in the range 154-162 p.p.m. with respect to Me$_4$Si, correspond to the ring-ring bridging positions (c.f. 155.7 p.p.m. in [Ir(bipy)$_3$]$^{3+}$) while the seventh, standing apart at 140 p.p.m. is clearly due to the unique, presumably iridium-bound carbon atom. This unique signal has moved by about 15 p.p.m. from the
Figure 6: \(^{13}\text{C n.m.r. Spectrum of } [\text{Ir(bipy)}_2\text{bipy}']^2+ \text{ in } d^6-(\text{Me})_2\text{SO}\)

(quaternary carbons only)
normal C₃ position due presumably to the decreased shielding of the carbon nucleus when it is attached to iridium(III).

Recently the $^{13}$C n.m.r. spectrum of the protonated form of this complex has been published. Watts et al. have also identified 23 distinct resonances in this species. Using single-frequency off-resonance decoupling these workers have shown that all but seven of these signals show strong proton (one-bond) coupling. Thus they also assign the six bridging 2 and 2'-carbon atoms to the resonances at the low-field end of the spectrum (δ154.1±162.6 p.p.m.) and the seventh resonance which is shifted to a lower frequency (139.5 p.p.m.) to the presumably iridium-bound carbon.

Collectively the electrochemical, spectroelectrochemical and n.m.r. data demonstrate clearly that this species contains a deprotonated N,C-bound ligand which in non-aqueous solution is indeed physically and electronically unique and remains distinct from the accompanying normal bipyridine ligands.

Indeed since this work was undertaken superior X-ray structure of the protonated form of this complex has been published clearly showing the presence of one N,C-bound bipyridyl ligand.

In the last few years several cyclometallated complexes have been prepared which involve ligands that contain a phenyl group adjacent to a good ligating functionality such as pyridine. More recently the first examples of such carbon-metallated complexes of ruthenium(II) have been prepared. These species should allow us to expand
our understanding of inorganic excited-state processes since the replacement of a nitrogen donor by an effectively carbanion donor drastically alters the electron density around the metal atom thus leading to substantial variations in both the ground- and excited-state redox properties. Consequently excited states involving such a ligand will occur at higher energies in the cyclometallated complex which may then result in substantial changes to the photophysical and photochemical properties of that species.

The complex we have studied is the recently prepared \(^{23,24}\) bis(2,2'-bipyridine)(2-phenylpyridine-C,N) ruthenium hexafluorophosphate, [Ru(bipy)\(_2\)(phpy)](PF\(_6\)), XV.

Two groups of workers have independently prepared this complex and analysed its \(^1\)H n.m.r. spectrum using two-dimensional homonuclear experiments\(^ {23}\) and extensive decoupling techniques.\(^ {24}\) This has allowed all twenty-four proton resonances to be assigned.
A cyclic voltammogram of \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{phpy})]\)^+ in dichloromethane is shown in figure 7. One reversible one-electron oxidation and two reversible one-electron reductions are observed. The measured potentials of these waves are shown in table 4.

The voltammetric data presented for \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{phpy})]\)^+ is in good agreement with that of Reveco et al.\(^{23}\) but differs from that of Constable\(^{24}\) in the potential required to reduce the complex, both these published investigations having been carried out in acetonitrile.

The substantial decrease in the oxidation potential of \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{phpy})]^+\) relative to \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}\) is undoubtedly due to the replacement of a \(\pi\)-acceptor diimmine nitrogen atom by the strong \(\sigma\)-donor carbanion. Since the oxidation is metal-centred, with an electron being removed from a metal \(t^2\) orbital, this shift is due to the destabilisation of the \(t^2\) orbital by the strong \(\sigma\)-donor carbanion. The oxidation potential of \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{py}.\text{Cl}]^+\) is observed from table 4 to be 0.47V which then places phenylpyridine above chloride/pyridine in its ability to transfer negative charge to the metal centre.

An examination of the cathodic behaviour of \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{phpy})]^+\) reveals two reversible one-electron reductions which we assign to bipyridyl-based reductions after examining the behaviour of free phenylpyridine.

A voltammetric study in acetonitrile shows phenylpyridine to undergo an irreversible oxidation at +1.73V vs Ag/Ag^+ but no reduction within the solvent window as shown in table 5.
Figure 7: Cyclic Voltammogram of \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{phpy})]^+\)
in Acetonitrile at Room Temperature
Table 4: Voltammetric Data for $\text{[Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{phpy})]\text{PF}_6^-$ and some Related Complexes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>$E(\text{ox})^a$</th>
<th>$E(\text{red1})$</th>
<th>$E(\text{red2})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{[Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{phpy})]^+$</td>
<td>+0.36</td>
<td>-1.95</td>
<td>-2.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{[Ru(bipy)}_3^{2+}$ (25)</td>
<td>+0.96</td>
<td>-1.66</td>
<td>-1.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{[Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{py})_2^{2+}$ (5)</td>
<td>+0.97</td>
<td>-1.66</td>
<td>-1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{[Ru(bipy)}_2\text{py.CI}^+$ (26)</td>
<td>+0.47</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{[Ru(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2^-$ (27)</td>
<td>+0.01</td>
<td>-1.95</td>
<td>-2.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a - All potentials measured in dichloromethane, at 20°C, scan rate 100mV/s, vs Ag/Ag$^+$ reference electrode.
b - Unreported.
Table 5: Voltammetric Data for Phenylpyridine and Bipyridine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>$E_{ox}^b$</th>
<th>$E_{(red)}^c$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phenylpyridine</td>
<td>+1.73</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bipyridine</td>
<td>+1.84</td>
<td>-2.57$^d$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a - All experiments carried out in acetonitrile with potential measured vs Ag/Ag$^+$.  
b - Both oxidations totally irreversible  
c - Reduction unobserved within our solvent limit.  
d - Reference 6.

However by considering the absorption spectrum of phenylpyridine we may predict a value for the reduction of this ligand. An examination of the ultra-violet spectrum of bipyridine shows the lowest energy $\pi\rightarrow\pi^*$ transition to occur at 34 800 cm$^{-1}$. This optical transition involves the removal of an electron from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of bipyridine and the promotion of this electron to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). This transition should then be modelled electrochemically by consideration of the gap between the oxidation and reduction of free bipyridine as illustrated below.
The observed value of 34 800 cm\(^{-1}\) is in good agreement with this prediction.

If we use this argument in reverse, for phenylpyridine, we may predict a value for the reduction of phenylpyridine. As shown in figure 8, the lowest energy \(\pi^+\pi^*\) transition in phenylpyridine is observed at 36 400 cm\(^{-1}\) allowing us to evaluate \(E_{\text{red}}(\text{phpy } 0/-)\).

\[
E_{\text{opt}} \equiv 36\ 400\ \text{cm}^{-1} \equiv 4.51\text{eV} \equiv E^{\text{ox}}(\text{phpy } 0/+ ) - E^{\text{red}}(\text{phpy } 0/-) \\
= 4.51 \equiv +1.73 - x \\
= x = -4.51 + 1.73 \\
= -2.78 \text{V} \approx -2.8 \text{V}
\]

This confirms that phenylpyridine is more difficult to reduce than bipyridine (by about 0.2 eV) which implies the first two reductions of \([\text{Ru}(\text{bipy})_2(\text{phpy})]^+\) are most probably bipyridyl based.

Since the overall charge on the cyclometallated complex
Figure 8: Absorption Spectra of Bipyridine and Phenylpyridine
differs from $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}$ by one unit it is more appropriate to contrast the reductive behaviour of $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{phpy})]^+$ with the second and third reduction potentials of $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}$.

From table 4 it may be noted that the reduction potential of $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^+$ is $-1.83\text{V}$ compared with the value of $-1.95\text{V}$ for $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{phpy})]^+$. That is the presence of the cyclometallating carbanion has shifted the potential required to reduce a coordinated bipyridyl ligand to a more negative value than the presence of a bipyridyl anion. The cyclometallated ligand possesses a strong inductive effect which means the $\sigma$-bond is stronger than that in the bipyridine anion. This effectively lowers the charge on the central metal and, as we discussed in chapter 2, the charge on the central metal in these bipyridyl complexes dictates the ease of reduction of the coordinated bipyridyl ligands.\textsuperscript{5}

It is apparent from figure 9 that the visible absorption spectrum of $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{phpy})]^+$ is considerably more complicated than that of $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}$.

In the manner we have described in previous chapters, we may correlate the gap between the ruthenium oxidation potential and the first bipyridine reduction potential with the observed metal-to-ligand charge-transfer band, as shown in table 6 and figure 10.
Figure 9: Absorption Spectra of $[\text{Ru}(\text{bipy})_3]^{2+}$ and $[\text{Ru}(\text{bipy})_2(\text{phpy})]^+$ in Acetonitrile at Room Temperature
Figure 10: Comparative Energy Level Scheme for \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}\) and \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{phpy})]^+\)
Table 6: Correlation of Electrochemical and Spectroscopic Data for $[\text{Ru}(\text{bipy})_2(\text{phpy})]^{+}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>$E(\text{ox}) - E(\text{red})/\text{eV}$</th>
<th>MLCT/\text{eV}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ru}(\text{bipy})_2(\text{phpy})]^{+}$</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ML(bipy)CT transition has been moved to lower energy in $[\text{Ru}(\text{bipy})_2(\text{phpy})]^{+}$ with respect to $[\text{Ru}(\text{bipy})_3]^{2+}$ as shown in the schematic energy level scheme constructed in figure 10.

In the absorption spectrum of $[\text{Ru}(\text{bipy})_2(\text{phpy})]^{+}$ we anticipate observing bands which correspond to transitions involving:

a) $\pi\rightarrow\pi^*$ intraligand transitions involving bipy$^0$ and php$^-$

b) Ru(II) $d\pi\rightarrow\pi^*$ bipy$^0$ (ML) charge-transfer

c) Ru(II) $d\pi\rightarrow\pi^*$ php$^-$ (ML) charge-transfer

By comparison with the absorption spectra of $[\text{Ru}(\text{bipy})_3]^{2+}$ and $[\text{Ru}(\text{bipy})_2(\text{py})_2]^{2+}$, as well as free bipyridine and free phenylpyridine, we would anticipate the bands which correspond to intraligand transitions in both bipyridine and phenylpyridine, for $[\text{Ru}(\text{bipy})_2(\text{phpy})]^{+}$, to be observed at energies over $30\,000\,\text{cm}^{-1}$.

This being so, then each of the bands we observe in the visible absorption spectrum of $[\text{Ru}(\text{bipy})_2(\text{phpy})]^{+}$ should be associated with charge-transfer transitions.
Indeed Reveco and co-workers\textsuperscript{23} have proposed that the band at 20 600 cm\(^{-1}\) should be assigned to a ML(phpy) charge-transfer. This would appear to be in agreement with our conclusion that the \(\pi^*(7)\) level in phenylpyridine is found to be approximately 0.2 eV or 1600 cm\(^{-1}\) higher in energy than the \(\pi^*(7)\) level in bipyridine.

The two bands observed at higher energies (24 900 and 27 000 cm\(^{-1}\)) may then be associated with metal-to-ligand charge-transfer from the Ru(II) centre to the \(\pi^*(8)\) levels in phenylpyridine and bipyridine respectively. This view is consistent with the typical energy gap between the \(\pi^*(7)\) and \(\pi^*(8)\) levels. Examination of the ultra-violet spectra of the free ligands shows the gap to be approximately 7 000 cm\(^{-1}\) for bipyridine and 4 000 cm\(^{-1}\) for phenylpyridine. The transitions we propose are shown in figure 11.

In order to test these assignments and the associated orbital scheme we attempted to collect the absorption spectrum of this species in both its oxidised and reduced forms.

The one-electron oxidation product [Ru(bipy)\(_2\)(phpy)]\(^{2+}\) may be prepared at a platinum O.T.T.L.E. The visible absorption spectrum of this species has been reported by Constable and Holmes,\textsuperscript{24} although these workers made no attempt to assign the observed bands. They did, however, record the e.s.r. spectrum of [Ru(bipy)\(_2\)(phpy)]\(^{2+}\) which confirmed this oxidation was indeed metal-centred.

The wide range absorption spectrum of [Ru(bipy)\(_2\)(phpy)]\(^{2+}\) is shown in figure 12. The conversion of the rest-state complex to its oxidised form is accompanied by the
Figure 11: Schematic Energy Level Scheme for 
[Ru(bipy)_2(phpy)]^+

Note
a) The broad absorption at 40 700 cm$^{-1}$ encompasses the $\pi(6) \rightarrow \pi(8)$ transitions in both bipyridine and phenylpyridine.
b) The figures listed above are optically measured transitions in units of $10^{-3}$ cm$^{-1}$. 
Figure 12: Absorption Spectra of [Ru(bipy)$_2$(phpy)]$^{+}/^{2+}$ in Acetonitrile at Room Temperature
conservation of a series of isosbestic points, four in number, which implies a simple one-to-one conversion has taken place. On resetting the applied potential to zero volts, the spectrum of \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{phpy})]^+\) was regained in its original intensity.

The bands observed in the absorption spectra of \([\text{Ru(II)(bipy)}_2(\text{phpy})]^+\) and \([\text{Ru(III)(bipy)}_2(\text{phpy})]^{2+}\) are listed in table 7.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{Complex} & [\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{phpy})]^+ & [\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{phpy})]^{2+} \\
18.4(0.48) & 13.5(0.11) & \\
20.8(0.58) & 18.0(0.23) & \\
24.8(1.05) & 34.0(6.02) & \\
27.0(1.16) & & \\
35.2(4.19) \text{ sh} & 41.0(6.12) & \\
35.8(6.09) & & \\
40.7(7.48) & & \\
\end{array}
\]

Considering the visible spectrum of \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{phpy})]^+\) it is apparent that the bands we assign to \(M(\text{Ru(II)}) \rightarrow L(\text{bipy})\) and \(M(\text{Ru(II)}) \rightarrow L(\text{phpy})\) charge-transfers in the resting oxidation state complex have disappeared which complements
our proposal. Meanwhile, two new bands are observed at 13 500 cm$^{-1}$ and 18 000 cm$^{-1}$, the extinction coefficients of which are drastically lower than the metal-to-ligand charge-transfer bands. This observation suggests the bands in [Ru(bipy)$_2$(phpy)]$^{2+}$ are associated with ligand-to-metal charge transfers (see chapter 2).

In [Ru(bipy)$_2$(phpy)]$^{2+}$ we anticipate observing bands due to:

a) $\pi^*\rightarrow\pi$ intraligand transitions involving bipyridine and phenylpyridine;

b) metal-to-ligand charge-transfers from Ru(III) to bipyridine and phenylpyridine;

c) ligand-to-metal charge-transfers from both phenylpyridine and bipyridine to ruthenium(III).

Considering the ligand-to-metal charge-transfer, we would predict the charge-transfer from the phenylpyridine ligand would occur at a lower energy since we have already observed electrochemically that the $\pi(6)$ level in free phenylpyridine is found at slightly higher energy than in bipyridine. That is the band at 13 500 cm$^{-1}$ is due to a $L$(phpy)$\pi\rightarrow$Ru((III)$d\pi$ transition with the band at 18 000 cm$^{-1}$ assigned to a $L$(bipy)$\pi\rightarrow$Ru(III)$d\pi$ charge-transfer. Absorptions from lower energy ligand orbitals to Ru(III) are swamped by more intense transitions.

From the ultra-violet absorption spectra of bipyridine and phenylpyridine it is apparent that these $\pi^*\rightarrow\pi$ intraligand transitions occur at very similar, but distinct energies. Accordingly, we assign the bands at approximately 35 000 cm$^{-1}$
in \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{phpy})]^+\) to \(\pi(6)\rightarrow\pi^* (7)\) transitions. The lower energy component of this band at 35 200 cm\(^{-1}\) is assigned to the bipyridyl ligand with the higher energy component therefore attributed to phenylpyridine. The broad absorption at 41 000 cm\(^{-1}\) must encompass the \(\pi(6)\rightarrow\pi^* (8)\) transitions in both phenylpyridine and bipyridine with the lower energy side attributed to phenylpyridine on this occasion.

However on oxidation of this complex, the lowest energy \(\pi\rightarrow\pi^*\) transitions are observed to move to lower energies. This shift has previously been recognised when examining the changes in the absorption spectra of \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+/3+}\), \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{Cl}_2]^{0+/+}\), \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{CO.CI}]^{+/2+}\) and \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{MeCN})_2]^{2+/3+}\) as discussed in chapter 2.

This interpretation of the absorption spectrum of \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{phpy})]^2+\) confirms this oxidation is indeed metal-centred (rather than aryl-centred) and the spectrum of each species may be understood in terms of separate \(\text{Ru(bipy)}\) and \(\text{Ru(phpy)}\) chromophores.

In all, this complex also undergoes two reversible one-electron reductions and these species have been separately electrogenerated at a platinum O.T.T.L.E. with their absorption spectra being measured as shown in figure 13; the observed bands are listed in Table 8.
Figure 13: Absorption Spectra of $[\text{Ru}(\text{bipy})_2(\text{phpy})]^{+/-}$ in Acetonitrile at Room Temperature
Table 8: Absorption Bands in $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{phpy})]^{0/-}$ in Acetonitrile $\nu/10^3 \text{cm}^{-1} (\epsilon \times 10^{-4})$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>Absorption Bands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{phpy})]^0$</td>
<td>29.0 (1.40) 20.8 (0.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{phpy})]^-$</td>
<td>28.5 (1.70) 20.5 (0.88) 19.4 (0.75)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An examination of the absorption spectra of $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{phpy})]^0$ and $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{phpy})]^-$ shows that these reductions are indeed bipyridyl-based. A progressive growth of the bands which characterise the bipy$^-$ chromophore is again observed which means the reduced species should be formulated as shown below.

$$[\text{Ru(II)}(\text{bipy}^0)_2(\text{phpy})]^+ \xrightarrow{e^-} [\text{Ru(II)}(\text{bipy}^-)_4(\text{phpy})]^0 \xrightarrow{e^-} [\text{Ru(II)}-(\text{bipy}^-)_2(\text{phpy})]^-$$

Attempts to electrogenerate the reduced forms of this complex in sufficiently low concentration to allow the ultraviolet absorption spectrum to be monitored proved fruitless.

The work described in this chapter then shows that the phenylpyridine ligand has a similar effect to the carbon-metallated bipyridine ligand on neighbouring conventionally-bound bipyridine ligands. It would appear therefore that
the diphenyl dianion would be very powerful inductively, however, no transition-metal coordination complexes containing this ligand have been prepared to date, to our knowledge.

Experimental

\[\text{[Ir(bipy)}_2(\mu-C,N\text{-bipy})(\text{H}_2\text{O})]\text{(BF}_4\text{)}_2\] was prepared by the method of Watts et al.\textsuperscript{1} \[\text{[Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{phpy})\text{]}\text{(PF}_6\text{)}\] was prepared by the method of Constable and Holmes.\textsuperscript{24}

\textsuperscript{1}H and \textsuperscript{13}C n.m.r. spectra were collected using a Bruker n.m.r. spectrometer. (360.13 MHz and 90.56 MHz respectively).

Solvent purification and electrochemical and spectroelectrochemical techniques are as described in chapter 2.
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Chapter 5

Spectroelectrochemical Characterisation of the Complexes [Ru(bipy)$_n$(biq)$_{3-n}$]$^{2+}$ (n=0,1,2,3). Examination of the Apparent Anomalous Metal-to-ligand Charge-transfer Behaviour

In discussions regarding ligand modifications to the complex [Ru(bipy)$_3$]$^{2+}$, in order to improve its performance as a photosensitiser, it has been suggested that the ligand 2,2'-biquinoline may be of some interest,\textsuperscript{1-6} since its first $\pi$-acceptor orbital is substantially more accessible.

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{c c c}
LUMO & & LUMO \\
HOMO & & HOMO \\
2,2'-bipyridyl & & 2,2'-biquinoline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

The benzo-substitution with respect to 2,2'-bipyridyl causes a relatively large shift to lower energy of the $\pi-\pi^*$ bands in the absorption spectrum of the free ligand.

The complex [Ru(biq)$_3$]$^{2+}$, prepared in 1976 by Klassen,\textsuperscript{7} exhibits this stabilisation of the lowest $\pi$-acceptor orbital with the lowest energy metal-to-ligand charge-transfer band being red-shifted by approximately 3 000 cm$^{-1}$ with respect to [Ru(bipy)$_3$]$^{2+}$. More recently the series of mixed-ligand complexes [Ru(bipy)$_n$(biq)$_{3-n}$]$^{2+}$ (n=1 or 2) have also
been synthesised and some of the properties of their ground and excited state species have been studied.\textsuperscript{3,6}

In Ru(II)-polypyridine complexes there are three orbital types of electronically excited states namely metal-centred (MC or dd), ii) metal-to-ligand charge-transfer (MLCT or dπ*) and iii) ligand-centred (LC or ππ*) excited states.\textsuperscript{8-15} For differing Ru(II)-polypyridine complexes the energies of these excited states are dictated by the intrinsic spectroscopic properties of the ligands in each separate complex.

In [Ru(bipy)\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{2+} the energy ordering of the low-energy excited states is fairly well known. The lowest excited state, found at 17 200 cm\textsuperscript{-1} above the ground state involves a \textsuperscript{3}MLCT transition.\textsuperscript{16} It has been suggested that the lowest metal-centred excited state is at approximately 21 000 cm\textsuperscript{-1}\textsuperscript{10,17} with the lowest ligand-centred state lying at about 23 100 cm\textsuperscript{-1} which is equivalent to the value observed for the phosphorescence of free bipyridine.\textsuperscript{18}

In [Ru(biq)\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{2+} it has been suggested\textsuperscript{2} that i) since it is considerably easier to reduce biquinoline than bipyridine the MLCT excited states should be at lower energies in [Ru(biq)\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{2+} than [Ru(bipy)\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{2+}, ii) the steric hindrance among the biquinoline ligands implies longer Ru-N bond distances meaning the metal-centred excited states should also lie at lower energies in [Ru(biq)\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{2+}; and iii) the lowest energy ligand-centred excited state should lie at approximately 20 400 cm\textsuperscript{-1} equivalent to the value observed for the phosphorescence of the free ligand.
As these workers predicted, an examination of the absorption and emission characteristics of \( [\text{Ru(biq)}_3]^{2+} \) shows the lowest excited species to involve a \(^3\)MLCT state.

In the mixed-ligand complex \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{biq})]^{2+}\), distinct \(\text{Ru(II)}\rightarrow\text{bipy}^0\) and \(\text{Ru(II)}\rightarrow\text{biq}^0\) charge-transfer absorptions are present as illustrated in figure 1. However, emission only occurs from the lowest excited state. A comparison of the emission spectra of \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{biq})]^{2+}\) and \([\text{Ru(biq)}_3]^{2+}\) shows each system exhibits only one emission band, which has a similar energy and shape in each case. This implies emission only occurs from comparable lowest excited states of these complexes, a \(\text{Ru(II)}\rightarrow\text{biq}^0\) charge-transfer state, and efficient conversion of \(\text{Ru(II)}\rightarrow\text{bipy}^0\) excited states to the lowest \(\text{Ru(II)}\rightarrow\text{biq}^0\) excited state must take place prior to emission.

Our interest in this series of mixed-ligand complexes arose when we considered the absorption spectra of the series of complexes \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_n(\text{biq})_3-n]^{2+}\) \((n=1\rightarrow3)\), shown in figure 1.

From figure 1 we may note that the visible absorption spectrum of \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}\) shows the presence of only one main band at 22 100 cm\(^{-1}\) with an extinction coefficient of 13 700 M\(^{-1}\)cm\(^{-1}\). Equally, the absorption spectrum of \([\text{Ru(biq)}_3]^{2+}\) in the visible region, shows one principal band, at 19 100 cm\(^{-1}\), with an extinction coefficient of 11 000 M\(^{-1}\)cm\(^{-1}\).

Therefore, we would predict that on successive replacement of the bipyridine ligands in \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}\) by
Figure 1: Absorption Spectra of $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_n\text{(biq)}_{3-n}]^{2+}$

$(n = 0 \text{ to } 3)$ in Acetonitrile at Room Temperature

Reference 20.
Figure 2: Absorption Spectra of $[\text{Ru(bipy)}]_{n}(\text{py})_{6-2n}^{2+}$ $(n = 0$ to $2)$ in Acetonitrile at Room Temperature
biquinoline a stepwise loss of the Ru(II)$\rightarrow$bipy$^0$ charge-transfer band intensity would be observed accompanied by a similar growth of the band characteristic of the Ru(II)$\rightarrow$biq$^0$ transition in a similar manner to the trend observed for the series of complexes $[Ru(bipy)]_{n}(py)_{6-2n}]^{2+}$ ($n=0,1,2$) shown in figure 2.

Such behaviour is not observed in the $[Ru(bipy)]_{n}(big)_{3-n}]^{2+}$ ($n=0,1,2,3$) series with the position and intensity of the metal-to-ligand charge-transfer bands in the mixed-ligand complexes exhibiting anomalous behaviour as shown in figure 1; the bands observed are listed in table 1. In $[Ru(bipy)]_2(big)]^{2+}$ the Ru(II)$\rightarrow$bipy$^0$ band is observed as anticipated, however the Ru(II)$\rightarrow$biq$^0$ band, although occurring at the anticipated energy is noted to be significantly more intense than expected. It would appear that the Ru(II)$\rightarrow$biquinoline charge-transfer in some way "steals intensity" from the Ru$\rightarrow$bipyridine charge-transfer in this complex.

If the visible absorption spectrum of $[Ru(bipy)]_2(big)]^{2+}$ is now considered it would seem this "stealing of intensity" becomes more extreme with no clear evidence of the Ru(II)$\rightarrow$bipy$^0$ charge-transfer being observed although this band may be obscured by other absorptions at similar energies. In $[Ru(bipy)]_2(big)]^{2+}$ the Ru(II)$\rightarrow$biq$^0$ charge-transfer band is also red-shifted by approximately 840 cm$^{-1}$ (0.1eV) relative to both $[Ru(bipy)]_2(big)]^{2+}$ and $[Ru(big)]_2^{2+}$.

These observations suggest that some anomalous behaviour occurs in these mixed-ligand complexes. This perhaps draws into question the validity of the ligand localised model in
Table 1: Absorption Bands in Ruthenium bipy/py and Ruthenium bipy/biq Complexes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>MLCT transitions $\nu/10^3\text{cm}^{-1}$ (e$\times10^{-4}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$d\pi\rightarrow\pi^*$ bipy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^2+</td>
<td>22.1(1.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(py)_2]^2+</td>
<td>21.8(0.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ru(bipy)(py)}_4]^2+</td>
<td>21.3(0.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^2+</td>
<td>22.1(1.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(biq)]^2+</td>
<td>22.8(0.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ru(bipy)(biq)}_2]^2+</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ru(biq)}_3]^2+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Band unobserved
- All spectra recorded in acetonitrile
these systems when they undergo reduction in the sense that it is the first observation not anticipated or naturally explained.

We have therefore examined the electrochemical behaviour of these systems and obtained their absorption spectra in several differing oxidation states in an attempt to further define these apparent anomalies, and to determine the applicability of the localised model in these cases.

Pertinent electrochemical data for these systems are summarised in table 2.

Table 2: Electrochemical Data for the Complexes

$[\text{Ru(bipy)}_n\text{(bq)}_{3-n}]^{2+}$ (n=0,1,2,3)$^a$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>$E^{\text{OX}}$</th>
<th>$E_{\text{red}(1)}$</th>
<th>$E_{\text{red}(2)}$</th>
<th>$E_{\text{red}(3)}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}$</td>
<td>+0.96</td>
<td>-1.66</td>
<td>-1.83</td>
<td>-2.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{(bq)}]^{2+}$</td>
<td>+1.03</td>
<td>-1.205</td>
<td>-1.71</td>
<td>-1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ru(bipy)}\text{(bq)}_2]^{2+}$</td>
<td>+1.10</td>
<td>-1.12</td>
<td>-1.35</td>
<td>-1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ru(bq)}_3]^{2+}$</td>
<td>+1.17</td>
<td>-1.035</td>
<td>-1.195</td>
<td>-1.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ - All potentials are measured against a Ag/Ag$^+$ reference electrode in 0.1M TBABF$_4$/CH$_3$CN.
It should be noted from table 1 that there is a linear increase in the potential required to oxidise the ruthenium centre as successive biquinoline ligands are incorporated in place of bipyridine with this attributed to the increased stabilisation of the dπ ruthenium orbitals by the stronger π-acceptor biquinoline ligands (as illustrated in figure 3). Similarly a linear effect is noted when the first reduction of the complexes [Ru(bipy)_n(biq)_{3-n}]^{2+} (n=0 to 2) is considered with this again attributable to the effect caused on the biquinoline ligand undergoing reduction by the other two diimine moieties.

As we have discussed in previous chapters we can evaluate the gap between the potentials required to oxidise the metal centre and the first ligand reduction, which models the optical metal-to-ligand charge-transfer. This comparison is of particular interest in these seemingly anomalous systems. The data for this series of biquinoline complexes is shown in table 3. There is no suggestion in the electrochemical data that the metal-to-ligand charge-transfer (to biquinoline, at least) should be affected.

It is also useful to consider the gap between the metal oxidation and the third bipyridyl-based reduction in these complexes to look for any evidence of unusual behaviour in the bipyridyl ligand in [Ru(bipy)(biq)_{2}]^{2+}. An examination of this data, shown in table 4 reveals that there is no evidence for any "altered energy" in the third "bipyridyl" ligand in [Ru(bipy)(biq)_{2}]^{2+}. That is, no explanation for
Figure 3: Comparative Energy Level Scheme for 
$[\text{Ru(bipy)}_n\text{(biq)}_{3-n}]^{2+}$ ($n = 1$ to $3$)
**Table 3:** Modelling of the Lowest Energy MLCT Transition Using Electrochemical Data for the Complexes \([\text{Ru}(\text{bipy})_n(\text{biq})_{3-n}]^{2+} \text{ (n=0 to 3)}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>(\Delta E(\text{ox})-E(\text{red1})/\text{eV})</th>
<th>(E_{\text{opt}}/\text{eV})</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>([\text{Ru}(\text{bipy})_3]^{2+})</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>Ru(II)→bipy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\text{Ru}(\text{bipy})_2(\text{biq})]^{2+})</td>
<td>2.235</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>Ru(II)→biq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\text{Ru}(\text{bipy})(\text{biq})_2]^{2+})</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>Ru(II)→biq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\text{Ru}(\text{biq})_3]^{2+})</td>
<td>2.205</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>Ru(II)→biq</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4:** Electrochemical Separation Between the Ru(II/III) Couple and Third Reduction (Bipyridyl-based) for the Series \([\text{Ru}(\text{bipy})_n(\text{biq})_{3-n}]^{2+} \text{ (n=1 to 3)}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>(\Delta E(\text{ox})-E(\text{red3})/\text{eV})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>([\text{Ru}(\text{bipy})_3]^{2+})</td>
<td>3.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\text{Ru}(\text{bipy})_2(\text{biq})]^{2+})</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\text{Ru}(\text{bipy})(\text{biq})_2]^{2+})</td>
<td>3.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the anomalous behaviour of the optical metal-to-ligand (biquinoline) charge-transfer band is found in the electrochemical behaviour of this system.

Before we investigate the spectra of the reduced mixed-ligand complexes we must first examine the spectroscopic behaviour of biquinoline itself, especially upon reduction. As shown in figure 4, the absorption spectrum of 2,2'-biquinoline reveals the lowest energy (\(\pi(10)\rightarrow\pi(11)\)) intraligand transition occurs at approximately 4 000 cm\(^{-1}\) lower energy than in bipyridine. This is qualitatively as expected for the extended conjugation and indeed fits with the directly measured electrochemical behaviour of free biquinoline with the energy of the HOMO being raised and the LUMO being lowered.

As we have discussed in previous chapters, the lowest energy \(\pi\rightarrow\pi^*\) transition and the gap between the first oxidation and first reduction of the free ligand should correspond as shown in table 5.

Table 5: Electrochemical Behaviour of Bipyridine and Biquinoline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>E(ox)/eV</th>
<th>E(red)/eV</th>
<th>E(ox)-E(red)</th>
<th>Eopt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,2'-Bipyridine</td>
<td>+1.84b</td>
<td>-2.57</td>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>4.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,2'-Biquinoline</td>
<td>+1.60b</td>
<td>-2.10</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>&gt;3.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a - All potentials measured in 0.1M TBABF\(_4\)/acetonitrile vs Ag/Ag\(^+\) reference electrode
b - Irreversible wave
Figure 4: Absorption Spectra of 2,2'-Biquinoline and 2,2'-Bipyridine in Dichloromethane
Since the biquinoline ligand undergoes reduction prior to bipyridine it is apparent that we must obtain a spectrum of the biquinoline anion itself to enable us to interpret the absorption spectra of these reduced ruthenium-biquinoline complexes. This spectrum has been obtained in two ways, namely by chemical reduction of biquinoline by lithium metal in rigorously dry tetrahydrofuran and also by electrochemical reduction of the ligand, again in thf, at a platinum O.T.T.L.E. In the latter case electrochemical reduction was facilitated by the use of a lithium perchlorate (LiClO$_4$) electrolyte in place of TBABF$_4$ which appears to lower the potential required to reduce biquinoline by approximately 0.4 volts allowing the spectrum of Li$^+$biq$^-$ to be collected as illustrated in figure 5.

Since we now possess the spectra of bipy$^0$, bipy$^-$, biq$^0$ and biq$^-$ we may proceed to collect and interpret the spectra of these mixed-ligand ruthenium complexes.

We have now established that the complex [Ru(bipy)$_2$(biq)]$^{2+}$ undergoes one reversible one-electron oxidation and three successive reversible one-electron reductions. The one-electron oxidised species has been generated at a platinum gauze; the spectrum obtained is illustrated in figure 6 with the observed bands listed in table 6.
Figure 5: Absorption Spectrum of Li$^{+}$biq$^{-}$ in Tetrahydrofuran
Figure 6: Absorption Spectra of \([\text{Ru(bipy)}_2\text{(bipy)}]^{2+/3+}\)
in Dichloromethane at Room Temperature
Table 6: Absorption bands in $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{biq})]^{2+/3+}$ in Dichloromethane. $\nu/10^3\text{cm}^{-1}$ ($\epsilon \times 10^{-4}$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>$[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{biq})]^{2+}$</th>
<th>$[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{biq})]^{3+}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.0 (0.61)</td>
<td>13.0 (0.16)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.8 (0.58)</td>
<td>22.0 (0.24)$^a$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.4 (2.08)</td>
<td>26.0 (2.52)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.8 (2.35)</td>
<td>31.5 (2.97)$^a$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.6 (6.18)</td>
<td>32.7 (3.21)$^a$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.3 (5.52)</td>
<td>37.1 (5.01)$^a$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39.0 (4.58)$^a$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ - Observed as shoulders

In these mixed-ligand complexes we anticipate observing bands in the absorption spectrum of the ruthenium(II) species due to:

a) $\pi^+\pi^*$ transitions in both the neutral bipyridine and biquinoline ligands.

b) MLCT transitions from the ruthenium(II) centre to both biquinoline and bipyridine.

It is no surprise therefore that the spectrum of $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{biq})]^{2+}$ is considerably more complex than that of $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_3]^{2+}$ and $[\text{Ru(biq)}_3]^{2+}$. By comparison with the absorption spectra of the parent complexes we readily assign the bands in $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{biq})]^{2+}$ as shown in table 7.

Our assignment of the bands at 26 400 and 27 800 cm$^{-1}$
Table 7: Assignment of the Absorption Bands in $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{biq})]^2^+^$  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band $\nu_{\text{max}}/10^3 \text{cm}^{-1}$</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>$\text{Ru(II)}d\pi \rightarrow \pi^*(11)\text{biq}^O$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>$\text{Ru(II)}d\pi \rightarrow \pi^*(7)\text{bipy}^O$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>$\text{Ru(II)}d\pi \rightarrow \pi^*(12)\text{biq}^O$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>$\text{Ru(II)}d\pi \rightarrow \pi^*(8)\text{bipy}^O$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>$\pi(10) \rightarrow \pi^*(11)\text{biq}^O$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>$\pi(6) \rightarrow \pi^*(7)\text{bipy}^O$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>$\pi(10) \rightarrow \pi^*(12)\text{biq}^O$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Assignment of the Absorption Bands in $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{biq})]^3^+$  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band $\nu_{\text{max}}/10^3 \text{cm}^{-1}$</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>$(\text{L biq}^O)\pi(10) \rightarrow \text{Ru(III)}d\pi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$(\text{L bipy}^O)\pi(5) \rightarrow \text{Ru(III)}d\pi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>$\pi(10) \rightarrow \pi^*(11)\text{biq}^O$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.5, 32.7</td>
<td>$\pi(6) \rightarrow \pi^*(7)\text{bipy}^O$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>$\pi(10) \rightarrow \pi^*(12)\text{biq}^O$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to metal-to-ligand charge-transfers from Ru(II)dπ to higher unoccupied ligand levels is in disagreement with Hester and Bugnons' assignment of this band to a \( \pi(10) \rightarrow \pi^*(11) \) intraligand biquinoline transition. Although we are unable to electrochemically predict the energy of these higher energy metal-to-ligand charge-transfers, as shown in figure 7 our assignments are self-consistent since we are able to measure the \( \pi(7) \) to \( \pi(8) \) gap in coordinated bipyridine and the \( \pi(11) \) to \( \pi(12) \) gap in coordinated biquinoline from the parent complexes. Therefore we are able to independently predict these transition energies.

The conversion of \([Ru(bipy)_2(biq)]^{2+}\) to the oxidised species proceeds with isosbestic points, six in number being observed. The absorption spectrum of \([Ru(bipy)_2^-(biq)]^{3+}\) may be understood in terms of a Ru(III) metal centre surrounded by three neutral diimmine ligands. Our assignment of the bands in the absorption spectrum of this species is shown in table 8.

On oxidation the familiar shift of the bands assigned to \( \pi(6) \rightarrow \pi^*(7) \text{bipy}^0 \) transitions to lower energy is noted. Similar behaviour is attributed to the biquinoline ligand, with the longest wavelength intraligand band again moving to lower energy.

Our electrochemical studies on the free ligands have shown the \( \pi(6) \) level in bipyridine is stabilised by approximately 0.2 volts relative to the \( \pi(10) \) level in biquinoline, however in the coordination complex these levels are found to be at similar energies. In the oxidised
Figure 7: Schematic Energy Level Scheme for $[\text{Ru(bipy)}_2(\text{biq})]^{2+/3+}$

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[Ru(bipy)\textsubscript{2}(biq)]}\textsuperscript{2+} & \quad \text{[Ru(bipy)\textsubscript{2}(biq)]}\textsuperscript{3+} \\
\pi(12) & \quad \pi(10) \\
\pi(11) & \quad \pi(6) \\
\pi(8) & \quad \pi(7) \\
\pi(7) & \quad \pi(11) \\
\pi(11) & \quad \pi(11) \\
\end{align*}
\]

\begin{align*}
37.1 & \quad 295 \\
19.0 & \quad 264 \\
278 & \quad 228 \\
346 & \quad 41.0 \\
315 & \quad 26.2 \\
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{biq} & \quad \text{Ru(II)} & \quad \text{bipy} \\
\text{biq} & \quad \text{Ru(III)} & \quad \text{bipy}
\end{align*}

Note

a) Bands obscured
b) The $\pi(7)\text{bipy}^0$ and $\pi(11)\text{biq}^0$ levels are assumed to be stabilised by 2 600 cm$^{-1}$ on Ru(III) relative to Ru(II).
c) Figures listed are directly measured optical transitions.
complex a broad, weak band is observed in the near infra-red region, with a similar absorption present for [Ru(bipy)(biq)$_2$]$^{3+}$ (see later). As shown in figure 7 one component of this band may be assigned to a L(bipy)$\pi$(6)$\rightarrow$Ru(III)$d\pi^5$ charge-transfer band but an absorption due to a L(biq)$\pi$(6)$\rightarrow$Ru(III)$d\pi^5$ transition should also be observed at a similar, but lower, energy. We therefore suggest the width of this band must be due to overlying ligand-to-metal charge-transfer transitions.

A comparison with the visible absorption spectrum of [Ru(bipy)$_3$]$^{3+}$, see chapter 1, allows us to assign the shoulder at 22 000 cm$^{-1}$ to a L(bipy)$\pi$(5)$\rightarrow$Ru(III)$d\pi^5$ transfer.

Examination of the reductive behaviour of [Ru(bipy)$_2$(biq)]$^{2+}$ revealed one wave at -1.205V, a much lower potential than the first reduction of [Ru(bipy)$_3$]$^{2+}$, and two further waves at more extreme potentials. The energy level scheme shown in figure 7 makes it clear that a one-electron reduction of this complex should selectively populate the $\pi$(11) biquinoline level and thus selectively modify the spectrum.

We predict that we would remove the strong absorption at 37 000 cm$^{-1}$ and the poorly resolved absorption at 29 500 cm$^{-1}$ which are assigned to intraligand biquinoline transitions. The strong charge-transfer band assigned to a Ru(II)$\rightarrow$biquinoline $\pi$(12) transition is also noted to be removed on reduction whilst the intraligand $\pi\rightarrow\pi^*$ bipyridyl band is little affected.

It was also hoped that the bands attributed to
biquinoline in the visible region would be removed allowing clarification of the Ru(II)→bipy° charge-transfer which remains, however the diffuse biquinoline anion spectrum intrudes.

The one-electron reduction product, [Ru(bipy)$_2$(biq)]$^+$, may be prepared at a platinum O.T.T.L.E., and its absorption spectrum, shown in figure 8 is in good agreement with the spectrum reported by Hester. The absorption bands in this species are assigned in table 9 (by comparison with the spectrum of Li$^+$biq$^-$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band ν/10$^3$ cm$^{-1}$ (εx10$^{-4}$)</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17.5sh(0.51)</td>
<td>π−π$i$ biq$^-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.8 (0.72)</td>
<td>π−π$i$ biq$^-$ + Ru(II)→bipy°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.6sh(0.67)</td>
<td>π(6)→π(7)bipy°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.0 (5.69)</td>
<td>π−π$i$ biq$^-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41.0 (5.37)</td>
<td>π(6)→π(8)bipy°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

That is the absorption spectrum of [Ru(bipy)$_2$(biq)]$^+$ may be readily interpreted in terms of the characteristically diffuse spectrum of the biquinoline anion together with the well-known bands due to the Ru(II)(bipy$^-$) chromophore.
Figure 8: Absorption Spectra of [Ru(bipy)$_2$(bipy)]$^{2+/+}$ in Dichloromethane at Room Temperature
superimposed. Therefore the mono-reduced species may be formulated as \([\text{Ru(II)}(\text{bipy}^0) \text{(_2)}(\text{biq}^-)]^+\). All attempts to generate and stabilise the further reduced species of this system only led to decomposition of the sterically hindered complex.

The complex \([\text{Ru(bipy)}(\text{biq}) _2]^{2+}\) also undergoes a reversible one-electron oxidation. This Ru(III) species may be prepared at a platinum O.T.T.L.E. at room temperature; the conversion proceeds with five isosbestic points being observed. The ultra-violet and visible absorption spectra of \([\text{Ru(bipy)}(\text{biq}) _2]^{2+/3+}\) are shown in figure 9 with the observed bands assigned in table 10.

As for the bis-bipyridyl complex this species exhibits an ultra-violet spectrum in the rest state and oxidised form which may be readily assigned. Examination of the near infra-red and visible region of the spectrum of \([\text{Ru(bipy)}(\text{biq}) _2]^{3+}\), however, does not lead to such a straightforward interpretation. It is possible to assign transitions from the ruthenium(II) centre to the \(\pi(8)\) bipyridine and \(\pi(11)\) and \(\pi(12)\) biquinoline levels but the Ru(II)\(\rightarrow\)bipy\(\pi(7)\) band is obscured in \([\text{Ru(bipy)}(\text{biq}) _2]^{2+}\).

On oxidation these Ru(II)\(\rightarrow\)ligand bands are removed and in the near infra-red/visible region we observe two bands which are attributable to ligand to ruthenium(III) charge-transfers. The broad absorption, centred at 13 200 cm\(^{-1}\), is considerably more intense than the analogous band in \([\text{Ru(bipy)} _2(\text{biq})]^{3+}\). This again suggests this absorption does not only contain a component due to a
Figure 9: Absorption Spectra of $[\text{Ru(bipy)(biq)}_2]^{2+/3+}$ in Dichloromethane at Room Temperature
Table 10: Assignment of the absorption bands in \([\text{Ru(bipy)(biq)}_2]^{2+/3+}\)\(\nu/10^3\text{cm}^{-1}\) (\(\epsilon \times 10^{-4}\))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>(\pi(10)\rightarrow\pi(12))</th>
<th>(\pi(6)\rightarrow\pi(7))</th>
<th>(\pi(10)\rightarrow\pi(11))</th>
<th>(\text{Ru}(11)\rightarrow\text{Ru}(11))</th>
<th>(\text{Ru}(11)\rightarrow\text{Ru}(11))</th>
<th>(\text{bipy}\pi(5)\rightarrow\text{Ru}(\text{III}))</th>
<th>(\text{bipy}\pi(6)\rightarrow\text{Ru}(\text{III}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>([\text{Ru(bipy)(biq)}_2]^{2+})</td>
<td>(\text{bipy}^0)</td>
<td>(37.4(8.07))</td>
<td>(34.6(4.15))</td>
<td>(30.6(3.92))</td>
<td>(27.8(3.47))</td>
<td>(26.4(3.39))</td>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>(18.4(0.96))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\text{Ru(bipy)(biq)}_2]^{3+})</td>
<td>(\text{bipy}^0)</td>
<td>(37.2(6.54))</td>
<td>(26.5(3.71))</td>
<td>(\text{a})</td>
<td>(-)</td>
<td>(-)</td>
<td>(-)</td>
<td>(21.8(0.45))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(\text{a}\) - Band obscured

\(\text{b}\) - Assuming the \(\pi(5)-\pi(6)\) gap in bipyridine is similar to the \(\pi(7)-\pi(8)\) gap.
Figure 10: Schematic Energy Level Scheme for

\[ \text{[Ru(bipy)(biq)\textsubscript{2}]\textsuperscript{2+/3+}} \]

\[ \text{[Ru(bipy)(biq)\textsubscript{2}]\textsuperscript{2+}} \]

\[ \text{[Ru(bipy)(biq)\textsubscript{2}]\textsuperscript{3+}} \]

Note: a) Bands obscured
b) The \( \pi(7) \) bipy\(^0\) and \( \pi(11) \) biq\(^0\) levels are assumed to be stabilised by 2 600 cm\(^{-1}\) on Ru(III) relative to Ru(II).
c) Figures listed are directly measured optical transitions.
bipyridyl ligand π(6) to Ru(III) charge-transfer but also some transition involving a biquinoline to ruthenium(III) charge-transfer. Our schematic molecular orbital scheme predicts the energy required for the L(biq)π(10) → Ru(III) transition is slightly lower than for the transition involving bipyridine.

By analogy with the spectrum of \( \text{[Ru(bipy)₃]}^{3+} \) we assign the shoulder at 21 800 cm⁻¹ to a transfer from the π(5) level in bipyridine to the ruthenium(III) centre.

At first glance an examination of a cyclic voltammogram of the reductive behaviour of \( \text{[Ru(bipy)(bq)}₂\text{]}^{2+} \) appears to show two sets of two one-electron reductions, see figure 11 but actually the first three waves should be considered together. We know that the biquinoline ligand is more readily reduced than bipyridine therefore the first two reductions are biquinoline-based. However, the third reduction should be bipyridyl-based by comparison with its reduction potential with that of the \( \text{[Ru(bipy)₃]}^{0/-} \) couple (see table 2).

In order to further examine this complex, which we recall to have an anomalous visible spectrum, we have generated these reduced species at a platinum O.T.T.L.E.

The ultra-violet and visible absorption spectra of the species \( \text{[Ru(bipy)(bq)}₂\text{]}^{2+/-0} \) are shown in figure 12. The assignments we propose for the bands observed in this complex are shown in table 11 and are consistent with the sequential reduction of the two separate biquinoline ligands.

The complex nature of the absorption spectra of
Figure 11: Cyclic Voltammogram of \([\text{Ru(bipy)(biq)}_2]^{2+}\) in Dichloromethane at Room Temperature.
Figure 12: Absorption Spectra of \([\text{Ru(bipy)}(\text{biq})_2]^{2+/+/0}\) in Dichloromethane at \(-30^\circ\text{C}\)
Table 11: Assignment of the Absorption Bands in \([\text{Ru(bipy)(biq)}_2]^{0/+}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>(\pi^+)</th>
<th>(\pi(6)\to\pi(8))</th>
<th>(\pi(10)\to\pi(12))</th>
<th>(\pi(6)+\pi(7))</th>
<th>(\pi(10)\to\pi(11))</th>
<th>(\text{Ru(II)}\to\text{bipy})</th>
<th>(\text{Ru(11)}\to\text{bipy})</th>
<th>(\text{Ru(II)}\to\text{bipy})</th>
<th>(\text{Ru(II)}\to\pi\to\pi^*)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>([\text{Ru(bipy)(biq)}_2]^+)</td>
<td></td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>37.6(6.74)</td>
<td>30.4(3.41)</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>26.3(2.21)</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>15.0sh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\text{Ru(bipy)(biq)}_2]^0)</td>
<td></td>
<td>28.9(2.51)</td>
<td>37.0(5.91)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>15.2sh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li(^{+})biq</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25.2(0.96)</td>
<td>31.8(1.74)</td>
<td>41.2(3.48)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12.0(0.18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:  
a - Band obscured  
b - See text
[Ru(bipy)(biq)₂]^{+/0} means this data requires a more detailed description.

In the visible region of the spectrum a stepwise growth of the bands which characterise the biq⁻ chromophore is observed. This broad, relatively intense absorption swamps the anticipated loss of the Ru(II)→biq⁻ charge-transfer band and does not appear to allow the observation of the Ru(II)→bipy⁰ transition, although the band at 22 500 cm⁻¹, assigned to π→π* biq⁻, may contain some component of Ru(II)→bipy⁰. In the ultra-violet region however, a stepwise loss of the bands we have assigned to ππ* biquinoline transitions is noted. It is noted that on the second reduction the bands characteristic of the π(6)→π* (7) and π(6)→π* (8) transitions in bipyridine coordinated to a ruthenium (II) centre may be more easily observed as the biq⁻ chromophore disappears.

Several attempts to generate the three-electron reduced species [Ru(bipy)(biq)₂]⁻ met with failure with the complex undergoing decomposition. However at -30°C in rigorously dry thf and in the presence of excess bipyridine and biquinoline it was possible to reversibly generate [Ru(bipy)(biq)₂]⁻ at a platinum O.T.T.L.E. This absorption spectrum, shown in figure 13, reveals the growth of bands which we recognise as being characteristic of the bipy⁻ chromophore. The presence of excess biquinoline and bipyridine means that almost the entire ultra-violet spectrum of XVIII³⁻ is masked by the ππ* transition in the free ligands.

All attempts to generate the four-electron reduced
Figure 13: Absorption Spectra of \([\text{Ru(bipy)(biq)}_2]^{0/-}\) in Tetrahydrofuran at \(-30^\circ\text{C}\) in the Presence of Excess Bipyridine and Biquinoline
product [Ru(bipy)(biq)$_2$]$^{2-}$ at an O.T.T.L.E. failed however it is most reasonable to assign this reduction to the second one-electron reduction of one of the biquinoline ligands.

Our studies on this complex [Ru(bipy)(biq)$_2$]$^{2+}$, which appears to show an anomalous series of metal-to-ligand charge-transfer transitions, indicate that the redox behaviour of this species is in fact reconcilable with the localised-ligand model. That is the reduced species can be safely formulated as below:

$$\begin{align*}
[Ru(II)(bipy)^{(O)}(biq)^{(O)}_2]^{2+} \\
\uparrow e \\
[Ru(II)(bipy)^{(O)}(biq)^{(O)}(biq^-)]^+ \\
\uparrow e \\
[Ru(II)(bipy)^{(O)}(biq^-)_2]^0 \\
\uparrow e \\
[Ru(II)(bipy)^{(-)}(biq^-)_2]^- \\
\uparrow e \\
\{[Ru(II)(bipy)^{(-)}(biq^-)(biq^{2-})]^{2-}\} \text{ (presumed formulation)}
\end{align*}$$

Hester and Bugnon$^{21}$ have reported a series of absorption spectra for the species [Ru(biq)$_3$]$^{2+/+/0/-}$ as shown in figure 14. These spectra are now seen to be in agreement with the stepwise loss of bands characteristic of the biq$^0$ chromophore, especially the well resolved $\pi(10)\rightarrow\pi(12)$
Figure 14: Absorption Spectra of $[\text{Ru(biq)}_3]^{2+/+/-}$ in Acetonitrile at Room Temperature

\[ \varepsilon (\times 10^{-4}) \]

\[ \lambda / \text{nm} \]

in intraligand band at 37 000 cm\(^{-1}\) and the discrete Ru(II)d\(\pi\) +biq\(^0\) π(12) band at approximately 26 000 cm\(^{-1}\), accompanied by the stepwise growth of bands characteristic of the biq\(^7\) chromophore.

In summary our work shows that although these sterically-strained biquinoline-containing Ru(II) complexes show unusual behaviour in their visible absorption spectra the oxidised and reduced forms may be readily understood in terms of separate Ru-bipyridine and Ru-biquinoline moieties.

The origin of this anomalous charge-transfer behaviour seems to lie in the steric interactions caused by the bulky biquinoline ligands. In [Ru(bipy)(biq)]\(^{2+}\), for example, the two biquinoline ligands would appear to interact with the bipyridyl ligand which would then cause some distortion to occur.

On reduction of [Ru(bipy)(biq)]\(^{2+}\) some distortion of the ligands is induced and, quite possibly, some extension of Ru-N bond lengths, which may relieve these steric interactions in the rest state complex. However as we have shown the metal-to-ligand charge-transfer transitions are generally masked by more intense intraligand bands in the one- and two-electron reduced systems.

It must be admitted however that all such structural/energetic considerations might have been expected to emerge in the ground-state \(E^0\) values and absorption spectra. An alternative possibility is that the probability/intensity of the metal-to-ligand charge-transfer transitions, rather than their position, is strongly modified, in a novel fashion, by the physical interference of bipyridine and biquinoline.
This could lead to the Ru(II)→bipy$^0$ charge-transfer drastically losing intensity with a corresponding increase in the lower energy Ru(II)→biq$^0$ band.

Experimental

The complexes [Ru(bipy)$_2$(biq)]($\text{PF}_6$)$_2$ and [Ru(bipy)(biq)$_2$]($\text{PF}_6$)$_2$ were prepared by the method of Belser and Zelewsky.20

Purification of acetonitrile and dichloromethane and electrochemical and spectroelectrochemical techniques are as described in chapter 2.

Tetrahydrofuran was purified by distillation from sodium wire/benzophenone.22
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Appendix 1

Near infra-red (3500-7000 cm$^{-1}$) studies on reduced transition metal bipyridyl complexes

As we have discussed in previous Chapters the reduced bipyridyl systems, and also a series of substituted bipyridyl systems, may all be understood in terms of a localised model. We have also shown that the absorption spectrum of each system may be interpreted in terms of discrete M(bipy$^0$) and M(bipy$^7$) chromophores. Such an interpretation of these reduced systems implies that any species containing co-existing bipyridine ligands in their resting and reduced oxidation states may effectively be treated as "Mixed-valence complexes" with the possibility of an inter-valence charge-transfer (IVCT) transition existing. Indeed a few mixed-ligand monomeric complexes have previously been described which exhibit an absorption band, in the near infra-red region, attributed to an inter-valence charge-transfer transition.$^{1,2}$

In 1967 Hush$^3$ defined inter-valence charge-transfer as "An optical transition which involves the transfer of an electron from one nearly localised site to an adjacent one, the donor and acceptor being metal ions which possess more than one accessible oxidation state". Using the "Theory of Radiative and Radiationless Transfer", Hush provided explanations for the characteristic features of these bands and developed a method for the calculation of the degree of
electron delocalisation.

Robin and Day\textsuperscript{4} then used the calculated degree of delocalisation in order to classify the vast range of these mixed-valence complexes into three groups (I, II and III) as follows:

**Class I.** Such systems are deemed to be strongly localised with the inter-valence charge-transfer band typically observed at high energies, outwith the visible region, having a large band-width and being of low or negligible intensity e.g. GaCl\textsubscript{2} where half of the Ga ions carry a formal +1 charge and the other half carry a formal +3 charge.\textsuperscript{5}

**Class II.** These systems are said to be intermediate in character with some delocalisation noted, whilst valences are still distinguishable. The inter-valence band is normally observed in the visible region, e.g. Prussian blue - the well known crystalline solid which contains both six-coordinate ferricyanide [Fe(III)-C-N] and six-coordinate ferrocyanide [Fe(II)-C-N] in a regular cubic array.\textsuperscript{6} Neither of these monomeric species alone gives rise to the intense blue colour of the complex which apparently arises from excitations involving Fe(II) to Fe(III) transitions.

**Class III.** These systems are completely delocalised. In such complexes, unlike class I or II systems it is not possible to discern the absorption spectra of the constituent ions. The term inter-valence charge-transfer is then no longer appropriate to transitions observed in these systems.

Further theoretical studies on such inter-valence absorptions have been described by Piepho, Schatz, Krausz
It is apparent from figure 1 that an electron may be transferred from one centre to the other either by an optical transition (Eop) or indeed by traversing the thermal energy barrier (Eth). It has been shown\textsuperscript{3,7-9} that in strongly localised systems Eop/Eth = 4, however as the electronic coupling between the valence centres increases the Eop/Ea ratio also increases.

In, for example, [Ru(bipy)\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{+} and [Ru(bipy)\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{0} bipyridyl ligands thus exist side by side in different oxidation states (and accordingly with different geometries). In principle inter-valence charge-transfer may occur, with an electron hopping from one ligand to another under photo-stimulation as shown in figure 1.

The valence isomers (a) and (b), in figure 1, are wholly equivalent but the instantaneous transfer process (Eop) creates (b) in a \textit{strained} (vibrationally excited) level, from which it relaxes to its equilibrium geometry. Location of this weak I.V.C.T. band is experimentally very challenging, see figure 2, but probes the energy barrier to electron hopping and the nature of inter-ligand communication.

This behaviour was first observed in these types of systems for [Ru(bipy)\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{+/0}, [Ru(bipy)\textsubscript{2}(py)\textsubscript{2}]\textsuperscript{+}, [Ir(bipy)\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{2+/+} and [Ir(bipy)\textsubscript{2}(bipy')]\textsuperscript{10-13}. In each of these species containing both bipy\textsuperscript{0} and bipy\textsuperscript{-} ligands a weak, diffuse band is observed at approximately 4-6 000 cm\textsuperscript{-1} superimposed upon the background solvent/electrolyte absorptions (see table 1).

As shown in figure 1 a thermally stimulated charge-
Valence Interchange

\[ \begin{align*} 
\text{E}_{\text{th}} \text{ is the thermal energy barrier at the saddle-point} \\
\text{With negligible delocalization,} \\
\text{E}_{\text{th}} \text{ approaches } \frac{1}{4} \text{E}_{\text{op}}
\end{align*} \]
Table 1: Near infra-red absorption bands observed in reduced transition metal bipyridyl complexes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>Band maximum/cm$^{-1}$ ($\epsilon$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Ru(bipy)$_3$]$^+$ 10,11</td>
<td>4500 (210)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Ru(bipy)$_3$]$^0$ 10,11</td>
<td>4500 (345)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cis-[Ru(bipy)$_2$(py)$_2$]$^+$ 10,11</td>
<td>4350 (121)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trans-[Ru(bipy)$_2$(py)$_2$]$^+$ 10,11</td>
<td>4090 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Ir(bipy)$_3$]$^{2+}$ a</td>
<td>6000 (300)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Ir(bipy)$_3$]$^+$ a</td>
<td>6000 (510)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b[Ir(bipy)$_2$(bipy')]$^+$ 13</td>
<td>5000 (216)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes

a - Present work
b - See chapter 4
transfer (Eth) may also occur. Indeed Motten, Hanck
and DeArmond have attributed the temperature dependent
line broadening observed in the e.s.r. spectrum of
[Ru(bipy)₃]⁺, but not in the spectrum of [Ru(bipy)₃]⁻,
to such a ligand-to-ligand transition and have estimated
the thermal barrier (Eth) for [Ru(bipy)₃]⁺ to be
approximately 1 000 cm⁻¹ in acetonitrile. This is in
excellent agreement with the optical data with Eop/Eth
ratio being slightly greater than the theoretical lower
limit of 4 which implies some degree of excitation coupling
is involved in this system which is in fact a requirement for
the processes described above to occur.

A later study on the temperature dependent e.s.r.
spectrum of [Ru(bipy)₃]° has shown the thermal barrier in
this case to be approximately 450 cm⁻¹. The optical
I.V.C.T. band for [Ru(bipy)₃]° is observed at 4 500 cm⁻¹.
Hanck and coworkers have suggested that an increase in the
exciton coupling is occurring in this system relative to
[Ru(bipy)₃]⁺. Wong and co-workers have shown that the
thermal barrier is dependent upon the extent of electronic
coupling in the system under study whilst the optical
energy required is independent of this term.

In the present study we have utilised spectrophotometers
with the capability of detailed background subtraction in
order to further study these bands. We have also chosen
to study [Ir(bipy)₃]³⁺ and its reduced analogues in order
to overcome solubility problems encountered whilst examining
other complexes. Since these I.V.C.T. bands are very weak
Figure 2: Near infra-red spectrum of $[\text{Ir(bipy)}_3]^{3+/2+}$ in 0.1M TBABF$_4$/CH$_3$CN
[Ir(bipy)$_3$]$^{2+}$

I.V.C.T BAND

$\epsilon_{\text{max}} \sim 6000 \text{ cm}^{-1}$

$\sim 300 \text{ dm}^3\text{mol}^{-1}\text{cm}^{-1}$

 intrusive electrolyte
it is necessary to utilise solutions which are approximately one hundred times more concentrated than those normally required when studying the ultra-violet and visible regions. In our electrolyte/solvent media we have observed that [Ru(bipy)$_3$]$^{0}$ is not sufficiently soluble to allow us to study its near infra-red spectrum in any great detail. However the reduced analogues of [Ir(bipy)$_3$]$^{3+}$ which are anticipated to be "inter-valence active" are both charged and sufficiently soluble for further study.

The reduced species [Ir(bipy)$_3$]$^{2+}$ was generated at a platinum O.T.T.L.E. with the near infra-red spectrum of this species shown in figure 3.

It is apparent that these weak inter-valence charge-transfer bands, when observed free from background solvent/electrolyte absorptions, are worthy of further study in order to examine their energy, intensity, temperature - and solvent-dependence against theoretical models.$^{7-9,16}$

Recently Hanck and coworkers$^{17}$ have presented near infra-red data for a series of reduced tris(polypyridyl)-ruthenium(II) complexes ([Ru(pq)$_3$]$^{3+}$ and [Ru(biq)$_3$]$^{3+}$/ where pq = 2-pyridylquinoline) and report the observation of an inter-valence charge-transfer band in these species.

Experimental.

Complex preparation, solvent purifications and spectroelectrochemical techniques used were as previously described in Chapters 2 and 3.
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Appendix 2

List of Abbreviations Used

bipy - 2,2'-bipyridine
biq - 2,2'-biquinoline
phpy - 2-phenylpyridine
py - pyridine
e.s.r. - electron spin resonance
n.m.r. - nuclear magnetic resonance
TBABF₄ - tetrabutylammonium tetrafluoroborate
CH₃CN - acetonitrile
CH₂Cl₂ - dichloromethane
thf - tetrahydrofuran
ε - extinction coefficient (l mol⁻¹ cm⁻¹)
v - wavenumber
p.p.m. - parts per million
I - [Ru(bipy)₃]²⁺
II - [Ir(bipy)₃]³⁺
III - cis-[Ru(bipy)₂CO.Cl]⁺
IV - cis-[Ru(bipy)₂Cl₂]
V - cis-[Ru(bipy)₂CO.MeCN]²⁺
VI - cis-[Ru(bipy)₂(MeCN)₂]²⁺
VII - cis-[Ru(bipy)₂CO.py]²⁺
VIII - cis-[Ru(bipy)₂Py.MeCN]²⁺
IX - cis-[Ru(bipy)₂(CO)₂]²⁺
X - cis-[Ru(bipy)₂CO.H]⁺
XI - cis-[Ir(bipy)₂Cl₂]⁺
XII  -  cis-[Ir(bipy)$_2$(CF$_3$SO$_3$)$_2$]$^+$
XIII -  [Cr(bipy)$_3$]$^{3+}$
XIV -  [Ir(bipy)$_2$OH.(bipy')]$^{2+}$
XV  -  [Ru(bipy)$_2$(phpy)]$^+$
XVI -  [Ru(biq)$_3$]$^{2+}$
XVII -  [Ru(bipy)$_2$(biq)]$^{2+}$
XVIII -  [Ru(bipy)(biq)$_2$]$^{2+}$
XIX -  cis-[Ru(bipy)$_2$(py)$_2$]$^{2+}$
XX  -  [Ru(bipy)(py)$_4$]$^{2+}$
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prominent absorption band of $II^{+}$ is an intraligand π* transition at 32200 cm$^{-1}$, the visible and near-infrared regions of the absorption spectrum being entirely featureless. The spectra of the intermediate complexes, $I^{+}$ and $I^{2+}$, are complicated in the visible region due to superposition of the Ru$^{III}$-bpy MLCT transition and characteristic bpy intraligand transitions. Thus we anticipated that $[Ir(bpy)]^{+}$ and its reduced analogues would prove helpful in clarifying the visible spectral region, as the bpy$^{-}$ intraligand transitions should emerge from a featureless background.

Results and Discussion

The reduced complexes $[Ir(bpy)]^{1+}/2+3+/4+/5+$ were generated in turn in a mechanically transparent thin-layer electrode (OTTLE) cell, at $-1.30$, $-1.45$, and $-1.60$ V, respectively, vs. aqueous Ag/Ag+$^+$ reference electrode, and their spectra were measured in situ from 3500 to 130000 cm$^{-1}$. In each case, after observation of the corresponding steady-state spectrum, the potential was set at $-0.6$ V and the spectrum was noted to return exactly to that of $II^{+}$ in its original concentration, thus establishing that no decomposition had occurred. In these circumstances, with strict exclusion of air, the entire series of iridium complexes proved neither solvent nor temperature sensitive, with invariant spectra in purified acetonitrile (at 30 and $-40$ °C), N,N-dimethylformamide, and dimethyl sulfoxide. Although $[Ir(bpy)]_{2}^{2+}$ is stable on a voltammometric time scale, it apparently decomposed on spectroelectrochemistry. After generation of $II^{+}$ and attempted regeneration of $II^{+}$ at either 15 or $-40$ °C, the original spectrum was not recovered, and further characterization of $II^{+}$ (or $II^{2+}$ and $II^{3+}$) was not pursued.

The successive spectra for $[Ir(bpy)]_{n}^{1+2+3+/4+/5}$ show crucial features in common with those for the ruthenium series. We see progressive growth of bands characterizing bpy$^{-}$ and matching loss of the bpy$^{+}$ bands as the system is further reduced. A striking feature of Figure 1 is the maintenance of a pseudoisosbestic point relating four independent species. Thus, throughout the course of these reductions only the net interconversion of effectively isolated $Ir^{III}$-bpy$^{+}$ and $Ir^{III}$-bpy$^{-}$ chromophores is detected. This unequivocal observation justifies the consideration of extinction coefficients per ligand chromophore (see below) and establishes that the complexes should be formulated as shown in Table 1.

Assignment of prominent absorption band of $II^{+}$ is an intraligand π* transition at 32200 cm$^{-1}$, the visible and near-infrared regions of the absorption spectrum being entirely featureless. The spectra of the intermediate complexes, $I^{+}$ and $I^{2+}$, are complicated in the visible region due to superposition of the Ru$^{III}$-bpy MLCT transition and characteristic bpy intraligand transitions. Thus we anticipated that $[Ir(bpy)]^{+}$ and its reduced analogues would prove helpful in clarifying the visible spectral region, as the bpy$^{-}$ intraligand transitions should emerge from a featureless background.

Results and Discussion

The reduced complexes $[Ir(bpy)]^{1+}/2+3+/4+/5+$ were generated in turn in a mechanically transparent thin-layer electrode (OTTLE) cell, at $-1.30$, $-1.45$, and $-1.60$ V, respectively, vs. aqueous Ag/Ag+$^+$ reference electrode, and their spectra were measured in situ from 3500 to 130000 cm$^{-1}$. In each case, after observation of the corresponding steady-state spectrum, the potential was set at $-0.6$ V and the spectrum was noted to return exactly to that of $II^{+}$ in its original concentration, thus establishing that no decomposition had occurred. In these circumstances, with strict exclusion of air, the entire series of iridium complexes proved neither solvent nor temperature sensitive, with invariant spectra in purified acetonitrile (at 30 and $-40$ °C), N,N-dimethylformamide, and dimethyl sulfoxide. Although $[Ir(bpy)]_{2}^{2+}$ is stable on a voltammometric time scale, it apparently decomposed on spectroelectrochemistry. After generation of $II^{+}$ and attempted regeneration of $II^{+}$ at either 15 or $-40$ °C, the original spectrum was not recovered, and further characterization of $II^{+}$ (or $II^{2+}$ and $II^{3+}$) was not pursued.

The successive spectra for $[Ir(bpy)]_{n}^{1+2+3+/4+/5}$ show crucial features in common with those for the ruthenium series. We see progressive growth of bands characterizing bpy$^{-}$ and matching loss of the bpy$^{+}$ bands as the system is further reduced. A striking feature of Figure 1 is the maintenance of a pseudoisosbestic point relating four independent species. Thus, throughout the course of these reductions only the net interconversion of effectively isolated $Ir^{III}$-bpy$^{+}$ and $Ir^{III}$-bpy$^{-}$ chromophores is detected. This unequivocal observation justifies the consideration of extinction coefficients per ligand chromophore (see below) and establishes that the complexes should be formulated as shown in Table 1.

Assignment of
the various absorption bands follows directly from this. Table I also gives the absorption spectral data for the ruthenium series, including complete hitherto unpublished results for the near-infrared bands. The visible spectral region around 20000 cm\(^{-1}\) is indeed much simplified in the iridium complexes, compared to that of the corresponding (isoelectronic) ruthenium systems, because of the absence of a MLCT band. The growth of the visible \(\pi^* \rightarrow \psi\) band upon reduction of \(\text{Ir}^{III}\) is unambiguous, and the progression in intensity may be readily quantified. The measured extinction coefficient of the band at 20000 cm\(^{-1}\) for \([\text{Ir}(bpy)_3]^2+\) compares well with the similar absorption in \(\text{Na}^+\) bpy, and increases linearly from \(\text{Ir}^{III}\) to \(\text{Ir}^{II}\). The higher energy \(\pi^* \rightarrow \psi\) band observed here at 25 500 cm\(^{-1}\) is sharp and strongly resembles the analogous band in \(\text{Na}^+\) bpy. This is in accord with our earlier suggestion that the corresponding absorption in \([\text{Ru}(bpy)_3]^{2+}\), which is considerably broadened, includes a \(\text{M} \rightarrow \text{L}\) (bpf) transition. The near-infrared band also increases linearly in strength according to the number of bpy\(^2\) ligands. The values of the extinction coefficients per reduced ligand agree closely with those for Na\(^+\) bpy for the ruthenium complexes, as do the structure within the band itself.

The simultaneous presence of discrete bpy\(^2\) and bpy ligands in \(\text{Ir}^{III}\) and \(\text{Ir}^{II}\) should be directly demonstrated by ligand-ligand intercalation charge-transfer (IVCT) transitions, as identified in isoelectronic \(\text{Ru}^{III}\) and \(\text{Ru}^2^+\). We have confirmed that such a band is present in the absorption spectra of \(\text{Ir}^{III}\) (\(\nu = 3840 \text{ cm}^{-1}\), \(\epsilon = 170 \text{ L mol}^{-1} \text{ cm}^{-1}\)) and \(\text{Ir}^{II}\) (\(\nu = 3840 \text{ cm}^{-1}\), \(\epsilon = 300 \text{ L mol}^{-1} \text{ cm}^{-1}\)) in \(N,N\)-dimethyldiformamide and acetonitrile, but absent as expected in \(\text{Ir}^{I}\). These spectroelectrochemical studies establish general diagnostic criteria for the presence of coordinated bpy\(^2\). Exact band positions will depend on the central metal charge and on the nature of the accompanying ligands, but complexes thought to contain reduced, charge-localized, bipyridyl ligands must show (i) a near-infrared band near 10000 cm\(^{-1}\) containing three peaks (or shoulders) separated by approximately 1000 cm\(^{-1}\) (\(\sim 10^4\) ligand), (ii) a visible doublet band near 20000 cm\(^{-1}\) (\(\sim 5 \times 10^4\) ligand), and (iii) a near-ultraviolet band near 25 000 cm\(^{-1}\) (\(\sim 15 \times 10^4\) ligand). For example, the rich absorption spectrum of the series \([\text{Fe}(bpy)_3]^{2+}\) may be fully analyzed in terms of the familiar pattern of localized ligand-based reductions. In contrast, Schwarz and Creutz recently employed these criteria explicitly to establish that under pulse radiolysis \([\text{Rh}(bpy)_3]^{2+}\) is reduced to unstable \([\text{Rh}^{II}(bpy)_3]^{2+}\), rather than \([\text{Rh}^{III}(bpy)_3]^{2+}\). It is notable that \(\text{Ir}^{III}\) and \(\text{Ir}^{II}\) are strictly analogous, with a common \(\text{M}(d\pi)\)/bpy\(^2\)/bpy\(^\psi\) configuration, whereas the optically excited states \(\text{Ir}^{II}\) and \(\text{Ir}^{I}\) differ fundamentally. Metal-centered oxidations of \([\text{Ru}(bpy)_3]^{2+}\) and \([\text{Os}(bpy)_3]^{2+}\) occur at modest potentials, but oxidation of \([\text{Ir}(bpy)_3]^{2+}\) is inaccessible due to the increased core charge on iridium. Thus the additional nuclear proton drastically lowers the d-orbital manifold (more than the increased central ion charge stabilizes the ligand levels) so that in \(\text{Ir}^{III}\) and \(\text{Ir}^{II}\) the d-orbital levels fall below the ligand HOMO level. The contrasting natures of the equilibrated \(\text{Ir}^{III}\) and \(\text{Ir}^{II}\) states (MLCT and Lxy\(^\psi\), respectively) are confirmed by photoemission spectroscopy. Much attention focuses on \(\text{Ir}^{III}\) since \([\text{Ru}(bpy)_3]^{2+}\) has been widely discussed as a prototype dye for photovoltaic cells. Flash photolysis absorption spectra \(6,7,15\) and resonance Raman studies \(12\) on \(\text{Ir}^{III}\) establish independently that an asymmetric charge distribution applies to the emitting state, \(\text{Ir}^{II}\), as well, viz. \([\text{Ru}^{II}(bpy)_3]^2(X)^{2+}\). Electrode potential correlations for numerous iridium(bipyridyl)metallates have demonstrated that the ligand-orbital energies are strongly determined by central ion valency and surprisingly insensitive to d\(^\psi\) population. Thus, in some respects \([\text{Ru}^{III}(bpy)_3]^2(X)^{2+}\) provides a better electronic structural model than \([\text{Ru}^{II}(bpy)_3]^2(X)^{2+}\) for the ligand array in \(\text{Ir}^{III}\).

Table I. Absorption Spectra of Some(6) Complexes of Ruthenium(II) and Iridium(III): \(\nu/10^3\) cm\(^{-1}\) (\(\epsilon/10^4\) L mol\(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-1}\))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>(\pi \rightarrow \pi^*, \text{bpy})</th>
<th>L - MCT, (\text{bpy})</th>
<th>(\pi \rightarrow \pi^*, \text{bpy})</th>
<th>M - L, (\text{bpy})</th>
<th>(\pi \rightarrow \pi^*, \text{bpy})</th>
<th>(\pi \rightarrow \pi^*, \text{bpy})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(<a href="bpy">\text{Ru}^{II}</a>_3]^2+)</td>
<td>35.0 (7.06)</td>
<td>29.2 (1.74)</td>
<td>19.9 (1.35)</td>
<td>13.0 (0.09)</td>
<td>18.9 (1.28)</td>
<td>11.5 (0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(<a href="bpy">\text{Ru}^{II}</a>_3]^2+)</td>
<td>34.2 (6.2)</td>
<td>29.0 (2.55)</td>
<td>20.6 (0.36)</td>
<td>19.5 (1.48)</td>
<td>15.0 (1.02)</td>
<td>11.1 (0.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(<a href="bpy">\text{Ru}^{II}</a>_3]^2+)</td>
<td>33.8 (4.60)</td>
<td>29.5 (3.62)</td>
<td>25.6 (1.48)</td>
<td>22.2 (0.46)</td>
<td>20.4 (0.44)</td>
<td>12.0 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(<a href="bpy">\text{Ru}^{II}</a>_3]^2+)</td>
<td>32.8 (5.60)</td>
<td>28.6 (1.79)</td>
<td>25.4 (2.18)</td>
<td>22.0 (0.79)</td>
<td>19.6 (1.22)</td>
<td>11.9 (0.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(<a href="bpy">\text{Ru}^{II}</a>_3]^2+)</td>
<td>27.2 (2.51)</td>
<td>25.4 (2.54)</td>
<td>21.9 (1.04)</td>
<td>19.6 (1.22)</td>
<td>10.7 (0.23)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experimental Section

[1r(bpy)](BF₄)₂ was prepared by following a published method for [1r(bpy)](NO₃)₂ except that fluoroboric acid replaced nitric acid in the later stages, and the compound was then chromatographed repeatedly on Sephadex LH-20 as previously described. The analytically pure product (λmax = 32 200 cm⁻¹, ε = 4.5 × 10⁴ L mol⁻¹ cm⁻¹), was checked by voltammetry (group of three equally intense reductions) and ¹³C NMR (five resonances only) and showed no trace of the very common and persistent byproduct "hydroxytris(bipyridine)iridium(III)" (λmax = 32 500 cm⁻¹, ε = 3.6 × 10⁴ L mol⁻¹ cm⁻¹) or any other impurity.

Spectroelectrochemical data were collected as before, by using a Metrohm E506 potentiostat and an OTTLE cell located directly in the beam of a Beckman 5270 spectrophotometer.

Acknowledgment. We thank Napier College of Commerce and Technology, Edinburgh, for access to this spectrometer, Johnson Matthey for a generous loan of iridium salts, and the SERC for financial support.
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We report here comprehensive spectroscopic and electrochemical evidence that the pseudo-hydroxytris(2,2'-bipyridine)iridium(III) dication (II⁺) should be formulated with a 2,2'-bipyridyl(1-)·C₃N' ligand.

The species [1r(bpy)·H₂O]²⁺ (I⁻) has properties very different from those of [1r(bpy)]⁺, including reversible deprotonation to I⁻. This is supported by monodentate bpy and "covalently hydrated" structures have been advanced. Recently, however, I⁻H⁻⁺ was suggested with considerable insight to be related to [1r(bpy)]⁺ by rotation, ortho C-metalation (displacing H⁺), and N-protonation of a single aromatic ring, accompanied by H-bonded association of H₂O.

Uncertainties remain because of the following: (i) Exact Ir/N-phenanthroline analogues of I⁻²⁺ and I⁻H⁻⁺ have been reported, although the suggested rearrangement is impossible for this rigid ligand. (ii) While the low-resolution X-ray data of I⁻H⁻⁺ establish that all three bipyridyl ligands are chelated and roughly planar, the identities of the donor atoms (N or C) are not easily distinguished. Also the position of the presumed water molecule, on which the inference of C-metalation was based, is very poorly defined. Thus, for example, C-metalation of two rings could not be excluded. (iii) Published ¹H and ¹³C NMR spectra confirm low molecular symmetry but have not been satisfactorily assigned, even for salient features relating to the modified ligand.

The 200- and 300-MHz ¹H NMR spectrum of II⁺ (which we have studied as its BF₄⁻ salt) are complex, but the maximum number of 23 separately detectable aromatic resonances are observed. We find that systematic comparison in Me₂CO-d₆, Me₂SO-d₆, and Me₂Si-d₆ allows convincing identification of the doublet-of-doublet signals for each of the three protons in the uniquely attached ring (Figure 1a). These resonances are distinguished by their particular solvent sensitivity, presumably due to diatomic interactions of the neighboring uncoordinated nitrogen atom, and their mutual coupling is confirmed by double-resonance techniques (see Table I).

In the 90-MHz ¹³C NMR spectrum of II⁺ in Me₂SO-d₆ (Figure 1b), we find signals representing 30 nonequivalent carbon atoms. Most strikingly, in a spectroscopic mode specific for non-H-bearing carbon atoms, seven single resonances persist. Six of these resonances, in the range 154-162 ppm with respect to Me₂Si, correspond to the ring—ring bridging positions (cf. 155.7 ppm in [1r(bpy)]⁺), while the seventh, standing apart at 140 ppm, is clearly due to the unique, presumably iridium-bound, carbon atom.

Electrochemical studies provide new insight into the electronic nature of the complex. Cyclic voltammetry of II⁺ in dimethyl sulfoxide or acetonitrile shows two closely spaced

---

Table I. ¹H NMR Assignments for the C-Metalated Ring Sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assignments</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H₁</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>7.09</td>
<td>8.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₂</td>
<td>6.85</td>
<td>7.10</td>
<td>8.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₃</td>
<td>7.33</td>
<td>7.52</td>
<td>8.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All 5 values recorded at 260.13 MHz. In Me₂CO, J₃₂ = 5.2 Hz, J₄₅ = 1.3 Hz. Four further solvent-sensitive multiplets (at 7.66, 8.23, 8.37, and 8.73 in Me₂CO-d₆) complete the assignments to the unique ligand for H₁, H₂, H₃, and H₄, respectively.

---
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(20) Solution Structure and Properties of the (2,2'-Bipyridinyl-C',N)bis(2,2'-bipyridine-N,N')iridium(III) Hydrate Ion, "Pseudo-[1r(bpy)](OH)²⁺".

(21) The species [1r(bpy)·H₂O]²⁺ (I⁻) has properties very different from those of [1r(bpy)]⁺, including reversible deprotonation to I⁻. Both coordinatively aquted (with one monodentate bpy) and "covalently hydrated" structures have been advanced. Recently, however, I⁻H⁻⁺ was suggested with considerable insight to be related to [1r(bpy)]⁺ by rotation, ortho C-metalation (displacing H⁺), and N-protonation of a single aromatic ring, accompanied by H-bonded association of H₂O.

(22) Uncertainties remain because of the following: (i) Exact Ir/N-phenanthroline analogues of I⁻²⁺ and I⁻H⁻⁺ have been reported, although the suggested rearrangement is impossible for this rigid ligand. (ii) While the low-resolution X-ray data of I⁻H⁻⁺ establish that all three bipyridyl ligands are chelated and roughly planar, the identities of the donor atoms (N or C) are not easily distinguished. Also the position of the presumed water molecule, on which the inference of C-metalation was based, is very poorly defined. Thus, for example, C-metalation of two rings could not be excluded. (iii) Published ¹H and ¹³C NMR spectra confirm low molecular symmetry but have not been satisfactorily assigned, even for salient features relating to the modified ligand.

(23) The 200- and 300-MHz ¹H NMR spectrum of II⁺ (which we have studied as its BF₄⁻ salt) are complex, but the maximum number of 23 separately detectable aromatic resonances are observed. We find that systematic comparison in Me₂CO-d₆, Me₂SO-d₆, and Me₂Si-d₆ allows convincing identification of the doublet-of-doublet signals for each of the three protons in the uniquely attached ring (Figure 1a). These resonances are distinguished by their particular solvent sensitivity, presumably due to diatomic interactions of the neighboring uncoordinated nitrogen atom, and their mutual coupling is confirmed by double-resonance techniques (see Table I).

(24) In the 90-MHz ¹³C NMR spectrum of II⁺ in Me₂SO-d₆ (Figure 1b), we find signals representing 30 nonequivalent carbon atoms. Most strikingly, in a spectroscopic mode specific for non-H-bearing carbon atoms, seven single resonances persist. Six of these resonances, in the range 154-162 ppm with respect to Me₂Si, correspond to the ring—ring bridging positions (cf. 155.7 ppm in [1r(bpy)]⁺), while the seventh, standing apart at 140 ppm, is clearly due to the unique, presumably iridium-bound, carbon atom.

(25) Electrochemical studies provide new insight into the electronic nature of the complex. Cyclic voltammetry of II⁺ in dimethyl sulfoxide or acetonitrile shows two closely spaced

---


(a) Wickramasinghe, W. A.; Bird, P. H.; Serpone, N. J. Chem. Soc., Chem. Commun. 1981, 1284. (b) Need, G.; Hazell, A. C.; Hazell, R. G.; Varner, O. Inorg. Chem. 1983, 22, 3429. This report of the X-ray crystal structure of I⁻ is itself, as the perdeuterated hydrate salt, appeared after submission of our paper. Although donor atom identity must still be inferred from circumstantial evidence relating to the detailed molecular geometry, the new analysis clearly indicates the correctness of the proposal for H₁-bonding placed forward in ref 3a and the present work.


(6) The appropriate "quaternary carbon-only" probe sequence was suggested to the Edinburgh NMR laboratory by Dr. D. M. Smith of Griffith University, Queensland, Australia.
reversible reduction waves at -1.03 and -1.23 vs. SCE and two further waves, reversible and quasi-reversible, at -1.86 and -2.21 V. These reductions, also reported by Kahl et al., are characteristic of two and only two ordinary bipyridine ligands chelated to Ir(III). Moreover, the measured electrode potentials imply the simultaneous presence of an effectively monounionic neighboring ligand, represented by the chelated bipyridyl group. Thus we note the first reduction potential is intermediate between that of [Ir(bpy)$_3$]$_2^{2+}$ (-0.82 V) and [Ir(bpy)$_2$Cl$_2$]$^-$( -1.20 V), and the system is elegantly modeled by the further reductions of [Ir(bpy)$_2$(bpy)$^-$] at -1.00 and -1.20 V. [Ir] also shows a new irreversible two-electron oxidation wave ($E_0^0 = +0.95$ V), which we associate with the C-metalated ligand. It should be noted that the voltammetric behavior of [Ir(phen)$_2$(phen')(OH)$_2$]$^{2+}$, for which three early reductions are reported, is in marked contrast with Kahl's [Ir(phen)$_2$(phen')(OH)$_2$]$^{2+}$, (where phen represents bidentate and phen' monodentate o-phenanthroline), for which three early reductions are reported.

The electronic spectra of [Ir], [Ir]', and [Ir]$^0$ have been compared by using an optically transparent thin-layer electrolysis cell. [Ir] and [Ir]' both show the well-known $\pi(6) \rightarrow \pi(7)$ transition of coordinated bpy around 33000 cm$^{-1}$, with appropriately reduced intensity compared to [Ir(bpy)$_3$]$^{3+}$. Equally, [Ir] and [Ir]' (but not [Ir]$^{2+}$) show the characteristic absorptions of coordinated bpy near 11000, 20000, and 26000 cm$^{-1}$ in accordance with the now familiar pattern of localized reductions in (d$x^2$) bpy complexes.

In addition, [Ir]$^0$ (but not [Ir]' or [Ir]$^{2+}$) shows a band at 5000 cm$^{-1}$ ($e = 220$ mol$^{-1}$ dm$^3$ cm$^{-1}$) characteristic of ligand-ligand (bpy$^+$ $\rightarrow$ bpy$^-$) intercalation charge transfer.

[Ir]$^{2+}$ has been resolved into its optical isomers and shows an exciton couplet around 33000 cm$^{-1}$ readily assigned to a cis-M(bipy)$_3$ moiety. Reduction to [Ir]$^0$, followed by reoxidation to [Ir]$^{2+}$, does not cause any loss of optical activity. These observations are, of course, consistent with successive ligand-based reductions at a kinetically inert Ir(III) center.

Collectively, these data demonstrate clearly that "pseudo-[Ir(bpy)$_3$(OH)$_2$](BF$_4$)$_2$" contains a deprotonated N,C-bound ligand that is indeed physically and electronically unique and remains distinct from the accompanying normal bipyridine ligands in nonaqueous solution.
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(13) New $^1$H and $^{13}$C NMR data for the related protonated species [Ir$^+$, viz. [Ir(bpy)$_2$(C$_x$H$_y$N$_z$)](ClO$_4$)$_2$, have established the nature of [Ir$^+$].